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ABSTRACT 

We live in the information age. The development of tools contributing to more efficient use of the 

Internet, the world’s largest source of information, is therefore important. This thesis contributes to 

this development by providing an algorithm capable of dividing web pages into semantically related 

parts called objects, and then group similar objects into partitions. Intuitively the algorithm tries to 

grasp what we humans do when we make sense of a web page, by exploiting the structural information 

contained inside an HTML document.  

There are several ways to visually partition a web page due to that it is a question of human 

perception. The first part of this thesis therefore details visual partitioning and defines a specific 

partitioning method that I have called object partitioning.   

The nature of object partitioning is visual. Computers cannot work with abstract visual concepts, so a 

translation of object partitioning to structural terms is needed. The translation is not trivial however, 

and I have therefore devoted a fair amount of this thesis to this translation.  

The main result of this thesis is an algorithm that implicitly solves the visual object partitioning 

problem by solving the structural counterpart. The core of the object partitioning algorithm can be 

reduced to two sub challenges: calculation of a concept I have called the maximal repeating weighted 

substring (MRWS) in a string, and calculation of a top-down distance between trees. To 

accomplishing the main result, this thesis proposes solutions to both these sub problems by further 

development of known solutions to similar problems. 

A central part of the development of the object partitioning algorithm is the creation of a simple term 

language capable of modeling HTML documents. Due to the need for processing HTML documents, a 

function that maps HTML documents into this term language is created. This filtering and mapping 

function makes the creation of the object partitioning algorithm easier due to that it removes all but the 

information needed in order to solve the object partitioning problem 
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1 Preface 

1.1 Motivation 

Internet was originally formed in 1970 as a military network called Advanced Research Projects 

Agency Network (ARPANET). In the 1970s universities and companies doing defense-related 

research were allowed to connect to ARPANET and in 1993 private users where given access [1]. 

Today the Internet forms an immense network consisting of hundreds of millions of interconnected 

computers and it has truly redefined our way of living by providing an almost overwhelming amount 

of information and services. Google, a search engine, has alone tracked down 8,058,044,651 single 

web pages at the time of writing. To put this number into perspective the world’s population is 

approximately 6 billon [2], 2 billon less than the number of pages. This huge amount of widely 

available information clearly puts forth new demands to data handling and, of course gives us many 

new opportunities when it comes to shopping, banking, communication with other people, education, 

mobility, news retrieval, all sorts of applications processes and so on.  

No matter how we want to exploit this immense source of information one apparent superior goal must 

be to use it as efficiently as possible. The creation of tools contributing to that goal is therefore 

essential. Many such tools and services, like Google, have already been developed, but only our 

imagination and creativity sets the limits for the development of new such tools. By this thesis I hope 

to contribute to this development. In brief, this thesis provides an algorithm capable of dividing a web 

page into semantically related parts called objects, and then group similar objects into partitions. In 

larger perspective, the overriding objective is to create an algorithm that grasps what we humans do 

when we make sense of a web page.  

Most of the information on the Internet is served as semi-structured1 Hyper Text Markup Language 

(HTML) documents. This means that Internet tools in some way must be able to understand or analyse 

HTML documents. Google and other information retrieval systems use linguistic2 techniques to 

analyse HTML documents. Linguistic analyse is very well studied and it uses only one part of an 

HTML document, namely the textual content. The structural information; the semantic meaning of 

HTML tags (also called markup) and their relation - are pretty much left unused in the linguistic 

analyses. The structural information is, to my knowledge, almost only used by web browsers in the 

                                                      

1 Semi structured in this context highlights that data contained in an HTML document is less structured than data in a 

database.  

2 Some of the information retrieval systems exploit a small fraction of the structural information contained in an HTML 

document. E.g. words inside the title tag are given a higher degree of importance level in the analyses. 
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rendering process, but I believe that the structural information can be used in other ways as well. This 

belief is a big motivation and it also forms the point of origin for this thesis: The exploration of how 

structural information can be used to create tools that makes Internet use more efficient.  

I am aware that a combination of structural and linguistically analyse techniques most likely would 

provide the best tools, but my aim is to pinpoint how structure alone can be exploited.   

 

1.2 The main objective 

The problem of doing a reasonable web page partitioning that grasps what humans do when we make 

sense of a web page is the greater aim of this work. On a more detailed level, the web page 

partitioning problem, which I have called the object partitioning problem, consist of grouping the 

smallest visual units of information on a web page into visual objects and then group these visual 

objects into visual partitions. The grouping is to be done in such a way that all objects in a partition 

have the same role in communicating information. Intuitively, it should be possible to assign each 

visual partition with a brief intuitive description (for any human to read) that covers all objects in the 

partition.  

The object partitioning problem does not directly have practical interest, but it can be used to solve 

several practical interesting problems. In a theoretical perspective, the problem is very interesting. The 

origin of my work was actually not the object partitioning problem, but a series of more specific 

problems, which I discovered can be reduced to the object partitioning problem. I will briefly present 

three such problems next.  

  

1.2.1 Web page merging 

When surfing the Internet you are limited to looking at one page at a time within the use of one 

browser window. Assume that the information you are seeking is to be found on five different web 

pages. Visiting each one of these web pages and then locating the desired content takes time. Envision 

being able to merge only the desired content from several web pages into one. This would, of course, 

make the information retrieval process much more efficient and time-saving.  

The merging and content collection problem in general is probably close to impossible to solve, 

because often one does not even know what the desired content is. A restricted version where a fixed 

set of pages are merged into one by following some predefined rules is a more realistic target. Take for 

instance the task of extracting only the article summaries from five different news paper front pages on 

the Internet and displaying the result as one web page. Such a task is for example within the scope of a 

limited merging problem. 
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The limited problem relies on the ability to handle visual objects, like news summaries on a web page, 

and determine which objects are similar (like for instance the set of news summaries), that is, has the 

same role in communicating information. In other words, the restricted merging problem relies on the 

ability to locate object boundaries and grouping similar objects into partitions. That is the essence in 

the more general web page partitioning problem or simply the object partitioning problem.   

 

1.2.2 Selective content extraction of web pages 

Desktop computers are not the only way to access the Internet. Small handheld devices and cellular 

phones also offer the opportunity to surf the Internet, though in a more restricted way. There are two 

major obstacles using such small devices to surf the Internet: they have a physically smaller display 

than desktop computers and they often have quite limited bandwidth. As stated before, often only 

some of the content on a web page is of interest. A stockbroker might only be interested in the latest 

stock information and would only want the stock information objects from a stock web page and not 

primarily the menus and other secondary information. By putting up a server which knows the 

stockbroker’s information desires and by utilizing these predefined desires to filter away all unwanted 

objects, it would be possible for the stockbroker to get the desired content and nothing else.  

Again the problem is a question of dividing a page into objects and categorizing objects, that is, the 

object partitioning problem. 

   

1.2.3 Efficient audio browsing of web pages 

Today, the information on the Internet is primarily made for visual displaying. Browsing web pages 

with an ordinary browser is for instance a visual process. Blind people and people with weak sight are 

therefore to a large degree locked out from the biggest information source on the planet. One solution 

to this problem is to develop audio-based browsers. There have been several attempts to create such 

browsers and the HearSay [11] system is one example. The trivial solution to an audio-based browser 

is a browser that just read the content of an HTML document from top to bottom and this is highly 

inefficient unless you are lucky and the information you want are at the top of the HTML document. A 

better solution is an audio-based browser, that conveys the logical structure and semantic of content in 

web documents, to the user and lets the user select which parts of a document to listen to.  

Determining the logical structure and semantics of content in web documents is closely related to 

solving the object partitioning problem. That is, mining object boundaries and grouping similar 

objects into partitions. The user could for instance first be presented with all existing partitions on a 

web page and then be presented with the objects in a selected partition. 
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1.2.4 Domain restrictions 

I have introduced some domain restrictions to accomplish the main aim. More precisely, the algorithm 

presented in this thesis only applies to web pages which posses the following properties: 

 Consistency in presentation style: Similar objects are consistently formatted. 

 Consistency in encoding: Visually similar parts of a web page manifest themselves structurally 

similar in the underlying HTML document. 

 Spatial locality: Similar visual objects are grouped into the same visual area of a web page. 

Despite the domain restrictions the problem is still interesting and applies to many web pages. The 

argument for this is presented in section 3.7. 

 

1.3 Thesis overview 

The overall target for this thesis is to present an algorithm, called the object partitioning algorithm, 

which identifies visual objects and group similar objects into partitions. The presentation is structured 

as follows:  

 Chapter 2 - Background: This chapter presents background information necessary for reading 

the following chapters. I assume that the reader is familiar with the functional programming 

paradigm, some HTML and computer science in general. The background chapter is therefore 

brief. Readers in need of more information can consult the references given in this chapter. 

The three following chapters are the key chapters in this thesis and they present my contribution to the 

creation of tools that aim at making Internet use more efficient. In particular: 

 Chapter 3 - Visual problem specification: To specify a precise way of doing visual partitioning 

is not trivial because it is an issue of human perception, which is very complex. This chapter 

contributes to a clearer understanding of a particular visual partitioning that I choose to call 

object partitioning. My idea behind object partitioning is to grasp, as well as possible, what 

most humans do when we make sense of a web page. In brief, object partitioning covers the 

identification of visual objects and the grouping of similar objects, that is, objects that have the 

same role in communicating information, into partitions.   

 Chapter 4 - Structural problem analysis and specification: The nature of object partitioning is 

visual. Computers have problems dealing with abstract visual issues. This chapter therefore 

takes the first step in translating the visual object partitioning into a structural counterpart. In 
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particular, this chapter contributes to the translation by providing a thorough analysis of the 

connection between the visual appearance of a web page and the underlying HTML structure. 

The main results are not only structural counterparts of the visual terms; information-piece 

(what objects are made of), object, object similarity and partition, but also a sophisticated 

function that translates HTML documents to a simple term language and in that translation 

filters away all but the information essential to object partitioning. The simple term language 

that HTML documents are translated into is called the HTML term language and the creation of 

this language is another important contribution made by this chapter. 

 Chapter 5 - The object partitioning algorithm: This chapter presents an algorithm that solves the 

object partitioning problem. The algorithm is defined over the HTML term language and 

heavily relies on the work presented in the two previous chapters. As a part of the development 

of the object partitioning algorithm this chapter further develops the HTML term language. It 

defines, in terms of the generalized HTML term language, the concept of a maximal repeating 

weighted substring (MRWS) and top-down distance (TD). This chapter also proposes 

algorithmic solutions to both MRWS and TD by further development of known solutions to 

similar problems. 

 Chapter 6 - Related work: This chapter presents related work and compares it with my work.  

 Chapter 7 - Implementation: This chapter describes implementation details. In particular the 

implementation of the three-tired document transformation (section 2.2) is detailed thoroughly 

due to that it is not covered elsewhere.  

 Chapter 8 - Application to real-life web pages: This chapter presents the result of applying the 

proposed object partitioning algorithm on four web pages that is extensively used as examples 

in the entire thesis.  

 Chapter 9 - Conclusion: This chapter finishes off by giving a conclusion, critique and directions 

for further work.  
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2 Background 

2.1 Document representation 

Almost any document contains more information than just the textual content; the sequence of 

characters making up a document. Layout concepts like chapters, sections, paragraphs and text 

formatting, contains implicit information that aids the reader in understanding and making sense of a 

text.  When representing documents electronically, this additional information – markup – must be 

stored alongside the content.  

SGML (Standard generalized markup language) is a meta language able to formally describe markup 

languages that can hold both the markup and the content, hence the name markup language [23].  

A markup language defined in SGML is called an SGML application and it is made up of four parts 

[27]:  

i. An SGML declaration that specifies which characters and delimiters that may appear in the 

application 

ii. A document type definition (DTD) that defines the syntax of markup constructs. In brief, the 

DTD imposes a type on documents, as other objects processed by computers often have [25]. 

iii. A specification that informally describes the semantics to be ascribed to the markup.  

iv. Document instances containing data and markup.  

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language), which is an SGML application, has become the most widely 

used markup language on the Internet. The HTML DTD specifies, as stated, the syntax of markup 

constructs. To be more precise, it defines element types that represent lists, tables, headers, 

paragraphs, etc. An element type definition generally consists of tree parts;  

 A start tag written “<element-name>” where element-name is the name of the element. 

 A content definition that describes elements that may be contained by an instance of this 

element type. A special content element is plain character data.  

 An end tag written “</element-name>” where element-name is identical to the element-name 

in the start tag. 

Some HTML element types allow the end tag to be omitted, some allow the start tag to be omitted and 

some types have no content [27]. Figure 2.1 displays a small and simple HTML document and its 

rendering (produced by Microsoft Internet Explorer). Note that section 2.3 details HTML further. 
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Figure 2.1 - "Hello World" - HTML document 

 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a simple dialect or subset if you prefer of SGML.  

“Its goal is to enable generic SGML to be served, received, and processed on the Web in the way that 

is now possible with HTML. XML has been designed for ease of implementation and for 

interoperability with both SGML and HTML.” [27]  

 

2.2 Document processing 

Document processing may be thought of as a three-tiered process: parsing, transformation and 

outputting.  

 Parsing is the process of transforming a document or file into a data structure by applying 

grammatical rules to it [24]. When used in relation to markup languages, it often involves 

validation of the document against a given DTD (section 2.3.4). Parsing in general is a very well 

studied subject.  

 The transformation process consists of one or more operations on the data structure generated 

by the parsing process, typically a tree.     

 Outputting is the process of displaying or writing to a file, in a proper format, the resulting data 

structure. Outputting is sometimes referred to as pretty printing. 

This thesis only focuses on the transformation part, albeit my work also relies on the parsing and 

outputting parts. The parsing part is done by a Haskell library called Haskell XML Toolbox [21], and 

outputting is done by Web Authoring System Haskell (WASH), which also is a Haskell library [25, 

26].  

 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN" 
     "http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd"> 
<HTML> 
   <HEAD> 
      <TITLE>A small example</TITLE> 
   </HEAD> 
   <BODY> 
      <P>Hello world!</P> 
   </BODY> 
</HTML> 
 

Rendered by Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 
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2.3 HTML 

The HyperText Markup Language (HTML), which is the most widely used language on the Internet, is 

a standard defined by the World Wide Web consortium (W3C). The HTML standard has evolved over 

time and the latest contribution is the Extensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) 1.0 

standard. This thesis, however, focuses relevant discussions on the predecessor to XHTML, which is 

the HTML 4.01 standard [7]. Note that the differences between XHMTL 1.0 and HTML 4.01 are 

small, so selecting XHTML would not greatly affect any important discussions in this thesis. The 

choice is therefore more or less insignificant. 

 

2.3.1 Historical aspects 

The prototype of HTML was developed by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989. The lifeline of the HTML we 

use today from the prototype is interesting, due to the fact that HTML has been through a quite 

“bumpy ride” on the road to standardization. The original philosophy was to create a language for 

marking up text into structural units such as paragraphs, headers and so on. The idea being that visual 

appearance of markup was the issue for browsers and consequently should not be a part of the markup 

language or at least that was the idea of the scientific community. Through time browser makers like 

Netscape and Microsoft wanted it differently so they introduced and implemented in their browser a 

large number of physical tags covering visual appearance in an ad hoc manner. It turned out to be a 

power struggle between the academic engineering community wanting a well designed and defined 

language on one side, and the browser makers on the other. [17]  

This power struggle explains why HTML today has become a language that includes both structural 

markup and physical markup. This mix of structural and physical markup makes it a challenge to 

exploit markup to other things than pure rendering. 

 

2.3.2 Semantic meaning of HTML tags 

Structural tags 

Structural tags (markup), like <h1>…<h6> and <abbr> are intended to be good descriptors of their 

content. The <h1> tag should for instance be used to markup all main headers and only the main 

headers and the <abbr> tag to markup all and only abbreviations and so on. Using the physical tag 

<font size=”+3”> would in most cases give the same visual result as using <h1>, but the tag would 

have the negative effect of not logically connoting the header. [28] 
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Physical tags 

Physical tags like <b> (boldface) and <i> (italic) should be used to achieve particular visual effects 

that have no intention of describing its content. When deciding to boldface all the body text, the <b> 

tag should be used instead of the <strong> tag since "strong emphasis" is not the semantic 

connotation here. The appearance in the mass-market browsers will be the same, but it might have 

saved a blind person using an audio browser from hearing the whole document in a loud tone of voice 

(an appropriate rendering for strong emphasis, but not an appropriate rendering for the purely visual 

effect of boldfacing). [28] 

 

2.3.3 Cascading Style Sheets 

Since the set of predefined HTML tags lacks control of their visual appearance and the set are much 

too small to cover the meaning of all possible types of content in a precise manner, Cascading Style 

Sheets (CSS) was created. CSS is defined as a “style sheet language that allows authors and users to 

attach style (e.g., fonts, spacing, and aural cues) to structured documents (e.g., HTML documents and 

XML applications).” [3] It attaches structure by introducing a class attribute to all HTML elements but 

a few3. The class attribute value, called the class name, refers to a given style class containing style 

information for that particular class (like font-type, -size, -color, spacing). 

The HTML 4.01 standard [7] includes two special tags span and div. These tags are special due to 

that no semantic meaning has been assigned to them. The content of the code tag for instance is 

assumed to be a kind of program code, but for the span and div tags no such assumptions exist. 

Combining these two tags with CSS through the use of the class attributes provides a mean of creating 

self defined structural tags in much the same manner as is possible in XML. 

 

2.3.4 The HTML Document Type Definition and valid HTML documents 

The HTML Document Type Definition (DTD) [18] defines the syntax of allowed markup constructs in 

HTML (section 2.2). Note that there are actually three HTML DTD’s (strict-, loose- and frameset 

DTD), so talking about the HTML DTD is slightly imprecise. However taking the three DTD’s into 

consideration will not benefit the discussion. Assume therefore that the HTML DTD means the strict 

HTML DTD. 

                                                      

3 The following list of tags are not permitted to contain the class attribute:  <base>, <basefont>, <head>, <html>, 

<meta>, <param>, <script>, <style> and <title>. 
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To be more precise, the HTML DTD defines elements, attributes and the nesting of elements. Note 

that elements are also called tags. The following part of the HTML DTD defines the dl tag and its 

contents: <!ELEMENT DL - - (DT|DD)+>. It specifies that the children (that is the content) of a DL 

element must be a non-empty sequence of either DT or DD elements. The content descriptor (DT|DD)+ 

is essentially a regular expression.  The following declaration extracted from the HTML DTD, adds 

the class attribute to the DL element:  <!ATTLIST DL class CDATA #IMPLIED>. [25] 

The HTML DTD can be thought of as production rules. An HTML document is valid if it can be 

produced by using the production rules in the HTML DTD. Valid HTML documents are often said to 

conform to the HTML DTD. 

 

2.4 Functional programming and Haskell 

2.4.1 The functional programming paradigm 

Imperative languages like C and FORTRAN and object-oriented languages like C++, Java, and C# are 

the most commonly used programming languages. Functional languages differ quite fundamentally 

from these two programming paradigms in respect to how computations are viewed and how programs 

are built. In imperative languages a program consists of a sequence of actions and a computation is the 

sequential execution of these actions. In object-oriented programming languages a program is built 

upon objects and computations are viewed as the message exchange between objects.  In contrast, 

functional programs are built from functions and a computation consists of evaluating functions. The 

following citation highlights the essence of functional programming:  

“Programming in a functional language consists of building definitions and using the computer to 

evaluate expressions. The primary role of the programmer is to construct a function to solve a given 

problem. This function […] is described in a notation that obeys normal mathematical principles. The 

primary role of the computer is to act as an evaluator or calculator; its job is to evaluate the 

expression and print the result” [5]. 

 

2.4.2 An introduction to Haskell  

Haskell is a functional programming language and it is the language that I have used in my work. I 

will therefore give a brief introduction to some Haskell syntax and then present the motivation behind 

why I chose this particular language as my working language. Some basic knowledge about functional 

programming is assumed. Readers who are new to functional programming are advised to consult 

Bird. [5], or similar. 
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Haskell Syntax 

Let f be a function which takes two integers and returns the sum of the two integers. In Haskell we 

could define f as follows: 

f :: Int -> Int -> Int   // Line nr. 1 
f x y = x + y            // Line nr. 2 
f 2 3  5 

The first line is the type signature for the f function. It states that that the function takes two values of 

type Int and returns a value of type Int. The type signature is actually not necessary; Haskell would 

be able to deduce the type automatically. The last line shows the result of f applied on 2 and 3 and it is 

not a part of the function.  

There is often a need to provide local declarations for use in functions. Haskell offers two equivalent 

mechanisms for local bindings; where binding and let binding. Lines 3 to 5 show a function that uses 

both. 

g :: Int            // Line nr. 3 
g = let x = 2 in x + y    // Line nr. 4 
  where y = 3        // Line nr. 5 

g  5 

Integers (Int) are a predefined data type in Haskell, but the language also allows the programmer to 

create new types. Line number 6 shows one example of how to create a data type with four values: 

data Direction = NE | SE | SW | NW // Line nr. 6 
 

2.4.3 Motivation for selecting Haskell 

A function or a method in a program produces a side effect if it changes the global state of the 

program other than its own return value. Imperative languages like Java allow side effects. Input – 

Output (IO) operations are for instance allowed to take place directly inside functions. A consequence 

of allowing side effects is that the order of execution is crucial for the result. This makes it very 

difficult to prove propositions about programs, because order must be taken into consideration when 

reasoning about imperative programs.  

Pure functional languages like Haskell and Miranda does not allow side effects. If you for instance call 

the same function with the same arguments, then you will get the same result. A nice effect of 

discarding side effects is that the order of evaluation does not influence the result and consequently 

makes it a lot easier to prove propositions about pure functional programs. 

When I first started working on this thesis the idea was to extend the formal work of Torjusen [29]. He 

used Haskell in his thesis mainly because of the ease of proving propositions about Haskell programs. 
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I have followed the same line and chose Haskell as my working language thinking it would be a useful 

property, but it turned out differently. Using Haskell has not by any means been an obstacle, but I have 

not exploited its “purity” either. This is mainly because the main work laid down in this thesis has 

been top-down, and within the limits of this thesis I have not had the time to explore the formal 

properties of my work. If someone continues my work and investigate the formal properties, then the 

choice of selecting Haskell will be more than justified.  

A pragmatic reason for selecting Haskell is the access to a free HTML parser and a free HTML pretty 

printer.  

 

2.5 Methodology 

The approach to the subject matter in this thesis is all in all top-down, that is, the point of origin is a 

set of real-life web pages (top) and a thorough examination of these. It is these examinations that lead 

to the more formal part of my work (down). In particular, these examinations act as guidelines for the 

development, and motivation for choices of the more formal part of my work.   

The thorough examination of real-life web pages is time consuming, so within the limits of this thesis, 

it has only been possible to examine a small set of real-life web pages. Note that the immense number 

of web pages makes it almost impossible to generalize properties regarding web pages that are not 

contradicted by some web pages, so there will certainly be web pages that contradicts some or all 

assumptions taken by this thesis.  

 

2.6 Roles of examples 

As stated in the previous section, real-life web pages have a central role in discussions and decision 

making throughout the thesis. This section gives a brief introduction to the four most used real-life 

web pages. Another six real-life web pages, however, have also been taken into consideration in 

discussions throughout this thesis, though not explicitly mentioned. The result of applying the object 

partitioning algorithm, presented by this thesis, on the four most frequently used real-life web pages 

are displayed and commented on in chapter 8. A complete object partitioning of all ten real-life web 

pages are displayed (uncommented) in appendix A.  

 

Front page of www.digi.no (Saved 25.02.2005) 

The www.digi.no site is a news paper that focuses on information technology. Parts of the same 

www.digi.no front page are used in figure 3.1 p. 16, figure 4.4 p. 45 and figure 4.5 p. 46.  
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Front page of www.nytimes.com (saved 25.02.2005) 

The www.nytimes.com site is the online edition of the globally famous news paper, the New York 

Times. Parts of the same www.nytimes.com front page are used in figure 3.3 p. 24, figure 3.4 p. 25, 

figure 4.6 p. 47 and figure 4.7 p. 48. 

Note that figure 3.3 is extensively used in the definition of the four key visual terms in chapter 3. I am 

aware of that the figure should, from a reader practical point of view, be repeated four times; one time 

after each key visual term, but repeating the figure is too space consuming. I have therefore decided to 

place the figure at the end in section 3.3.5, well aware that it is not an optimal solution. 

 

Search result from www.google.com (saved 25.02.2005) 

The www.google.com site is one of the most widely known and used web search engine. Parts of the 

web page resulting from a search for AI is used in figure 3.2 p. 19 and figure 3.8 p. 32. 

 

Front page of www.komplett.no (saved 25.02.2005) 

The www.komplett.no site is a web shop selling computers and computer parts. A part of the 

www.komplett.no front page is used in figure 3.7 p. 31. 
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3 Visual problem specification 

In general, most of us are exposed to an overwhelming amount of information every day. The only 

way to keep track of all this information is to organize bits and pieces of it into bigger chunks and 

relate them – and that is exactly what we do. The process is extremely complex, but we do it without 

even lifting an eyebrow. To get a computer to replicate only a tiny little bit of this information 

organizing is in the best case very hard. This thesis therefore aims at replicating only a small fraction 

of the information structuring humans do when perceiving web page layouts.  

The overall aim for this chapter is to give a clear and precise understanding of a particular way to 

organize layouts. Layout is used as a visual term, so the focus in this chapter is entirely visual. The 

bottom line is to give a thorough understanding of an organization scheme (of layouts) that I have 

called object partitioning.  

The chapter is structured as follows. 

Section 3.1 gives an introduction to the term document layout, section 3.2 introduces the first meeting 

with the layout partitioning concept, section 3.3 details the terms used to explain the layout 

partitioning concept, section 3.5 uses the knowledge established in section 3.3 and a key observation 

described in section 3.4 to present the main aim. It also enlightens different aspects concerning the 

main aim. Section 3.6 presents a complete object partitioning example and section 3.7 justifies the 

problem relevance given the restrictions introduced in the visual terminology section (section 3.3) on 

the domain of web pages. 

Later, chapter 4 maps the visual concepts of this chapter to structural concepts and chapter 5 presents a 

solution to the object partitioning problem in the form of an algorithm. 

 

3.1 Document layout 

The term document layout can be defined as an arrangement of visual elements in a preferably 

pleasing and readable display.  

Document layout contains a lot of implicit information which is very important to human perception. 

It acts as an aid when we read and interpret information. Naturally, not all layouts are of great help. 

Some layouts can be very bad and misleading. Just imagine how difficult it would be to read this 

thesis if all text-formatting and all enforced line-breaks where removed.  
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There is no simple and short answer to what a good and understandable layout is, simply because it is 

a question about human perception which is formed by culture, genes, past experience, learning and 

lots of other factors. Human cognition and perception is not however the main topic of this thesis.  

In what follows I therefore assume that you have a prior understanding due to experience of what an 

understandable layout is, and further assume that the world layout means understandable layouts. 

 

3.2 Layout partitioning 

Document layout contains a lot of implicit information that is very important to human perception. It 

enables us to do a sort of layout partitioning or information structuring. To be more precise, it 

enables us to: 

 Identify that some information-pieces (like a header and a paragraph) belong together.   

 Organize related pieces of information into objects.  

 Group similar kinds of objects into sets or partitions.  

Take for instance the www.digi.no front page (Figure 3.1). The annotations show one possible way to 

interpret the implicit layout information that the www.digi.no front page exhibits. 
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Figure 3.1 - www.digi.no - Front Page 

A short comment on the annotations follows: The (red and blue) rectangle annotations in the figure 

encapsulate information-pieces that belong together, and they form the latest news and main news 

objects. These objects may be viewed as elements in a news partition. The annotations also show a 

division of the page into a left, main and right bar. Is it possible to agree with this partitioning? One 

could argue that the main bar is actually two bars. One could also argue that the main news and latest 

news should be two partitions. An important point is that there exist several ways to do this 

information structuring or partitioning, so if I just state that the main aim of this thesis is an 

algorithmic solution to layout partitioning that would be a rather vague problem specification. 

Nevertheless, it is a useful starting point and it helps intuition.                                                                                           

 

3.3 Visual terminology 

The above discussion introduced four very important visual terms; information-piece, object, object 

similarity and partition. They are important because they form the basis for the meaning of layout 

partitioning and hence the visual problem specification in this thesis. It is difficult to give a good and 

precise definition of the terms, simply because it is a question concerning human perception and 

cognition. Despite this, a definition for each term is introduced, but note that the definitions must be 

Left sidebar Right sidebar 
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Menu 
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Menu 
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viewed as rough guidelines rather than strict and precise rules. The intended meaning and different 

aspects of the terms are discussed after each definition in relation with the fragment of the New York 

Times web edition (NYT) front page shown in Figure 3.3 (p. 24).  

 

3.3.1 Information-piece 

The information-piece definition relies on the term character. A character can be defined as follows.  

Definition 3.1 - Character 

A character C is a unit of information that corresponds to one of the following: 

i. A character symbol Cs that is, a natural language symbol such as a letter, a number and a 

punctuation mark, and other symbols like “+”, “@”, “;”, etc. 

ii. The special character new line Cn or the special character white space Cw, with the standard 

meaning. 

 

The character definition is slightly imprecise due to the use of etc and due to the fact that the term 

natural language symbol is not formally defined. A better character definition is one that defines 

characters as done in the HTML 4.01 standard. However, creating a more precise definition is not 

worth the effort, as it is not needed in this thesis. 

 

Definition 3.2 - Information-piece 

An information-piece is one of the following: 

i. A string, that is, a sequence of characters containing at least three Cs characters that all have 

similar face properties like font size, font type, color and so on. 

ii. A form part like an input field, a button, an option-list and so on. 

iii. A picture. 

 

Intended meaning  

An information-piece is the smallest meaningful part of a layout. All underlined annotations (article 

header, byline, ingress …) in figure 3.3 (p. 24), that is, all annotations except for the ai’s, bi’s, c1 and d1 

annotations are examples of information-pieces.  
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Note that the word “meaningful” is used in a rather weak sense since the meaning exhibited by an 

information-piece is permitted to be incomplete. That is, it can contain references to its context. Take 

for instance the byline information-pieces (figure 3.3, p. 24). They state that someone has written 

something. This “something” is an implicit reference to a context, so without a context the meaning 

becomes incomplete. To state that a byline information-piece is meaningful in itself, independent of 

context is therefore not strictly correct. Despite this the byline information-pieces are viewed as 

meaningful and hence pinpoint that meaningful is used here in a rather weak sense. 

 

Character definition comments 

The character definition includes two special characters, the new line- and white space character. They 

are necessary for two reasons:  

i. Information-pieces often consist of words separated by white-space.  

ii. Information-piece often span one or more lines.  

All ingress information-pieces in the NYT front page (Figure 3.3, p. 24) are examples of information-

pieces that span several lines and contain white space characters.  

 

Information-piece definition comments 

The demand for a string to contain three or more natural language symbols (Cs  characters) is 

reasonable since there are very few occasions where only one or two such characters carries a 

meaning. In terms of the NYT front page (Figure 3.3, p. 24) this restriction excludes the vertical bar 

(“|”) between the link information-pieces in the a1 part from being an information-piece. This is 

reasonable since the vertical bar caries no meaning at all.  

The “sequence … that shares similar face properties …” part of the information-piece definition 

needs some explanation. Judging from the NYT front page (Figure 3.3, p. 24) a more restrictive 

definition demanding “equal face properties” would work well. The later statement is easier to deal 

with since it is stricter but it fails to capture the essence of the information-piece meaning given the 

following example:  
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Figure 3.2 - Head part of a search result from www.google.com  

Figure 3.2 shows the head part of a search result from Google. The annotations identify three of the 

information-pieces on the page. Given the search information part, the later proposed information-

piece definition would identify the part as 12 information-pieces (shown by the solid-lined boxes) and 

that is not in line with the intended meaning of the information-piece term. Following the intended 

meaning we want the search-information part to be considered as one information-piece, but there are 

some drawbacks with allowing too much diversity in the information-piece definition. If we define 

“similar” as in “…similar face properties …” to accept too much diversity, then a great deal of the 

boundaries between information-pieces would be wiped. The conclusion is that we need to find a 

middle way and that middle way will first be introduced along with the structural counterparts to the 

visual terminology in section 4.6.2 (p. 51). The important aspect here is to gain a clear and precise idea 

of the intended meaning of the term information-piece. 

 

Information-piece definition weakness  

According to the definition the byline and ingress parts (Figure 3.3, p. 24) are considered as one 

information-piece. This is because they share the exact same font face and are in sequence, but 

following the intended meaning of the information-piece term the byline and ingress parts are two 

distinct information-pieces. The above illustrates that the definition is far from perfect and must be 

viewed as a rough guideline. Section 4.5.3 (p. 47) and chapter 4 in general reveals that HTML 

structure makes for instance the ingress and byline distinction possible. 

 

3.3.2 Object – part one 

Definition 3.3 - Related information-pieces 

Let G be a graph with a set of information-pieces I as nodes and let two information-pieces be 

connected if they visually border against each other. The set of information-pieces I are related if G is 

complete, meaning that you can reach every node from any node.  

Search 
information 
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Ingress 
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Definition 3.4 - Object 

An object is one of the following4:  

i. An information-piece. 

ii. A sequence of two or more related information-pieces.  

 

Intended meaning 

The object definition generalizes the information-piece definition with sequences consisting of two or 

more related information-pieces. The intention behind the object definition is to frame all information-

pieces that belong to one logical meaning (for humans) into one object. An article summary on a news 

paper front page is a good example of an object. The ai’s, bi’s, c1 and d1 annotations points out the 

“sequence” objects that exist on the NYT front page part shown in figure 3.3 (p. 24). 

 

Object definition comments  

Two objects overlap if they share one or more information-pieces. A natural question to ask is 

whether to allow different objects to overlap. The question is difficult to address in a good way before 

the term partitioning is defined, so object overlapping will be included in the discussion concerning 

whether partitions should be allowed to overlap (section 3.3.7).  

Demanding that an object forms a complete graph is fair because as good as all layouts group related 

information into a continuous visual area. Defining all information-pieces as objects is also fair. 

Explaining why relies on the partitioning definition. The partitioning definition relies on the concept 

of object similarity. Object similarity is therefore presented next, followed by the partitioning 

definition and finally the fairness of defining all information-pieces as objects is explained. 

 

                                                      

4 An alternative object definition: Let G be a graph with a set of one or more information-pieces as nodes and let two 

information-pieces be connected if they visually border against each other. The graph G is an object if G is complete. 
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3.3.3 Object similarity 

Information-piece roles 

All information-pieces in a layout have a role in communicating information. The byline 

information-pieces in the ai objects (figure 3.3, p. 24) for instance have the information role “who has 

written this” or simply the byline role. Note that several information-pieces can have the same role. 

All annotations in figure 3.3 except for the single letter annotations can be viewed as possible role 

namings. There are for example four information-pieces in the NYT front page part (figure 3.3, p. 24) 

that have an ingress role. Note that the role name in itself does not matter. What is important is to give 

different information-pieces with equal roles the same name and to give different information-pieces 

with different roles different names.  

Recall that objects consist of either one or a sequence of information-pieces and that each of these 

information-pieces have a specific role. This means that we can describe an object in terms of the roles 

of the information-pieces that the object consists of. I will refer to the role description of an object as 

its role sequence in what follows. The a1 object can for example be described by the following 

sequence of roles: header, byline, ingress and five links. The e1 object can be described by the role 

sequence: link. We can use this role sequence concept to define object similarity. (The definition 

follows after a short digression.) 

 

A brief explanation of the role naming in figure 3.3 

A short digression follows just to give a glimpse of what to come: Equal roles will be structurally 

translated to equal text face formatting. It explains why I have introduced the distinction between the 

article header and header annotations (figure 3.3, p. 24). The translation is the result of a key 

observation about consistency in presentation style and spatial locality. The key observation will be 

detailed in section 3.4.  

 

Definition 3.5 - Object similarity  

Two objects are similar if they consist of roughly the same role sequence.  

 

Intended meaning 

Objects considered as similar will be grouped together into the same partition. A reasonable way to do 

this grouping, that in my opinion is close to how most humans perceive and organize layouts, is to 
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group objects in respect to what type of information they communicate or, stated otherwise, the role 

they have in communication information. The proposed definition tries to capture this.  

Observe for instance that the role sequence of all the ai objects (Figure 3.3, p. 24) starts with: header, 

byline and ingress, so they have roughly the same role sequence and are considered as similar. The 

same observation can be done for the bi objects and the ei objects (Figure 3.3, p. 24), so the definition 

mirrors the intention behind the object similarity concept well. 

 

Object similarity comment 

A subtle property regarding the object similarity definition is that the ordering among the information-

pieces in an object matters. The role sequence header, byline and ingress is in other words not similar 

to for instance the reversed role sequence ingress, byline and header. It is a reasonable property as it is 

reflected by the real world; by swapping of the ingress and header information-pieces some might 

perceive the ingress as header and the header as ingress because that is the usual pattern. This 

difference in perception due to the swapping can give a different overall perceived meaning.  

 

3.3.4 Partitioning 

Definition 3.6 - Partitioning 

A partitioning is the set of all partitions that exist in a layout.  

A partition is a maximal set with two or more similar objects that all are visually significant.  

(In the following, I will sometimes use partitioning as a verb, meaning the action of finding all 

partitions that exist in a layout.) 

 

Indented meaning  

Recall that the term partitioning was introduced in the context of how humans perceive document 

layout – “We group similar kinds of objects into sets or partitions, that is, we do a partitioning” 

(section 3.2). The given partitioning definition tries to capture this human perception process, by 

grouping objects sharing the same role in communicating information. 
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“Two or more objects”-restriction 

Partitioning is restricted to objects having one or more similar objects in a layout. This restriction 

excludes the c1 - and d1 object (Figure 3.3, p. 24) from being members of any partitions because there 

are no similar objects to these two objects. This exclusion is due to that I consider partitions with only 

one object not meaningful.  

 

“Maximal set”-demand 

The maximal set demand is quite straightforward since object similarity is defined. It states that a 

partition must contain all similar objects that exist in a layout. A partition containing only the a1 – and 

the a2 objects (Figure 3.3, p. 24) is for example not allowed. This is because there are two other similar 

objects, namely a3 and a4, that the maximal set demand requires in the partition. The intention of this 

demand is to maximize the information in partitions. 

 

“Visually significant”-restriction 

At this point the first part of the partition definition – “A partition is a maximal set with two or more 

similar objects” – is no longer a mystery, but the last part – “that are visually significant” - needs to be 

explained.  

The visual size of an object is in most cases proportional to how important the information 

communicated by that object is. Latest breaking news for instance will almost certainly occupy a 

significant part of the layout on a news paper front page.  

Whether all partitions or only the most important partitions in respect to the information 

communicated (by the partitions) are wanted, depends on the usage of an object partitioning. Still in 

some cases it can be practical to be able to exclude partitions with object that are within some given 

insignificance level. After all, if all partitions are wanted the insignificance level can simply be set to 

the zero level.  

Due to the proportional relationship between the visual size of an object and the importance of the 

information communicated by the object, the visual significant restriction indirectly introduce the 

ability to exclude partitions considered insignificant. This therefore explains both the motivation and 

the key idea behind the visually significant restriction.  

How this concept can be formalized and properly defined is the subject of sections 5.1.2 (p. 77) and 

5.2 (p. 80). Until then the above description will have to be sufficient. 
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3.3.5 A part of the New York Times front page 

 

Figure 3.3 - New York Times front page main part  

   

3.3.6 Object – part two 

The last part missing to get a complete picture of the visual terminology is to present the motivation 

behind allowing information-pieces to be objects. 

The object definition defines all information-pieces as objects. This is fair because there exists 

information-pieces that do not relate to any other information-piece, and we do not want to exclude 

them from being a part of a partition. Recall; similar objects are grouped into partitions, so partitions 

can not contain information-pieces directly. Defining all information-pieces as objects ensures that we 

do not exclude any part of a layout at this stage. Why this is important is best illustrated by an 

example.  

Figure 3.4 shows a menu fragment of the New York Times web edition front page and two ways of 

partitioning this fragment. The first partitioning (partitioning 1) is the desired partitioning. In terms of 

roles, all the menu elements have the same role, namely the “menu-element” role, and hence they are 
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similar. They are per definition objects, and there are two or more of them. To be precise there are 15 

of them and they can therefore be grouped into a partition. The partition formed - Partition 1 - conform 

to all the partition demands; it is maximal because no similar element is left out and it is visually 

significant given an appropriate significance value. In brief, it is the desired partitioning according to 

the visual terminology defined.  

Assume that objects must contain two or more information-pieces, effectively disallowing single 

information-pieces as objects – is it still possible to create the desired partitioning? The answer is no, 

simply because the menu elements no longer can be treated as objects. Given the above assumption, an 

object must consist of two or more information-pieces. One way to create objects under this 

assumption is to pair menu elements, but since there are an odd number of menu elements the last 

element is excluded. Another problem is that the objects in partition 2 make no sense. The Arts and 

Books elements for example do not make up a meaningful unit.  

To sum up; disallowing single information-pieces as objects introduce several problems and it is 

therefore reasonable to allow information-pieces to be objects. 

  

Figure 3.4 - New York Times front page menu part 

  

3.3.7 Partition- and object overlapping 

An important way to differentiate the presented partitioning from other ways of doing partitioning is to 

look at overlapping conditions between objects and partitions and it is done by this section.  

Menu Partition 1 Partition 2 
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Assume that O is the set of all objects identified through the process of performing an object 

partitioning of a web page. Just to clarify, one can equivalently state that O is the set of all objects in 

all partitions resulting from doing an object partitioning of a web page. There are four cases of 

overlapping between two objects to consider as figure 3.5 shows. Generalizing of the cases to 

overlapping between more than two objects is commented in the descriptions given for each case 

where needed. 

 

Figure 3.5 - Four categories of object overlapping 

 

Disjunct 

The first case (the disjunct one) is of course desirable since finding unique objects on a web page 

besides grouping of similar objects is by and large what the object partitioning is all about. The a1, a2, 

a3, a4, b1 (figure 3.3) and so on are examples on unique objects. Note that disallowing the first case 

would only allow O to contain one object repeated and that is definitively not anything near how we 

humans perceive and divide a layout into logical objects. There is no limit to the number of unique 

objects, so the first case covers not only two, but arbitrary many objects.  

 

Repeating objects 

Whether the second case (the equal case) is desirable or not is a question of whether repeating object 

either within the same partition or across two partitions are wanted. I find both cases artificial and 
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undesirable. In my opinion, allowing repeating objects in either case clutter up the partitioning since it 

adds no new information. 

 

Partial overlap 

The partial overlap case can appear either between objects in the same partition or between objects in 

two different partitions. I do not find any of the two sub cases desirable because it is hard to see how it 

would increase the information value of a partitioning. A more detailed argumentation follows. 

Partial overlap within the same partition: A partition contains only similar objects, that is, objects with 

roughly the same role sequence (definition 3.5). Partial overlap between objects within the same 

partition can therefore only occur if the role sequence of the objects in the partition can be written as 

[r1,…rn, r1…rn] where ri is the role of the connected information-piece. Further, object which such a 

role sequence can be divided into two objects and it is those smaller objects that are wanted. Why 

smaller objects are preferred to bigger ones are discussed in section 3.5.1 (p. 30). 

To sum up, partitions with objects with such repetitive role sequence are not wanted and consequently 

partial overlap between objects within the same partition are not desired either. To exemplify the 

above, assume that h1, h2, h3, I1, I2 and I3 are respectively three different headers and three 

different ingresses. Further assume that P is the following partition {o1 = [h1, I1, h2, I2], o2 = [h2, 

I2, h3, I3]}. Note that the two objects partial overlap since they share h2 and I2. The role sequence 

of both objects in the partition can be written as [header, ingress, header, ingress]. Dividing the objects 

in two still gives a partition with similar objects (or equivalently objects consisting of roughly the 

same role sequence):  {o1 = [h1, I1] o2 = [h2, I2], o3 = [h2, I2], o4 = [h3, I3]}. It is slightly 

imprecise to say that this is the wanted partition, due to that o2 and o3 are equally objects and we do 

not want equally object in a partition. The desired partition is therefore {o1 = [h1, I1] o2 = [h2, I2], 

o3 = [h3, I3]}. 

Partial overlap between different partitions: A partition containing the ai objects (figure 3.3) without 

the byline and another partition containing the ai objects (figure 3.3) without the ingress have objects 

that partial overlap. Both partition are very artificial and makes no logical sense as I see it. The partial 

overlap between objects in different partitions is therefore not desirable. 

 

Proper inclusion 

Proper inclusion might add new information to a partitioning, as the following example illustrates. 
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Figure 3.6 - Proper inclusion 

The desired result of partitioning the menu layout displayed in figure 3.6 is the two partitions also 

displayed in the figure. Note that links 8 and 9 are independent of any header and are therefore not 

included in partition 1. The two objects in the first partition properly include not only one, but several 

objects from partition 2. So why is this desirable? What kind of new information is gained?  

The key terms used to define partitioning are object, object similarity and partition (definition 3.6). 

There are consequently no explicit demands for knowledge about what objects are made up of. The 

identified menu objects in partition 1 for instance are a considered as a whole unit of information and 

no knowledge about the menu elements are demanded. This is reasonable in some situations, but in 

others it would be useful to know more about what the menu object are made up of. This knowledge is 

implicitly given by partitioning 2 since it identifies the elements that make up the menu objects. This 

more detailed information about the larger objects can be seen as new and useful information. Proper 

inclusion is therefore desirable. 
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3.3.8 A short summary 

i. A partition is a maximal set with two or more similar objects that are visually significant. 

ii. A partition is visually significant if its visual significance value is greater than some given 

threshold value. 

iii. A partition is maximal if all similar objects are in the partition. 

iv. Two objects are similar if they consist of roughly the same role sequence.  

v. The role of an information-piece is a name representing its role in communicating information. 

vi. Two information-pieces share the same role if they have the same role name. 

 

3.4 A key observation  

A key observation regarding the majority of layouts is that objects in a partition (recall; similar 

objects) exhibit consistency in presentation style and spatial locality or more precisely: The 

information-pieces that the similar objects consist of exhibit consistency in presentation style and 

similar objects exhibit spatial locality. The same observation is supported by the HearSay article [11].  

As an example take the ai objects in figure 3.3 (p. 24). They all consist of a header, a byline and an 

ingress which is formatted in a consistent style; Headers are underlined, of the same font type and in 

blue. The byline pieces are of the same font type and color and so are the ingress pieces. This shows 

that the ai objects exhibit consistency in presentation style. They also exhibit spatial locality because 

they occur after each other. The bi objects also exhibit these properties; they are listed in the same area 

of the layout and they have consistent header and link element formatting. 

The same observation applies to the “Latest news” objects in figure 3.1 (p. 16). They all consist of five 

parts; a short description, a header, a picture, an ingress and a more information link.  The formatting 

of the different textual parts, like the headers, is consistent so that the “Latest news” objects exhibit 

consistency in presentation style. They also exhibit spatial locality because they occur after each other.  
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3.5 The main aim 

A more precise problem specification for this thesis is hereby possible, now that the visual terms are in 

place: 

 The object partitioning problem is to create an algorithm capable of partitioning web pages 

where similar objects exhibit consistency in presentation style and spatial locality.  

 The main aim in this thesis is to solve the object partitioning problem. 

The main aim is not very different from the one stated at the beginning of this chapter (section 3.2), 

but its ambiguity is much removed because of a more precise definition of the underlying terms. The 

addition to the first problem specification is a restriction of the partitioning problem to web pages that 

exhibit the key observation presented in section 3.4. Despite this restriction the problem is still 

interesting. The argument for this is reveled in section 3.7.  

 

3.5.1 Some aspects of object partitioning 

Object partitioning – one of several partitioning schemes 

The given set of visual term definitions and the main aim defines one way to partitioning web pages, 

but there are other possibilities. Changing the two or more set-demand in the partition definition 

(Definition 3.6, p. 22) to “set with one or more …” for instance would yield another partitioning. In 

terms of the New York Times web edition front page the c1 and d1 objects would then be accepted as 

partitions.  

One can also think of a partitioning radically different from mine. A partitioning that has one partition 

for each letter is an example and it might be an interesting partitioning for a scientist working on letter 

frequency in a language. 

 

Smaller objects are preferred to bigger ones 

A subtle point which follows from the definitions of the visual terms is that smaller objects are 

preferred to bigger ones (explanation follows). A consequence of this is that partitions with more 

elements are preferred to partitions with fewer elements. Why smaller objects are preferred to bigger 

ones is best explained by an example: 

Figure 3.7 shows a part of the www.komplett.no front page and two different ways to partitioning this 

part. The first partitioning (partitioning one) is not a correct partitioning according to the definitions 

and the main aim, why? The demand for a partition to consist of two or more objects is satisfied and 
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the partition is maximal and visually significant given an appropriate threshold value. So what is 

wrong? Recall that the intention of an object is to frame all information-pieces that belong to one 

meaning. The objects in partition one actually has two independent meanings, since they cover 

information about two different computer parts – this is what is wrong. The second partitioning 

(partitioning two) shows the correct partitioning of the displayed front page part.  

 

Figure 3.7 - A part of the www.komplett.no front page 
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3.6 An object partitioning example 

Figure 3.8 shows a Google search result page. Assume that the visual significance is set to zero, 

meaning that we can ignore this demand. Under this assumption an object partitioning of this page 

must according to the above specification yield two partitions; one partition that contains 9 search 

result objects marked by the (red) solid line rectangles and one partition that contains 8 link objects 

marked by the (blue) dotted line rectangles. None of the other visual components that make up the 

search result page have a similar sibling, so no more partitions exists. 

  

Figure 3.8 - Partitioning of www.google.com 

 

Partition 1, 8 objects 

Partition 2,
9 objects 
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3.7 Problem relevance 

Recall that object partitioning relies on two assumptions about the layout of a web page: The 

identification of similar objects assumes that objects of the same type exhibit consistency in 

presentation style and spatial locality, and the demand of several occurrences of similar objects 

assumes that the interesting content on a page is repetitive.  

A question that naturally arises is which subset of the domain of web pages the restriction reasonably 

applies to. The answer is content-rich web pages that change frequently such as news portals and web-

shops, because these pages are typically maintained using content management software (CMS). CMS 

creates HTML documents by populating templates from backend databases, and the use of templates 

normally causes similar objects to exhibits consistency in presentation style and spatial locality. The 

HearSay article [11] confirms this observation and the assumptions holds for all the examples given in 

this thesis.  
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4 Structural problem analysis and 
specification  

The problem specification, to this point has been entirely visual: Visual terms (information-piece, 

object and partition), visual examples and visual main aim specification. An object partitioning 

algorithm however, must be able to process web pages (HTML documents). We therefore need to take 

the “visual glasses” off and dive into the HTML behind the layouts. Stated otherwise, the aim of this 

chapter is to present a link from the visual world of layouts to the structural world of HTML. The first 

section (4.1) presents an overview of how to establish this link and gives a brief introduction to the 

rest of the chapter and the following one. 

 

4.1 Overview 

Figure 4.1 shows a macro level overview of the concepts of object partitioning and its solution. The 

notation “step x” refers to an arrow in the figure with number x. The arrows describe relations between 

object partitioning components shown as dotted lined boxes.  

 

Figure 4.1 - Overview of the key components and relations in object partitioning problem 
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All components and relations in the visual world part of figure 4.1 (the components below the 

horizontal broken line) are known from the previous chapter. More precisely, the visual problem 

specification presented in the previous chapter (section 3.5) is based on a discussion of visual layouts 

(step 2). The result of viewing an HTML document through a browser is also a visual layout (step 1, 

section 2.3.1). This means that the visual problem specification indirectly covers HTML documents. 

Further, the visual problem specification relies on four key visual terms (step 3), which are 

information-piece (definition 3.2), object (definition 3.4), object similarity (definition 3.5) and 

partition (definition 3.6). Specifying a structural counterpart to the visual problem specification (step 

4) is therefore mainly a matter of translating the key visual term definitions or simply the visual terms 

to structural definitions (steps 4.1 to 4.4). How these structural definitions should look depends on the 

formal language used to model web pages (step 7). This thesis must therefore not only present a 

structural translation of the visual terms, but also define a formal language that models web pages.  

A trivial solution to a formal (or equivalently structural) language is to select HTML, but it is not well-

suited due to that HTML is too detailed. We want a formal web page language that only describes the 

essential visual properties, because that makes both the structural translation of the visual terms and 

the creation of the object partitioning algorithm easier.  

A consequence of not selecting HTML as the structural language is the need for a mapping from 

HTML into the structural language (step 6). The structural language is called the HTML term 

language. The creation of this mapping involves a lot of work since its job is to filter away all but the 

essential visual properties. In brief, this mapping involves removing HTML attributes and intelligently 

removing, merging and mapping some HTML elements.    

Note that the creation of the mapping between HTML and the HTML term language is tightly 

connected to the structural translation of the visual terms since they exhibit information about what the 

essential visual properties are.  

This chapter presents the HTML term language (section 4.3). Further, it fully addresses the mapping 

between HTML and the HTML term language (step 6, section 4.4) and the translation of the visual 

term information-piece to the structural counterpart, called HTML piece (step 4.1, section 4.6). Making 

precise structural definitions for HTML object, HTML object similarity and HTML partitions (step 4.2 

to 4.4) will eventually solve the object partitioning problem. Chapter 5 introduces an algorithmic 

solution to the identification of HTML objects, HTML object similarity and consequently HTML 

partitions. Translating this algorithmic solution to a set of formal definitions is presumably possible, 

but formalization would (probably) not be more informative since it would be detailed and specific. 

This chapter therefore only develops semi-formal definitions for these structural terms (sections 4.7 to 

4.9). Note that the definitions are based on the HTML term language. The last section in this chapter 

develops a structural translation of the visual problem specification (step 4). 
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Chapter 5 completes all translations (steps 4.1 to 4.4) by presenting an algorithm that identifies HTML 

objects and HTML objects similarity, and consequently identifies HTML partitions (step 9). The result 

is a solution of the structural problem (step 11) and hence a solution of the object partitioning problem 

(step 12).  

 

4.2 Terminology and a definition of a simplified HTML 

This section presents the general terminology needed throughout this chapter and the next. It also 

presents a simplified HTML definition. The definition is necessary to formally define the mapping 

between HTML and the HTML term language (figure 4.1, step 6). 

 

4.2.1 General terminology 

I will use the following naming conventions:  

 x, y, z for variables 

 k, l, r  for list of variables 

 

The symbols +, -, /, *, ∨, ∧, ∀ are used respectively as ordinary addition, subtraction, division, 

multiplication, disjunction, conjunction and universal quantification.  

 

Definition 4.1 - List ([t1,…,tn]) 

A list is defined by the following two statements where [] denotes the empty list 

i. [] is a list 

ii. If l is a list then t:l is a list for any term t 

The notation [t1,…,tn] is an abbreviated and more convenient way of denoting the list t1:[ t2:[… 

tn:[]…]]. We assume that a string is a list and it is denoted “t1…tn” where t is any character. E.g 

“hello” is a list with five elements.  

 

Example 4.1 - List concatenation 

Concatenating a list l1 with another list l2, denoted l1 ++ l2, corresponds to appending l2 to the end of l1. 

If l1 = [1, 2, 3] and l2 = [4, 5, 6] then l3 = l1 ++ l2 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 
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4.2.2 A simplified definition of HTML 

Definition 4.2 - HTML attribute list 

An HTML attribute list is a white space separated possibly empty list of attributes. An attribute is a 

name value pair denoted; attribute name = “value”. No meta syntax is used to denote the start and 

end of an HTML attribute list.  

 

Definition 4.3 - HTML element (τ, nτ(τ), aτ(τ), cτ(τ)) 

An HTML element τ consists of either: 1. A start-tag, some content and an end-tag, 2. Just a start-tag, 

3. Just plain character data. 

 The start-tag consists of a tag name and an HTML attribute list. The two functions nτ(τ) and  

aτ(τ) returns the tag name and the attribute list respectively. 

- The start tag is written <nτ(τ)  aτ(τ)>. <img height="3" src="img.gif" 

width="1"> is one example. 

 The content consists of a possibly empty list of HTML elements. The function cτ(τ) returns the 

content of an HTML element. If τ  only consists of a start-tag then cτ(τ) is the empty list 

 The end-tag consists of a tag name identical to the tag name in the start-tag.  

- The end tag is written </ nτ(τ)>. </img> is one example. 

 If τ consist of only plain character data d then 

- nτ(τ) is defined to be the name CDATA   

- aτ(τ) is defined to be the empty list [].  

- cτ(τ) is defined to be the plain character data d 

The main aspect of an HTML element and an HTML attribute is captured above, but it is a 

simplification of the real case. The interested reader may consult the HTML 4.01 DTD [7] for more 

information. In what follows I will refer to an HTML element τ with name nτ(τ) = x simply as an x 

element. The BR element for instance refers to an HTML element where nτ(τ) = BR.  
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Example 4.2 - HTML element functions  

Let τ = <div class=“top”><p>Hello world! </p><br></div> then: 

 nτ(τ) = “div”, aτ(τ) = [(class=“top”)], cτ(τ) = [<p>Hello world!</p><br>] 

 The following statements are true: 

- (class=“top”)∈ aτ(τ) 

- nτ(τ) = x, where x is bound to “div” 

- nτ(τ) ∈ [“div”, “p”, “table”] 

- (class= y )∈ aτ(τ), where y is bound to “top” 

(Note that the meaning of the “=” symbol is overloaded due to that it is used both as assignment in 

relation to variables and in comparison of two values.) 

 

Definition 4.4 - HTML Document (τ) 

An HTML document is composed of three parts ([7]): 

i. A line containing HTML version information 

ii. A declarative header section 

iii. A body, which contains the document’s actual content. A body is an HTML element τ where 

nτ(τ) = “body”. 

The interesting content lies in the body part of an HTML document. I will therefore use the term 

HTML document as a reference to the HTML element that makes up the body part. This use of the 

term HTML document makes it reasonable to denote an HTML document in the same way as an 

HTML element is denoted (τ).  

 

4.3 The HTML term language 

This section presents the HTML term language and some useful general functions on HTML terms.  

 

Definition 4.5 - The set of all HTML 4.01 tag names 

The set of all tag names T as defined by the HTML 4.01 standard [7] consist of 91 names. In addition 

to these names, there is a special HTML element that consists of only plain character data. The set T 
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can be divided into two groups depending on whether the content of the corresponding HTML element 

is defined to be empty5 by the HTML DTD: 

 Let TL denote the set of HTML tags corresponding to the HTML elements which exhibits an 

empty content. To be specific, TL = {area, base, basefont, br, col, frame, hr, img, 

input, isindex, link, meta, param}). Note that TL⊂T. 

 Let TC denote the set of HTML tags corresponding to the HTML elements which exhibits a 

non-empty content. Note that TC⊂T and TC = T\TL. 

 

Definition 4.6 - HTML Term  

The set of HTML terms, or the HTML term language, denoted Lhtml, is the smallest set meeting the 

conditions:  

i. The empty term denoted ε is an HTML term. 

ii. Any tag name in TL is an HTML term and “…” is an HTML term. If an HTML term t is a 

member of TL or is the “…” term then t is called an atomic HTML term. 

iii. If y is a tag name in TC and t1…tn n ≥ 1 is a sequence of HTML terms where each ti∈ Lhtml\{ε} 

(1 ≤ i ≤ n)  then y[t1,…, tn] is an HTML term. 

iv. Let z be a sequence of characters as defined by the CDATA entity in the HTML 4.01 standard  

[7]. Appending z to the end of either span or div yields respectively the character sequences x 

= span ++ z and y = div ++ z (where ++ is list concatenation). If t1…tn n ≥ 1 is a sequence of 

HTML terms where each ti∈ Lhtml\{ε} (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then x[t1,…, tn] and y[t1,…, tn] are HTML 

terms. 

 

Definition 4.7 - Basic HTML term functions 

Let t be any HTML term (t∈ Lhtml). The two functions, term name nt(t) and term children ct(t), is 

defined as follows: 

                                                      

5 For those familiar with SGML DTD syntax, the TL is the set of names corresponding to elements that has the keyword 

EMPTY as content, like the image tag declaration; <!ELEMENT IMG - O EMPTY>. 
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Example 4.3 - HTML Term examples 

The tag name img is an example of an atomic HTML term. body[br, “…”, img] and spanleft[br] 

are examples of non-atomic HTML terms. If t = body[br, “…”, img], then nt(t) = body and ct(t) = 

[br, “…”, img] and if t = img, then nt(t) = img and ct(t) = [].  

 

Definition 4.8 - Term position (pt)   

A position pt is either the empty string, denoted by ε, or a finite string consisting of positive integers 

separated by dots. ε is the right identity for positions (pt.ε = pt). ε denote the root position in a term. i.pt 

denote position p in the i-th sub-term of a term starting to count sub-terms on 1. 

 

Example 4.4 - Term position example 

Let t = body[divtop[p, br, a [“…”], a [“…”]]]. The term t can be depicted as a tree like this: 

 

Note that the name of a node equals the HTML term label, the children of a node equal the HTML 

term children and the subscript annotation is the term position in the tree. The example shows that 

there are really no distinction between a tree and an HTML term. It is therefore meaningful to 

speak about nodes in an HTML term context. In the following, when I use the word node in an HTML 

term context it highlights that the HTML term should be thought of as a tree.  

 

Definition 4.9 - Forest and forest position ([pf]) 

 A forest is an ordered list of HTML terms.  

body 

divtop 

p 

”…” 

br a 

”…” ”…” 

a ”…” 

1 

ε 

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

1.1.1 1.3.1 1.5.1 

t          ,If t is an atomic HTML term 
y where t = y[t1,…,tn] ,otherwise nt(t) = 

ε          ,If t is an atomic HTML term 
[t1,…,tn] where t = y[t1,…,tn] ,otherwise ct(t) = 
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 A forest position pf is either the empty string denoted ε or a positive integer i and a tree position 

pt denoted i:pt where i is the i-th tree in the tree list starting at one. If pt is the empty string ε then 

we simply write i.  

 The position to a sub-forest in a forest is denoted by a list of forest positions [pf]. 

 

4.4 Mapping HTML to the HTML term language: The function Γ 

The previous section defined the HTML term language. This section presents the HTML term function 

Γ that maps HTML documents to HTML terms (figure 4.1, step 6). It takes as argument an HTML 

document and returns the corresponding HTML term.  

The core in the mapping function is a labeling function λ. The λ function and the Γ function are only 

formally defined in this section. The motivation is first presented in section 4.6. This arrangement is 

due to the tight relationship between the mapping function Γ and the structural translation of the visual 

key term information-piece presented in section 4.6. 

 

Definition 4.10 - Tag label function (λ) 

The tag label function denoted λ takes as argument an HTML element τ and returns a character string 

called the tag label. It is defined as follows:  

 

 

Definition 4.11 - HTML term function (Γ) 

The HTML term function denoted Γ takes an HTML element (or equivalently an HTML document) τ 

as argument and returns an HTML term t. It is defined as follows where ε denotes the empty term. 

λ(τ) = 

nτ(τ) ++ x   ,if nτ(τ) ∈ [“span”  ,“div”] ∧ (class= x )∈ aτ(τ) (1) 
“exclude”   ,if nτ(τ) = “input ∧ (type=“hidden”)∈ aτ(τ) (2) 
“exclude”   ,if nτ(τ) ∈ [“option”, “optiongrp” (3) 
          ,“script”, “applet”  , “object” (4) 
          ,“frame” , “frameset”, “iframe” (5) 

,“area”  , “basefont”, “col”   ] (6) 
“exclude”   ,if nτ(τ) = “CDATA” ∧ (length(c(τ)) < 3)  (7) 
“exclude”   ,if nτ(τ) = “img”  ∧  (8) 
        (((height= x )∈ aτ(τ) ∧ x < 4)∨  
         ((with  = y )∈ aτ(τ) ∧ y < 4))) 
“…”     ,if nτ(τ) = “CDATA”  (9) 
nτ(τ)     ,otherwise      (10) 
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<body> 
 <div class=“top”> 
  <p>Hello world!</p> 
  <br> 
  <a href=“one.htm”>Link One</a> 
  <b>|</b> 
  <a href=“two.htm”>Link Two</a> 
 </div> 
<body> 

 

Note that the second and third line in the HTML term function uses list comprehension notation 

defined by the Haskell 98 report [15]. I will not detail list comprehension any further, as I assume that 

the reader is already aware of this. 

The Γ function excludes HTML elements without content, with tag label λ(τ) = “exclude” and HTML 

elements where all the children have been mapped to the empty term. The result is a term that captures 

the essence of the structure behind a web page. Why the result HTML term captures the essence of the 

input web page layout becomes apparent in the four next sections.  

 

Example 4.5 - Mapping a simple HTML document to an HTML term 

Let τB = 

 

 

 

The result of applying Γ on τB is:   

 

The result term can be depicted as a tree like this: 

 

 

4.5 Analysis of real world HTML Documents 

This section gives a thorough introduction to three HTML documents. The three cases will be 

frequently used in all following sections as motivation for choices. They are also used to impart 

overview. The first HTML document presented is a simple hand made HTML document (section 

body 

divtop 

p 

”…” 

br a 

”…” ”…” 

a ”…” 

Γ(τ) = 
ε  ,if λ(τ) = “exclude” (1) 
ε  ,if [ Γ(x)| x c(τ)] = [ε,ε,…,ε] (2) 
λ(τ)[ Γ(x)| x c(τ), Γ(x) ≠ ε ] ,otherwise (3) 

Γ(τB) = body[divtop[p, br, a [“…”], a [“…”]]]  
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4.5.1) and the two others are fragments of real world web pages (section 4.5.2 and section 4.5.3). The 

last one is well known already. It is the NYT front page part used in chapter 3 (figure 3.3, p. 24). Each 

case study is divided into two parts.  

The first part presents the desired visual partitioning of the displayed page. Recall that the desired 

partitioning depends on the visual significance threshold value. To simplify, assume that the threshold 

value is set such that the visual partitioning given is the correct one. 

Part two gives a complete picture of the HTML terms and hence the structure underlying the objects 

identified in the first part. The displayed HTML term is computed by applying the mapping function Γ 

on the HTML underlying the visual identified objects. Note that the HTML terms are depicted as trees. 

Also note that the document layout displayed in the first part are repeated in this part. This is simply 

done due to convenience.  

The meta-information in a “part two” figure works as follows: Areas of the displayed layout identified 

as objects in the first part are annotated with a lowercase letter x and an index number y, denoted xy. 

All objects with the same letter belong to the same partition. The index number is added so that each 

object in a partition can be uniquely identified. The lowercase letter and the index number annotation 

is not only a way of referring to an object, but it is also used to connect one of the displayed trees in 

the structural partitioning section with the figure. More precisely, xy is either a connection to a tree 

labeled xy, or a tree labeled with X where X is x displayed in uppercase and boldface. To clarify, there 

are a one-to-one relation between a tree and an object, if the tree is labeled xy and it is a one-to-many 

relation between a tree and objects if the tree is labeled X, due to that xy for all y refers to X.  

Note that the displayed trees in the structural partitioning section of the figure are in addition to a label 

annotated with meta-information about which parts of the tree that corresponds to the information-

pieces in the corresponding objects. 

The last part of this section introduces some convenient terminology for making references to the three 

case studies presented. 
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4.5.1 Simple HTML document analysis 

Visual partitioning 

Figure 4.2 shows a visual partitioning of a simple HTML document. An object partitioning of this 

simple HTML document yields one partition with two objects. 

 

Figure 4.2 - Visual partitioning: A simple HTML document 

 

Structural partitioning 

Figure 4.3 gives a complete description of the two identified objects (referring to previous section) 

marked by the a1 and a2 annotations. The two annotations both refer to the same HTML term, namely 

the term labeled A. Term B shows how these two identified objects are related to each other and to the 

rest of the document structure. (The “A” in the B term is a reference to the A term. You will get the 

real B term by substituting the A terms for all the A’s in the B term.) Unique for this figure is some 

extra meta-information which points out the information-pieces and objects. This meta-information is 

not displayed in later analysis. 

 

Figure 4.3 - Structural partitioning: A simple HTML document 
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4.5.2 www.digi.no Front page part analysis  

Visual partitioning 

The left hand part of figure 4.4 shows a section of the www.digi.no front page. The object partitioning 

of this section yields one partition with 14 objects where each object consists of four information-

pieces: header, ingress, link to more information and a picture. The right hand part of the figure shows 

the object partitioning of the front page section.  

 

Figure 4.4 - Visual partitioning: A part of the www.digi.no front page 
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Structural partitioning 

Figure 4.5 gives a complete structural description of the 14 identified objects (referring to previous 

section). 

 

Figure 4.5 - Structural partitioning: A part of the www.digi.no front page 
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The ai, bi and ci annotations refers respectively to the HTML terms (displayed as trees) labeled A, B 

and C. HTML term D shows how the identified objects are related to each other and to the rest of the 

document structure.  

 

4.5.3 www.nytimes.com Front page part analysis 

Visual partitioning 

The left hand part of figure 4.6 shows a section of the www.nytimes.com front page. The object 

partitioning of this section yields two partitions: One with 4 objects and one with 2 objects. The right 

hand part of the figure shows the object partitioning of the front page section.  

 

Figure 4.6 - Visual partitioning: A part of the www.nytimes.com front page 
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Structural partitioning 

Figure 4.7 gives a complete structural description of the 5 identified objects (referring to previous 

section).  

 

Figure 4.7 - Structural partitioning: A part of the www.nytimes.com front page 

The bi annotations refers to the HTML terms (displayed as trees) labeled B. The other annotations 

appearing in the layout refers to equally labeled HTML terms (trees).  
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4.5.4 Analysis reference terminology 

The three detailed analyses presented will be extensively referred to in all following sections in this 

chapter. A terminology for consistent and unambiguous references is therefore necessary. A reference 

r can be one of the following:  

 r  = (figure #, reference x, position p)  is used as a reference to the sub-tree or a sub-forest at 

position p in the tree x in the figure # where  

- x can be either an uppercase boldfaced letter X or lowercase indexed letter xy 

- # is the figure number (# ≥ 1) 

- If r refers to a sub-tree, then p is a sub-tree position pt (definition 4.8), and if r refers 

to a sub-forest, then p is a sub-forest position pf (definition 4.9). 

 r  = (figure #, reference xy) is used as a reference to the visual object xy in the figure #. 

 r  = (figure #, reference Py) is used as a reference to the visual partition Py in the figure # where 

y is the partition number. 

 

4.6 HTML piece – Structural counterpart to Information-piece 

This section presents a translation of the visual key term information-piece (definition 3.2, p. 17) to 

the structural term HTML piece. It corresponds to step 4.1 in figure 4.1, and it is the first of the four 

translations that are to be presented (figure 4.1, steps 4.1 to 4.4). Recall that any HTML term is also a 

tree, so referring to nodes in an HTML term context is meaningful (Example 4.4).  

Note that the presentation includes intuition and motivation for both this structural translation and the 

mapping function Γ presented in section 4.4. Also note that in this and all following sections, I will 

switch from HTML element terminology to HTML term terminology without explicitly stating the 

mapping (applying the Γ function on the HTML element), meaning that the mapping is implicitly 

assumed. It is important for the reader to keep this in mind to fully understand the reasoning in this 

and the following sections. 

 

HTML piece definition challenges 

All leaf nodes, and only those in the (figure 4.3, A, [1, 2]) forest encodes information-pieces (p. 44). It 

is therefore tempting to create the following simple HTML piece definition. 
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 An HTML piece is a leaf node (an HTML term with no children) in the HTML term 

representation of an HTML document.  

The suggested definition is a nice starting point, but the real world is often more complicated than that. 

The following two examples show exactly that: 

 

Information-pieces on the www.digi.no front page (figure 4.5, p. 46) spanning several leaf nodes 

Take a look at the www.digi.no front page part shown in figure 4.5 (p. 46). By examining the 

underlying structure (the HTML term(s)) of the objects carefully, one can see that every information-

piece containing one or more hyphen characters (“-”) spans several leaf nodes. This is because the 

white space character straight after a hyphen character is wrapped in a tag that makes the space 

shorter. (Encoding of the hyphen and white space character: “-<SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: 0px"> 

</SPAN>”.)  The result of doing this white space shortening or wrapping is a more readable 

typography. It is therefore a very reasonable thing to do, but it clutters the HTML term and thereby 

makes the identification of the structural counterpart to an information-piece somewhat a harder.  

As an illustration of the above, take a look at the header part of the (figure 4.5, c1) object. It contains 

one occurrence of a hyphen character and should hence be encoded by several leaf nodes. The 

underlying HTML piece for this header part is the (figure 4.5, C, 1.2) sub-tree: span[“…”, span 

[“…”], “…”], and this sub-tree contains not one but three leaf nodes just as one would expect.  

 

Information-pieces on the NYT front page (Figure 4.7, p. 48) spanning several leaf nodes 

The www.nytimes.com front page part shown in figure 4.7 (p. 48) also contains an information-piece 

where the underlying structure is a sub-tree with several leaf nodes although single leaf nodes are the 

main pattern. The byline part of the (figure 4.7, a2) object spans three leaf nodes due to a line break 

before the second author. Its underlying structure is shown by the (figure 4.7, a2, [3:1, 3:2, 3:3]) forest: 

[“…”, br “…”].  

 

The challenge now is to create an HTML piece definition (figure 4.1, step 4.1) that identifies the entire 

structure underlying a visual information-piece, even if the information-piece spans several leaf nodes. 

An HTML piece definition must for instance include the sub-trees given in the above examples, that 

is, include the (figure 4.5, C, 1.2) sub-tree: span[“…”, span [“…”], “…”] and the (Figure 4.7, a2, 

[3:1, 3:2, 3:3]) sub-forest: [“…”, br, “…”], but not for instance the (figure 4.5, C, 1) sub-tree: a[img, 

span[“…”, span [“…”], “…”]].  
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Section structure and intuition 

According to the information-piece definition (definition 3.2, p. 17) an information-piece is one of the 

following; a string, a form part or a picture. To find a good HTML piece definition is therefore a 

matter of finding good structural counterparts to the three kinds of information-pieces and that is what 

the following sections do. More precisely, the three first sections present structural counterparts to the 

visual terms; string (Section 4.6.2), form part (section 4.6.3) and picture (Section 4.6.4), in that order.  

Note that the presentation of the structural counterparts is mainly, and quite naturally, a discussion of 

which HTML elements that encode the essential visual properties (the information-pieces) of a web 

page (section 4.1). Due to this, the presentation also contains the motivation behind the exclusions 

done by the HTML mapping function Γ (definition 4.11, p. 41) through the use of the labeling 

function λ (definition 4.10, p. 41).  

The three first sections does not give a complete motivation for the exclusions done by the labeling 

function λ. Section 4.6.5 therefore picks up the remaining aspects of the labeling function λ that needs 

to be motivated. Section 4.6.6 sums up its preceding sections and presents the HTML piece definition. 

Note that the HTML piece definition simply is a composition of the structural definitions for the terms 

string, form part and picture presented in three sections 4.6.2 to 4.6.4. 

 

4.6.2 HTML String  

The term string is defined by the information-piece definition (definition 3.2, p. 17) to be a sequence 

of characters containing at least three Cs characters that all have similar face properties like font size, 

font type, color and so on. This section translates the visual term string to a structural concept in three 

steps. The first step addresses how to create a structural definition for strings that only allows equal 

face formatting properties. The second step generalizes the first step by allowing face formatting 

properties within the same string to be similar. In brief, the first and second step defines the set of all 

possibly encodings of visual strings with similar face formatting. The third step addresses how to find 

such encodings in an HTML term. That is, how to locate the encoding of all strings in the layout 

encoded by an HTML term. The third step also deals with the “containing at least three characters” 

demand. 

 

Structural definition of a string with equal face properties (Step one) 

A character C is defined to be (definition 3.1, p. 17) a character symbol Cs, a white space character Cw 

or a new-line character Cn. A sequence of Cs and Cw characters with equal face formatting is encoded 

in HTML by the special element CDATA (definition 4.3). The BR element is used to encode the new-
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line character. A string (or equivalently sequence of characters) is hence encoded in HTML as a 

(continuous) sequence of CDATA and BR elements. The corresponding HTML terms to the two HTML 

elements are “…” and br, so a string in terms of HTML terms is encoded by a sequence of “…” and br 

HTML terms. The byline part of the (figure 4.7, a2) (p. 48) object encoded by the (figure 4.7, a2, [3:1, 

3:2, 3:3]) sub-forest [“…”, br, “…”] is one example of such a sequence. 

Note that the character data encoded by a CDATA element are abstracted away by the “…” HTML term. 

This abstraction is desired due to the fact that we want to exploit HTML structure and not the textual 

content of an HTML document that is encoded by the CDATA elements (section 1.1). It is also desirable 

since it contributes to the filtering of all but the visual essentially information (section 4.1).  

Not all BR elements take part in the encoding of a string. The BR element is sometimes used as a 

separator between information-pieces. Take for example the (figure 4.7, a2, 4) BR element (p. 48). Its 

task is to separate the byline (figure 4.7, a2, 3) from the ingress (figure 4.7, a2, 5). Another example is 

the two BR elements at the end of each news summary ((figure 4.7, a1, [12, 13]), (figure 4.7, a2, [6, 7]), 

(figure 4.7, a3, [8, 9]), (figure 4.7, a4, [6, 7])). Their task is to separate the news summaries. The BR 

elements used as separators do not encode visual strings. A good structural translation of the visual 

term string must therefore exclude BR elements used as separators and only those. A heuristic solution 

is to exclude all but single br elements that are in between two CDATA elements. The set of all possible 

sequences of “…” and br HTML terms, where a single br HTML term is in between two “…” HTML 

terms, is called the simple HTML string language and it can be formally defined as follows. 

 

Definition 4.12 - The simple HTML string language (SΣS)  

The simple HTML string language SΣS is defined by the following regular expression: 

SΣS = [“…”, (“…”*, br?, “…”+)*] 

 

The HTML terms [“…”, br, “…”, br, “…”, br, “…”] and [“…”, br, “…”,“…”, br, “…”] are 

examples of terms in the simple HTML string language and the HTML terms [“…”, br] and [“…”, 

br, br, “…”] are examples of terms not in the simple HTML string language. 

 

Structural definition of a string with similar face properties (Step two) 

So far we have only addressed the encoding of a string with equal face formatting, but it has been 

shown that we need to allow some diversity inside the same string (section 3.3.1, p. 18). The next 

challenge is therefore to address how one can add the concept of a sequence of characters with similar 
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face formatting to the simple HTML string language and get a new definition. Recall that if “similar” 

covers too much then a great deal of the distinction between information-pieces is wiped out and we 

do not want that (section 3.3.1, p. 18). We need to find a compromise. Finding a good compromise is 

difficult, because every solution has strengths and weaknesses depending on the structure underlying a 

web page. I have chosen the following solution based on the examination of four real-life web pages 

(section 2.6). 

Two character sequences have similar formatting and hence are part of the same string if they differ 

only in respect to one or more of the following formattings: boldface, italic, superscript and subscript. 

According to this definition the sentence; “This sentence1 is a lieA!” is one string and not three6 as 

would be the result if we demanded equal face formatting.  

So how is a string with visually similar formatting encoded in HTML? Boldface, italic, superscript and 

subscript are encoded in HTML by the elements B, I, SUP and SUB respectively or by the SPAN tag. The 

SPAN tag is namely an tag (section 2.3) able to encode the same as the B, I, SUP and SUB tags does and 

much more.  

A natural question is to wonder whether including this last tag (the span tag, section 2.3) allows 

“similar” to cover too much since the tag can encode almost anything. The answer is “No”, as long as 

we only include SPAN tags without the class attribute because without the class attribute it is seldom 

used to encode other than small changes to formatting properties, and that is exactly what we want to 

include as similar. 

There can be other tags underlying the visual appearance of a string on a web page as well. The reason 

is that some tags are only used to encode invisible meta-information about part(s) of a string and hence 

do not effect the rendering of the character sequence. These tags are ABBR and ACRONYM, and they 

encode the abbreviation and the acronym of its string content respectively.   

The simple HTML string language from the previous section can be extended to include the concept of 

similarity as follows:  

 

Definition 4.13 - The HTML string language (SΣ)  

The HTML string language SΣ is defined as follows: 

i. All simple HTML strings (SΣS) are HTML strings (SΣ). 

                                                      

6 The subscript and the superscript together with the exclamation mark are two characters or less so they are not strings per 

definition.  
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ii. Let S = {B, I, SUP, SUB, ABBR, ACRONYM, SPAN} and let t be an HTML term. If nt(t) ∈ S and ct(t) 

∈ SΣ  then [t ]∈ SΣ. 

iii. If x∈ SΣ ∧ y∈ SΣ then x ++y ∈ SΣ (where ++ denotes list concatenation) 

The functions nt and ct are the HTML term name and -children functions respectively defined by 

definition 4.7, p. 39. The HTML term sequence k = [span[b[“…”], br, “…”, sub[“…”]]] is an 

example of an HTML string.  

 

Note that the extension of the simple HTML string language only includes SPAN tags without the class 

attribute set, just as desired. This is due to that SPAN and DIV tags with the class attribute set gets a tag 

label and consequently an HTML term name that includes the class name. It is done by line 1 in the 

labeling function λ (definition 4.10, p. 41). This solution is due to that what these tags encode is 

largely specified through the class attribute. You can think on SPAN and DIV tags as a way to allow self 

defined tags (section 2.3.3) in HTML. We need to be able to distinguish between these self defined 

tags. Adding the class name to the HTML term name enables that. 

 

Finding the structural counterpart to a visual string in a layout 

The HTML string language provides all possible ways to encode a visual string with similar face 

formation properties. This section addresses how to locate all HTML strings in an HTML term. Note 

that a plain search for all HTML strings in an HTML term is not desirable. Only the longest HTML 

strings in an HTML term are wanted as the following example shows. 

The (figure 4.7, a2, 3) tree encodes the byline part of the (figure 4.7, a2) object (p. 48). The set of 

HTML strings over the tree (figure 4.7, a2, 3) is {[“By…”, br, “and …”], [“By…”], [“and …”]}. 

(By a slightly abuse of defined terminology I sometimes add text to the “…” HTML term to highlight 

the underlying plain text it has abstracted away.) We are only interested in the longest HTML string in 

this set ([“By…”, br, “and …”]) due to that we want to capture the entire structure underlying the 

byline string.  

Note that an HTML term can contain several longest HTML string. Take for instance the term t = 

p[“…”1, br2, “…”3,“…”4, br5, br6, “…”7] (I have added index numbers for easy reference).  The 

term t contains two longest HTML strings [“…”1, br2, “…”3,“…”4] and [“…”7]. The sub HTML 

terms [“…”1], [“…”3], [“…”4] are not longest HTML strings since they can be used to create a 

longer HTML string, namely [“…”1, br2, “…”3,“…”4].  

The concept of the set of all longest HTML strings over an HTML term is a good structural translation 

for the set of visual strings in a layout. It can formally be defined in two steps. The first step formally 
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defines what a longest HTML substring in a sequence of HTML terms is. The next step uses this 

definition and recursively descend into an HTML term, effectively extending the previous step to 

cover not only sequences, but trees also. 

To add intuition about what these definitions should capture a small example follows before the 

formal definitions. Given the HTML term t = p[div[“…”, br, “…”],“…”, br, “…”,div[“…”, br, 

br, “…”], “…”] we want to capture all and only the four HTML strings pointed out by the 

annotations in figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8 - The set of all longest HTML strings over an HTML term 

  

Definition 4.14 - Longest HTML substring in an HTML term sequence 

Let S = [t1,…,tn] be a sequence of HTML terms and let s’ be a substring of S (s’⊆ S). The substring s’ 

is a longest HTML substring in S, denoted lhs(S, s’), if and only if the following statement is true:  

 For all substrings s* in S (Formally: ∀s*⊆S)  

- If s’ is a substring of s* and s*∈ SΣ then s* is syntactically equal to s’ (Formally: (s’ 

⊆ s* ∧  s*∈ SΣ)  s* =s s’, where “=s” is syntactic equality and “ ” is ordinary 

implication). 

 

Intuitively, this definition ensures that if s’ is a longest HTML substring in a sequence S, then there is 

no other substring s* in S, which also is an HTML string, that includes s’. Consequently s’ must be a 

longest HTML substring in S. Note that the definition does not contradict that there can be several 

distinct longest HTML substrings in an HTML terms sequence. The example below illustrates this 

point.   

 

Example 4.6 - The set of longest HTML substrings in an HTML term sequence 

Let S be the children of the HTML term displayed in figure 4.8: S = [div1[“…”, br, “…”],“…”2, 

br3, “…”4,div5[“…”, br, br, “…”], “…”6] (I have added index numbers for easy reference). The 

substring s’ = [div1[“…”, br, “…”],“…”2, br3, “…”4] is an HTML string. The left sibling to “…”4 
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(that is div5[“…”, br, br, “…”]) is not a single br HTML term between two HTML strings and 

neither an HTML string. This means that in the set of all substrings from S there can be no substring 

(in that set) other than s’ self that s’ is a substring of and that is an HTML string. Similar reasoning can 

be done about the longest HTML substring [“…”6]. This proves that the definition allows several 

longest HTML substring in a string. 

 

Definition 4.15 - The set of all longest HTML strings over an HTML term 

Let t be an HTML term and let S = [t1,…,tn] be the children of t, S = ct(t). The longest HTML string 

set SL(t) over t is recursively defined as follows: 

i. If [t] ∈ SΣ then SL(t) = {[t]} 

ii. Otherwise: The set of all longest HTML substrings in S is M ={s’| s’⊆S ∧  lhs(S, s’)}. Let N 

be the set of all children terms not part of any substring in M (N ={ti | ti∈S ∧ ti ∉ s* ∧ s*∈M}). 

SL (t) = M∪{ U
Nc j∈∀

SL(cj)} 

In what follows I will refer to the set of all longest HTML string over an HTML term simply as the 

longest HTML string set.  

 

Think of an HTML term as a tree. In a macro view the above definition does a top-down tree traversal 

and during that traversal identifies the longest (or most nodes in a tree perspective) occurrences of sub-

forests in the tree that is an HTML string. A more detailed explanation of the longest HTML string set 

follows: Let t be an HTML term t. No sub-term of t can possibly be longer than t, so if [t] is an 

HTML string then the longest HTML string set over t simply is {[t]}. This explains case i in the 

longest HTML string set definition.  

If [t] is not an HTML string then we are faced with two situations. The children S of t can either be a 

part of a longest HTML substring s’ in S or not. Children of t that are a part of a longest HTML 

substring s’ in S can not possibly contain any longer HTML strings than s’. The set of all longest 

HTML substrings in S is must therefore also be longest HTML string over t. What about the children 

not part any longest HTML substring in S? We simply locate possibly HTML string in them by 

repeating the given steps. That is, recursive “call” the longest HTML string set definition for each of 

these children and then add the results to the longest HTML string set. This explains case ii in the 

longest HTML string set definition. 

Note that it is the top-down approach that ensures that we find only the longest HTML strings over an 

HTML term, due to that the recursive call terminates once a longest HTML string is found and hence 
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do not dive further into the identified longest HTML string. More intuition will be given by the 

following example. 

 

Example 4.7 - Longest HTML string set 

Figure 4.8 displays the HTML term t = [div1[“…”, br, “…”],“…”2, br3, “…”4,div5[“…”5.1, br, 

br, “…”5.4], “…”6] (I have added index numbers for easy reference) and points out the four desired 

sub-trees. Does the proposed definition find these four sub-trees and only those?  

Since [t] is not an HTML string, the second case in the longest HTML string set definition applies to 

t. The set of all longest HTML substrings in the children list of t is {[div1[“…”, br, “…”],“…”2, 

br3, “…”4], [“…”6]} (example 4.6). The only child of the not part of a longest HTML substring is k 

= div5[“…”5.1, br, br, “…”5.4]. The next step is to treat k just as t. The term k is not an HTML 

string, so the second case in the longest HTML string set definition applies to k. The set of all longest 

HTML substrings in the children list of k is {[“…”5.1], [“…”5.4]} (similar reasoning as in example 

4.6). The children of k not part of any longest HTML substring do neither have any children nor are 

they HTML terms. This means that we are done. The longest HTML string set over t is consequently 

{[div1[“…”, br, “…”],“…”2, br3, “…”4], [“…”6]}∪{[“…”5.1], [“…”5.4]} and that correspond 

exactly to the desired result. 

 

An interesting question now is: Does the longest HTML string set definition capture the underlying 

structure of the strings on for instance the www.digi.no front page part (figure 4.5)? Take for example 

the (figure 4.5, C) tree. According to the definition this tree has three longest HTML strings; the 

(figure 4.5, C, 1.2) sub-tree, the (figure 4.5, C, 2) sub-tree and the (figure 4.5, C, 3.1) sub-tree, and 

those longest HTML strings matches exactly the header, ingress and more information parts of the 

(figure 4.5, ci) objects respectively. In other words, the definition captures what is should very well. 

According to the information-piece definition a string is a sequence of three or more character 

symbols. I chose to simplify this and state that CDATA elements consisting of two characters or less 

must be excluded. That is, the mapping function Γ (section 4.4, p. 41) must exclude these CDATA 

elements from the resulting HTML term. By definition of Γ (definition 4.11, p. 41) all HTML 

elements (definition 4.3, p. 37) with label λ = “exclude” (definition 4.10, p. 41) are mapped to the 

empty element ε and hence excluded from the HTML term. In other words, we need to give all CDATA 

elements with two characters or less the tag-label “exclude”, and this is exactly what line 7 in the 

labeling function λ does (definition 4.10, p. 41). Note that excluding CDATA elements with two 

characters or less is stricter than stating that a string must consist of three or more character symbols. 

The latter is in line with the information-piece definition, but the first is easier to deal with. This is due 
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to the fact character data is abstracted away by the “…” HTML term and consequently there is a lack of 

knowledge in the HTML term language about how many characters a “…” HTML term “encodes”. 

To sum up, the structural counterpart to a visual string is a longest HTML string and the set of all 

strings in a layout structurally corresponds to the longest HTML string set over the HTML term that 

encodes the layout. 

 

4.6.3 HTML Form part  

This section presents a translation of the visual key term form part (definition 3.2, p. 17) to the 

structural term HTML form part. It contributes to complete step 4.1 in figure 4.1 (p. 34).  

The term form part is described by the information-piece definition (definition 3.2, p. 17) to be an 

input field, a button, an option list and similar.  A form part is encoded in HTML by the FORM, INPUT, 

TEXTAREA, FIELDSET, LEGEND, SELECT, OPTGROUP, OPTION and BUTTON tags. I will not go into the 

details with each of these tags7 because that is beyond the scope of this thesis, but I will draw the big 

picture.   

The FORM, INPUT, TEXTAREA, FIELDSET, LEGEND, SELECT and BUTTON tags are either rendered into 

something visual or have children that are rendered into something visual. This means that they either 

indirectly or directly can be perceived as one or several information-pieces. The OPTGROUP and 

OPTION tags on the other side are not rendered into something visual. Their task is only to provide 

option values to the different kinds of form elements. The question of whether or not to exclude them 

is a question of whether or not we want the option values of form elements to be elements in 

partitions. There is no right or wrong answer to this question, but I have chosen to leave them out and 

that is what line 3 in the labeling function λ does (Definition 4.10, p. 41). 

The above discussion is slightly imprecise, since not all uses of the INPUT tag yields a visual result. If 

the type attribute is set to the value “hidden”, then the INPUT element becomes invisible or non-visual. 

Non-visual use of the INPUT tag must be excluded due to that we only want to keep the essential visual 

lines (section 4.1). The exclusion of non-visual input tags is done by line 2 in the labeling function λ 

(definition 4.10, p. 41).  

Leaf nodes, are per definition, nodes that do not have any children. Translated to HTML elements 

(definition 4.3), leaves are elements without any content – that is, the elements that only consist of a 

start tag or plain character data. The intention of the information-piece definition is to structurally 

capture what we would perceive as the smallest meaningful parts of a layout. The smallest part can be 

                                                      

7 The interested reader my consult e.g. the HTML 4.01 specification [7]. 
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translated structurally to a leaf node in this form part case. The only leaf HTML form tag not excluded 

is the INPUT tag, and that leads to the following HTML form part definition.  

 

Definition 4.16 - HTML Form part (F) 

Let t be any HTML element. If nt(t) = “input”, then t is an HTML form part (written t ∈ F).  

 

4.6.4 HTML Image 

This section presents a translation of the visual key term image (definition 3.2, p. 17) to the structural 

term HTML image. It contributes to complete step 4.1 in figure 4.1 (p. 34).  

An image is encoded in HTML by the IMG tag. The information-piece definition makes no explicit 

restriction concerning which pictures that are information-pieces, but there is an implicit restriction; an 

image must to some degree be visible. This means that images with either a very small width or a very 

small height should be excluded. This is done by line 8 in the labeling function λ (Definition 4.10, p. 

41). More precisely, it excludes all images with width or height less than 6 pixels. This 6 pixels value 

is a reasonable value, but other values might function just as well or maybe better. It depends on how a 

web page is encoded.  

This exclusion may appear unnecessary, but that is not the case. Purely white images are often used to 

create white space between objects, so they are invisible to the human eye, but still a part of the 

encoding of the HTML document.  

The HR tag renders into a horizontal line and hence can be thought of as a picture. It is therefore not 

excluded by the labeling function λ, but included in the definition of an HTML image. The term 

HTML image can formally be defined as follows. 

 

Definition 4.17 - HTML Image (I) 

Let t be any HTML term. If nt(t) = “img” ∨ nt(t) = “hr” then t is an HTML image (written t ∈ I). 
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4.6.5 Tags that might be rendered as information-pieces 

There are two other categories of HTML tags –“source” tags and “frameset” tags – that might result in 

one or more information-pieces. I have chosen to ignore these, and this is way. 

i. “Source” tags: This category includes the following tags; OBJECT, APPLET and SCRIPT. 

These tags offer the ability to insert objects encoded in other languages than HTML, and small 

scripts that need to be evaluated. Both the rendering of objects in other languages and 

evaluation of scripts are complex tasks. I have therefore chosen to ignore these tags for the 

sake of simplicity. This explains the motivation behind line 4 in the labeling function λ 

(Definition 4.10, p. 41). 

ii. “Frameset” tags:  This category includes the following tags; FRAMESET, FRAME and IFRAME. 

These tags offer the ability to insert one or more web pages into another web page. The result 

of using one or more of these tags in an HTML document is visible. Despite this, these tags are 

excluded by line 5 in the labeling function λ (Definition 4.10, p. 41). The reason for excluding 

these tag are simplicity, but note that the content of the HTML document that the “frameset”-

tags refers to should be appended to the main HTML document in a fully satisfactory 

specification. 

 

Tags to exclude 

At this point we have successfully identified the HTML tags behind the information-pieces, but there 

are several other HTML tags that neither are excluded nor identified as HTML tags in an information-

piece. So what to do with these tags? We exclude them, but what are they? We can identify them by 

explicitly stating exclusion rules for all leaf nodes and then only keep internal nodes if they have 

children that are not to be excluded. This is reasonable because internal nodes only add position-, face 

formatting- and invisible meta-information about the leaf nodes and hence are only potential 

information-pieces if they have children that render into something visual8. Line 2 in the Γ function 

(Definition 4.11, p. 41) implements this internal-node exclusion feature. 

The part missing is to define exclusion rules for all the remaining leaf nodes. According the HTML 

4.01 standard [7] there are 13 tags that consist of a start tag only and hence are leaf nodes. 

 

                                                      

8 The statement is slightly imprecise due to that a few tags, like the table tag, can introduce visual borders. However, I 

have chosen to ignore this fact for the sake of simplicity.  
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Tag name Description Category 
BASE Document base URI Head 
LINK A media-independent link Head 
META Generic meta-information Head 
FRAME Sub-window Exclude 
AREA Client-side image map area Exclude 
BASEFONT Base font size Exclude 
COL Table column Exclude 
PARAM Defines a parameter for an object Exclude 
BR Forced line break Visual 
HR Horizontal rule Visual 
IMG Embedded image Visual 
INPUT Form control Visual 

Table 1 - Leaf HTML elements 

The three first tags in the table (BASE, LINK and META) are only used in the header part of an HTML 

document. Since our focus is centered on the body part and not the header part of an HTML document, 

we can simply forget these tags. The only other leaf tags in the table that have not yet been discussed 

are the BASEFONT, COL, PARAM and AREA tags. The PARAM tag only occurs as a child in OBJECT elements. 

The OBJECT tags are excluded and hence the PARAM tag is already implicit excluded. The other three 

tags are excluded manually by line 6 in the labeling function λ because they are “non-visual” tags. 

This completes the motivation behind the labeling function λ (Definition 4.10, p. 41). 

 

4.6.6 HTML piece definition 

The intention of the information-piece definition is to capture structurally what we would perceive as 

the smallest meaningful parts of a layout. The smallest part is in many cases is reflected by a single 

leaf node, which was the first suggested definition, but we have seen that we do not want all leaf nodes 

to be defined as HTML pieces. Further, a string might not only be encoded by a single leaf node, but 

can be a sub-forest in the HTML term representation of a document. The above discussion is 

summarized in the following formal definition of an HTML piece. Note that the definition is only a 

composition of what has been defined.  

 

Definition 4.18 - HTML piece 

An HTML piece is one of the following: 

 A longest HTML string.  
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 An HTML form-part P, that is, an HTML term t ∈ P.  

 An HTML image I, that is, an HTML term t ∈ I.  

Note that the HTML piece definition is really just a clever definition of an HTML term subset that 

includes all possible ways to encode visual information-pieces in HTML. 

 

Example 4.8 - HTML pieces example 

Figure 4.9 displays two HTML terms and annotations that points out the HTML pieces in the terms. 

More precisely, the t1 term contains three HTML pieces and the t2 term contains four information-

pieces. 

 

Figure 4.9 - HTML piece identification in two HTML terms 

 

4.7 HTML Object - Structural counterpart to Object 

This section presents a translation of the visual key term object (definition 3.2, p. 17) to the structural 

term HTML object. It corresponds to step 4.2 in figure 4.1, and it is the second of the four translations 

that are to be presented (figure 4.1, steps 4.1 to 4.4).  

One possible way to define an HTML object is to make a straightforward translation of the object 

definition where the visual term information-piece is simply replaced with the structural term HTML 

piece. The result of such a translation is as follows:  

 An HTML object is either an HTML piece, or a sequence of two or more related HTML pieces. 

The meaning of the definition relies on two central terms; HTML piece and related HTML pieces. 

What does the term related mean in a structural context? The origin of the term is the information-

piece definition where its intended and defined meaning is to relate information-pieces belonging to 

the same meaning and only those. Stated otherwise, the term related identifies the borderline of an 

HTML object.  In a structural context this amounts to finding the actual sub-forest underlying a visual 
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object, or simply, finding the HTML object corresponding to a visual object. How this can be done is 

one of the core challenges in this thesis and will first be addressed in chapter 5. Until then assume that 

there is a way of identifying the borders of HTML objects and that the term related HTML pieces are 

well defined. 

The other central term in the proposed definition is the well defined term HTML piece. Under the 

assumption that the term related HTML pieces also are well defined, the above definition looks 

satisfactory, but that it is not the case. Why it is so becomes apparent when we try to apply the above 

definition to the www.digi.no front page part where the wanted HTML object corresponding to a 

visual object is described manually in advance. 

 

Applying the suggested definition on the www.digi.no front page part 

First, take a look at figure 4.4 (p. 45). The object partitioning of the www.digi.no front part yields one 

partition with 14 objects. Keep these objects in mind and move on to figure 4.5 (p. 46). This figure 

repeats the front page part from figure 4.4 and shows the structure underlying the 14 objects. More 

precisely:  

 The (figure 4.5, A) HTML term is the result of applying the mapping function  Γ on any of the 

(figure 4.5, ai) objects. 

 The (figure 4.5, B) HTML term is the result of applying Γ on any of the (figure 4.5 bi) objects.  

 The (figure 4.5, C) HTML term is the result of applying Γ on any of the (figure 4.5, ci) objects.  

So these three HTML terms in their entirely summarize the actually structure behind the 14 given 

objects and hence forms the wanted HTML objects. With this reference we can now see how well the 

suggested definition performs. 

According to the suggested definition an HTML object can only consist of one or more HTML pieces. 

Structurally speaking this means that all trees in an HTML object must match the HTML piece 

definition and here lays the core of the problem. None of the three HTML terms corresponding to the 

wanted HTML objects conforms to the HTML piece definition. The only parts of for instance the 

(figure 4.5, A) HTML term that per definition is an HTML piece are the four following sub-trees: 

(figure 4.5, A, 1.1): img, (figure 4.5, A, 1.2): span[“…”], (figure 4.5, A, 2): span[“…”] and (figure 4.5, 

A, 3.1): “…”. So in the case of the (figure 4.5, ai) objects the best the suggested definition can do is to 

frame these four sub-trees and these does not corresponds to the encoding of the (figure 4.5, ai) objects 

and it is therefore not what we want. We must therefore create a new definition that does not exclude 

the wanted HTML objects.  
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4.7.2 Semi formal HTML object definition 

A precise and formal HTML object definition would implicitly solve the identification of HTML 

objects in an HTML term. In other words, it would partly (due to that HTML object similarity is not 

addressed) solve the object partitioning problem. Chapter 5 introduces an algorithmic solution to the 

identification of HTML objects. Translating this algorithmic solution to a set of formal definitions is 

presumably possible, but formalization would (probably) not be more informative since it would be 

detailed and specific. A semi formal HTML object definition is therefore introduced. Note that the 

same reasoning can be done for the HTML partition definition, so only a semi formal HTML partition 

definition will be given as well. 

 

Definition 4.19 - Semi formal HTML object definition 

An HTML object is one of the following: 

i. An HTML term t, where a sub term p is an HTML piece, is an HTML object. 

ii. Let [p1,…,pn] be a sequence of related HTML pieces and let S = [t1,…,tx] be sequence of 

HTML terms. The HTML term sequence S is an HTML object if   

a p1 and pn respectively are sub-terms of t1 and tm, and  

b all pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are a sub-term of some ty (1 ≤ y ≤ x) and  

c for all pj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) if pj are a sub-term of tz (1 ≤ z ≤ x) then pj+1 must be a sub-term of tv 

where z ≤ v ≤ x. 

 

In brief, condition ii.a restricts the HTML term sequence to be no more than the HTML terms needed 

to cover the entire related HTML piece. Condition ii.b ensures that all HTML pieces are covered by 

the HTML term sequence and ii.c assures that the HTML piece sequence order is preserved by the 

HTML term sequence. The difference between the previously suggested definition and this one is that 

it allows the potentially structural overbuilding that connects the sequence of HTML pieces used to 

encode a visual object.  

 

4.8 HTML object similarity 

The term HTML object similarity is the structural sibling to the visual term object similarity (step 4.3 

in figure 4.1). The idea behind object similarity was to create an equality concept that considers 

objects with similar roles in communicating information as similar (section 3.3.3). This section must 
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therefore define HTML object similarity in such a way that the intended meaning of object similarity 

is preserved. This section does this as follows.  

Section 4.8.1 proposes syntactic equality (between HTML objects) as a solution to HTML object 

similarity, but concludes that such a solution is useless, because inconsistency in encoding of similar 

objects must be handled. There are two approaches to cope with inconsistency in encoding of similar 

objects. Section 4.8.2 addresses one of the approaches by further developing the HTML term function 

to reduce unwanted inconsistency in encoding. The other approach is the development of an HTML 

object similarity concept that handles inconsistency in encoding of similar objects. Section 4.8.3 starts 

this work by pointing out different reasons of diversity. Note that the work is first completed in 

chapter 5 as a part of the development of an algorithmic solution to object partitioning. The last 

section (section 4.8.4) sums up loose ends and presents a semi formal HTML object similarity 

definition. 

 

4.8.1 Syntactic equality 

The key observation (section 3.4) about spatial locality and consistency in presentation style argues 

that similar visual objects are consistently formatted. If one assumes that consistently formatted parts 

of a layout are encoded by sequences of HTML terms that are syntactically equal, then one can 

defined HTML object similarity simply to be syntactically equality between HTML objects (Recall 

that an HTML object is simply a sequence of HTML terms.). The assumption is justifiable to a certain 

extent due to the fact that it is the encoding that decides the visually appearance of content. However, 

a huge challenge with HTML, is that one can achieve the same visually result by radically different 

encodings. Figure 4.10 shows one extreme example where two visually similar objects are encoded by 

radically different HTML terms. 

 

Figure 4.10 - Inconsistency in encoding example 

Such extreme differences in encoding of similar objects, however, are rarely seen in real. The reason is 

that most web pages are generated by management software that conforms to one specific way of 
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encoding information. Note that most of the manually encoded web pages also have some degree of 

consistency in encoding of visually similar objects. It is due to that people tend to reuse acquired 

knowledge, meaning that a person tend to act similarly in similar situations and consequently encode 

consistently to some degree.   

Even though such extreme differences in encoding rarely are seen in practice, smaller differences in 

encoding are a frequent phenomenon (as the next subsections reveal). Translating HTML object 

similarity simply to syntactic equality is therefore too strict. A HTML object similarity concept that 

allows a certain amount of diversity must therefore be created (section 4.8.3), but it is not the only way 

to handle diversity. One can also further develop the HTML term function (definition 4.11, p. 41) so 

that it reduces inconsistency in encoding of similar objects (section 4.8.2).  

 

4.8.2 Further development of the HTML term function Γ 

A lot of effort was laid in the development of the HTML term function Γ (definition 4.11, p. 41). 

Recall that the function works as a filter that only keeps the visually important properties with respect 

to object partitioning. This filtering is basically a removal of “junk” nodes. This means that the 

function already implicitly removes some diversity between similar objects, but there are still 

measures to be taken to reduce unwanted diversity further. 

 

HTML piece diversity  

Recall that the object partitioning of the www.digi.no front part (figure 4.4, p. 45) yields one partition 

with 14 objects and that the structure underlying the 14 objects are summarized by the three trees 

(figure 4.5, A), (figure 4.5, B) and (figure 4.5, C). In other words, the three trees represent the HTML 

objects corresponding to the 14 objects. The 14 objects are similar because their role sequence 

(header, ingress, link to more information, picture) is identical. However, the encoding of these 14 

similar objects, that is, the three trees (figure 4.5, A), (figure 4.5, B) and (figure 4.5, C) are in fact 

quite different from one another.  

A question that naturally arises is: Is it possible to find a general solution that makes for instance the 

three trees more equal? The answer is “Yes” and here is how: 

The differences in the HTML objects corresponding to the 14 objects is caused by the white space 

character straight after a hyphen character (“-”) being wrapped in a tag that makes the space shorter. 

More precisely, a hyphen and white space character is encoded as “-<SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: 

0px"> </SPAN>”. We can actually categorize the differences between the three different HTML trees 

(or HTML objects) shown in figure 4.5 in terms of hyphen occurrences. The (figure 4.5, ai) objects has 
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no occurrences of a hyphen character, the (figure 4.5, bi) objects has one hyphen character in the 

ingress part and the (figure 4.5, ci) objects has a hyphen character in both the header and ingress part. 

Note that the (figure 4.5, C) and (figure 4.5, B) HTML terms can be reduced to the (Figure 4.5, A) 

HTML term by substituting every U or V occurrence in (Figure 4.5, C) and (Figure 4.5, B) with W, 

where U, V and W refers to the sub-trees shown beneath. 

 

We are not yet done with answering the question above, even though we have found a way to make 

the three trees structurally equal. This is because the solution is specific to this particular instance of 

the diversity problem and not a general solution, but how can this non-general solution be rewritten to 

a generalized solution?  

Observe that the two sub-trees U and V per definition are longest HTML strings (definition 4.15 , p. 

56) in the three HTML terms. Based on this observation one can create a more general solution, 

because longest HTML strings are clearly a more general concept than the two sub-trees U and V. The 

general solution is presented in the following section. 

 

The second version of the HTML term function Γ’ 

 

Definition 4.20 - The HTML term function (Γ’), version two 

Let τ be an HTML document and let t be the HTML term resulting from applying the first version of 

the HTML term function on τ, t = Γ(τ) (definition 4.11, p. 41). The second version of the HTML term 

function Γ’ can be defined as follows. 

 Γ’(τ) = Replace all longest HTML strings in t with the structurally smallest HTML string “…” 

and return the result. 

 

In what follows I will refer to the second version of the HTML term function (Γ’), simply as the 

HTML term function. I will also implicit assume in all following sections that the second version of 

the HTML term function is used to transform HTML documents to HTML terms. 
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It is now interesting to examine how well this new function applies to the www.nytimes.com front 

page part. The desired result is to make HTML objects corresponding to similar objects more similar, 

and keep the diversity between the HTML objects that corresponds to non-similar objects. The result 

of applying this new HTML tree function on the NYT front page part yields a similar result to the old 

function, but there is one difference. The (figure 4.7, a2, [3:1, 3:2, 3:3]) sub-forest [“…”, br, “…”] is 

replaced by “…”. The result is that the byline part of the (figure 4.7, a2) HTML object becomes equal to 

the byline of the other (figure 4.7, ai) HTML object and that is clearly in line with what we wanted.  

 

An alternative HTML piece definition 

A subtle consequence of this second version of the HTML term function is that all leaf nodes except 

br leaves are HTML pieces. The only HTML pieces potentially spanning several leaf nodes are the 

longest HTML strings and they are all replaced by a single leaf node, so given the replacement no 

HTML pieces span more than one leaf. The only potential leaf node that is not an HTML piece is the 

br element, because other leaf nodes are excluded. Based on this we can define a simpler HTML piece 

definition: 

  

Definition 4.21 - HTML piece - Alternative version 

Let t be an HTML term where all longest HTML strings are replaced by the “…” term. An HTML 

piece in t is any leaf node, except br leaves. 

 

4.8.3 Reasons for inconsistency in encoding of similar objects 

The previous section addressed diversity in encoding of similar information-pieces, but there are 

several other reasons for diversity between similar HTML objects. (Note that I consider inconsistency 

and diversity as synonyms.) 

 

Diversity due to missing elements 

One reason for diversity is missing elements in some of the similar HTML objects. Take for instance 

the (Figure 4.7, ai) objects (p. 48). Only two of the four similar ai HTML objects, namely the a1 and a4 

HTML objects, have a hyperlink list to relevant information.  

The missing element problem can be divided into two groups, called missing root elements and 

missing sub elements. The example given above can be categorized into the first group due to that the 
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missing elements are entire trees in the forest which forms the object. Object where the missing 

elements are in sub-trees in the forest that encodes the object slips into the second group. The 

following examples emphasize the difference between the two categories. 

 

Example 4.9 - Diversity due to missing elements 

Assume that the both HTML terms displayed in figure 4.11 renders into the layout displayed in the 

figure. The layout contains two article objects, but only the last one has an image. The (red) dotted line 

frames the part of the HTML terms corresponding to these two objects, that is, the corresponding 

HTML objects. We want these HTML objects to be similar, but diversity exists as a result of the 

missing picture. The difference between the root case and the sub case is where in the HTML objects 

the missing picture manifest itself. In the missing root element case the missing picture is a whole tree 

in the forest making up the HTML object and that is in contrast to the missing sub element case where 

the missing picture only manifests itself as a sub-part of the HTML term making up the HTML object. 

 

Figure 4.11 - Diversity due to missing elements 

Chapter 5 addresses the missing sub element problem by creating an HTML term equality definition 

that allows some diversity in sub-trees in the forest that encodes similar HTML objects (section 5.1.3). 

The missing root element problem is a challenge that must be addressed in further work. 
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Other reasons for diversity 

From a structurally point of view, the set of all HTML documents on the Internet resembles a jungle. 

This is due to several reasons. Some of the reasons are:  

i. There are no strict rules of how to do good HTML encoding.  

ii. All kinds of people with all kinds of backgrounds and all kinds of programs create HTML 

documents and publish them. Many documents are full of errors and tags not part of any 

HTML W3C standard [7, 18] . Browser makers have therefore invested a lot of effort in 

creating error tolerating browsers. The result is an evil circle due to that error tolerating 

browsers imposes no incentive for HTML creators to change behavior.   

Chapter 5 addresses this undefined diversity through the same mechanism that addresses the missing 

sub element problem (section 5.1.3). 

 

4.8.4 A semi formal HTML object similarity 

The above sections can be summarized as follows. Similar objects are consistently formatted (key 

observation). That does not mean that the corresponding HTML objects are syntactically equal, but it 

is reasonable to assume that they are structurally similar (sections 4.8.1 to 4.8.3). Note that chapter 5 

will give structural similarity a formal interpretation (section 5.1.3). 

Recall that the key observation not only expresses that similar objects exhibit consistency in 

presentation style, but also that similar objects exhibit spatial locality. Spatial locality between similar 

objects can be translated structurally to that similar HTML objects occur in the same part of the 

HTML tree. 

The spatial locality translation is based on the examination of four real-life web pages (section 2.6). 

One example is the (figure 4.5, ai)-, (figure 4.5, bi)- and (figure 4.5, ci) objects. They are all considered 

as similar objects. If the translation of spatial locality is correct then the corresponding HTML objects 

occur in one part of the HTML tree. The (figure 4.5, D) sub-tree indicates that this is the case because 

all of the HTML objects are elements in the same table. This observation is also supported by the 

HearSay article [11]. 

A semi formal HTML object similarity definition is now possible. (Note that the definition is semi 

formal because a formal interpretation of structural similarity is first given in section 5.1.3) 
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Definition 4.22 - Semi formal HTML object similarity definition 

Two HTML objects are similar if they are structurally similar and appear in the same part of an HTML 

term.  

(Note that the definition implicit states that similar HTML objects manifest themselves as similar 

structural recurrences or repetitions in the same part of an HTML term.) 

 

4.9  HTML Partitioning - Structural counterpart to Partitioning 

The term HTML partitioning is the structural sibling to the visual term partitioning (step 4.4 in figure 

4.1), but is also another name for object partitioning. Chapter 5 introduces an algorithmic solution to 

object partitioning. Translating this algorithmic solution to a set of formal definitions is presumably 

possible, but formalization would (probably) not be more informative since it would be detailed and 

specific. A semi formal HTML partitioning definition is therefore presented in the following section. 

 

4.9.1 Semi formal HTML partitioning definition 

Definition 4.23 - Semi formal HTML partitioning definition 

 An HTML partitioning, or simply an object partitioning of an HTML term, consists of 

finding all HTML partitions in the HTML term.  

 An HTML partition is a maximal set with two or more similar HTML objects that are visually 

significant and occur in the same part of the HTML term.   

 

4.10  Detailed structural problem specification 

The visual problem specification relies on four visual terms; information-piece, object, object 

similarity and partition. All four of these terms have been given a structural interpretation in this 

chapter. It corresponds to steps 4.1 to 4.4 in figure 4.1 (p. 34). What remains is step 4 of figure 4.1 (p. 

34), that is, the definition of the structural counterpart to the visual problem specification.  

To reach this structural definition and to pull loose ends together, a short summary of this chapter 

follows. Object partitioning consists of identifying all HTML partitions on a web page (Section 4.10, 

p. 71). An HTML partition is a set of similar HTML objects (definition 4.23, p. 71). The object 

partitioning problem is therefore in essence a matter of finding HTML object boundaries and group 

similar HTML objects together. 
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A web page can be transformed into an HTML term by applying the HTML term function (definition 

4.20, p. 67 & step 6, figure 4.1, p. 34) on the underlying HTML document. An HTML term hence 

models a web page. Similar HTML objects manifest themselves as structural recurrences in the same 

part of an HTML term (Section 4.8.4, p. 70). The core of the object partitioning problem can therefore 

be reduced to finding and grouping of structural similar recurrences in the same part of an HTML 

term.  

On a more detailed level the object partitioning problem involves two more problems:  

i. How to handle a certain degree of diversity between similar HTML objects (section 4.8).  

ii. How to find a structural interpretation of the visual significance requirement (definition 3.6, p. 

22 & definition 4.22, p. 71).  

The first problem is due to that similar HTML objects may differ in respect to their HTML term 

representation. The second problem is due to the desire to exclude partitions considered as visually 

insignificant. The above is summarized in the following structural problem specification definition. 

 

Definition 4.24 - Structural problem specification 

Let t be the result of applying the HTML term function on a web page (that is, on the underling HTML 

document) that exhibits consistency in presentation style and spatial locality. The main aim in this 

thesis is an algorithm capable of both finding structural recurrences in t that encode visually 

significant parts of the web page and to group similar identified recurrences in t.  

(Note that to group similar identified recurrences implicit demands handling a certain degree of 

structural diversity between similar HTML objects.) 

 

The chapter 5 addresses the structural problem specification by proposing an algorithm that: 

i. Identifies HTML objects 

ii. Identifies which HTML objects that are similar and which are not, and group related HTML 

objects together into partitions. 

iii. Has an interpretation of the visually significance 

iv. Tolerate diversity between similar objects due to (section 4.9):  

a Diversity in encoding of information-piece with equal roles.  

b Missing sub elements in some objects. 

c Other undefined diversity.  
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5 The object partitioning algorithm 

Chapter 3 accounted for the visual aspects of the object partitioning. The previous chapter (chapter 4) 

introduced a link from the visual world of layouts into the structural world of HTML (steps 4, 4.1, 4.2, 

4.3 and 4.4, figure 4.1, p. 34), but the chapter did not address all problems and aspects regarding this 

link. We saw that similar objects manifest themselves as similar structural repetitions in the term 

representation of an HTML document, but that there also exists structural diversity between similar 

HTML objects (section 4.8, p. 64). This chapter must address how to deal with this diversity. It must 

also present a way to implement the visual significance requirement in the algorithmic solution. Last, 

but not least this chapter must present a way to find the HTML object boundaries and group similar 

HTML objects together. The result of addressing all these problems is a solution to the structural 

translation of object partitioning and consequently a solution to visual object partitioning. 

The chapter is structured as follows: 

Section 5.1 gives an overview of the object partitioning algorithm.  

Section 5.2 further develops the already established HTML term language to include variables and 

extends HTML terms to become weighted terms.  

Section 5.3 gives a general introduction to the concept of tree edit distance (TED). In particular, a 

restricted version of the tree edit distance, called top-down distance (TD), is introduced and adapted to 

the extended HTML term language (defined in the previous section). Section 5.3 also develops a 

formal definition of HTML term equality that allows a specified amount of diversity, through the use 

of TD. Note that HTML term equality implicit defines HTML object equality due to that an HTML 

object simply is a sequence of HTML terms.  

Section 5.4 develops a concept I have called the maximum repeating weighted substring (MRWS). It 

is a further non-trivial development and a generalization of the maximum repeating substring 

presented in the HearSay article [11]. The MRWS is adapted to the extended HTML term language. 

Section 5.5 develops the object partitioning algorithm, a contribution to the creation of tools that can 

make Internet use more efficient. In brief, this section develops a simple variable environment and 

some other functions, and composes those with MRWS and TD in a sophisticated way. The result is 

an algorithmic solution to object partitioning.  
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5.1 Overview of the object partitioning algorithm 

This section provides an informal overview of the algorithmic solution to object partitioning and its 

components. Note that it is somewhat imprecise to state that the presented algorithm solves object 

partitioning, since the algorithm does not exploit the spatial locality observation (section 3.4, p. 29). 

This means that the object partitioning algorithm solves the problem of finding and grouping of 

structurally similar recurrences not necessarily in the same part of an HTML term. Nevertheless, the 

algorithm to be presented works satisfactory (chapter 8) and utilization of spatial locality is most likely 

a complementary issue, and should not change the current approach dramatically. The further work 

section (section 9.3) and chapter 8 briefly indicates how spatial locality might be exploited. Due to the 

preceding arguments and the fact that spatial locality is only a small part in the big picture, I state that 

the proposed algorithm solves the object partitioning problem, despite this missing part.   

This overview presents the object partitioning algorithm in three steps. Section 5.1.1 details the two 

key components in the object partitioning algorithm; the tree edit distance and the maximal repeating 

weighted substring. Section 5.1.2 gives a structural interpretation of the visual significance 

requirement and section 5.1.3 describes the total object partitioning algorithm.  

 

5.1.1 Building blocks 

The tree edit distance 

Tree edit distance (TED) provides a mean to measure the differences between two ordered labeled 

trees, like two HTML terms. To be more precise, it finds the minimum weighted sequence of insertion, 

re-labeling and deletion operations (called edit operations) that transform one tree into another. The 

object partitioning algorithm uses a TED version, called top-down distance (TD), where insertion and 

deletion are restricted to leaf nodes.  

The TD task in the big picture is to addresses the diversity problem between similar HTML object. In 

particular, its task is to address the missing sub element problem (section 4.9, p.68) and other 

undefined diversity (section 4.9, p.70). It does so by enabling one to say that two trees (or HTML 

terms) are equal if their distance is within a given threshold value and hence stretch the equality 

concept to allow a specified amount of diversity. A trivial version of the tree edit distance is syntactic 

equality, but syntactic equality is too strict, as it does not allow any diversity at all. It is therefore not 

an option (section 4.8.1, p. 65). Note that HTML term equality implicitly defines HTML object 

similarity, because HTML objects simply are sequences of HTML terms.  
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The maximal repeating weighted substring 

Introduction 

The maximal repeating weighted substring algorithm is the cornerstone of the object partitioning 

algorithm. It identifies HTML object boundaries, allows a structural interpretation of the visual 

significance requirement and handles a certain degree of structural diversity between similar HTML 

objects through the use of TD. It is hard to give a short and at the same time good informal picture of 

the maximal repeating weighted substring problem and algorithm. I will therefore give this subject a 

not so brief introduction.  

 

The maximal repeating weighted substring 

Integers, characters and HTML terms are just a few examples of collections of elements. Elements in a 

collection are called weighted elements if they are associated with two non-negative values named 

weight and repetition. A weighted element e with repetition r and weight w is denoted e(r, w). A 

character element c with repetition 1 and weight 2 is for instance denoted as c(1,2). The weight and 

repetition annotation is optional for elements with both weight and repetition equal 1. This means that 

e and e(1,1) are equivalent where e is an element. Collections with non-weighted elements can be 

transformed to weighted elements simply by assigning all elements with weight and repetition equal 1.  

A weighted string is a sequence of weighted elements from a collection. In what follows, I will refer 

to weighted strings and substring simply as strings and substrings, and implicitly assume that they are 

weighted. 

Let S’ and S be two strings with respectively n1 and n2 elements where n1 ≤ n2.  The string S’ is a 

substring of S if there is a contiguous sequence of n1 elements in S that are equal to S’. The character 

string S’ = “ab” is for instance a substring of the character string S = “ababa”.  

Observe that the substring S’ = “ab” occurs at two distinct locations in S = “ababa”. The boldfaced 

letters shows the two possibilities; “ababa”, “ababa”. We say that S’ repeats two times, covers four 

elements and has length two. Note that the length of a (sub) string has nothing to do with how many 

times it repeats. The string “aa” has length two and the string “a(4,1)” has length one. 

The string S* = “a” is also a substring of S. It occurs at three distinct locations in S (“ababa”), has 

length one and hence covers three elements. In contrast to substrings with length two or more, the 

calculation of how many times a length one substring (like S*) repeats, is as follows: Sum the 

repetition values of the elements in S covered by S* (and not the number of occurrences in S). The 

substring S* = “a” for instance repeats three times in S = “ababa” and repeats not three but six times 

in S^ = “a(2,1)ba(2,1)ba(2,1)”. 
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The substring “aba” only repeats one time in S= “ababa” ether as “ababa” or “ababa”. It only 

repeats one time because repetitions have to be distinct, meaning that two substring instances in a 

string S can not share elements. To give a brief glimpse of what to come, a maximal repeating 

weighted substring is an HTML object, so in the big picture, this distinct requirement ensures that 

objects in the same partition will not overlap. 

Let C be the set of elements covered by a substring in a string. The weighted coverage of a substring 

is the sum of the weights of the elements in C, for example, above the weighted coverage of S’ = “ab” 

is four and the weighted coverage of S* = “a” is three. (Remember that S = “ababa” is equal to S = 

“a(1,1)b(1,1)a(1,1)b(1,1)a(1,1)”.) 

A substring S’ in a string S is a maximal covering substring (MCS) if:  

i. S’ repeats two times or more in S.  

ii. No other substring in S that repeats at least two times, has a higher weighted coverage than S’.  

The character string “a” (weight 4) is for instance not an MCS in S = “abababab” because there exist 

a substring that covers more weight, namely “ab” (weight 8). The substring “ab” is not the only MCS 

in S. The substring “abab” covers equal weight and is therefore also an MCS in S.  

The MCS in the character string S = “a(1,1), a(1,1), a(1,1), a(1,1), b(1,1)” is “a”. Merging 

consecutive equal elements in S and summing their weight and repetition values yields the following 

string S’ = “a(3,3), b(1,1)”. The substring “a” is still the MCS thanks to the updated repetition and 

weight. This ability to merge consecutive equal elements while preserving information about MCS is 

useful as we will see in the next section. 

A maximal repeating weighted substring (MRWS) in a string S is an MCS in S that:  

i. Repeats a least as many times as any other MCS in S. 

ii. Has a weighted coverage l such that l ≥ m for some threshold value m.  

The string “ab” for instance is a MRWS of S = “abababab”. In contrast, the substring “abab” is not a 

MRWS of S, because “ab” covers equally much weight and repeats more times. Note that a given 

string might have several MRWS that do not overlap. The substring “ab” and “cd” are for example 

both MRWS in the string “abhabjcdicd”. 

Recall that HTML term equality is defined through the use of TD, which includes the ability to accept 

a specified amount of diversity. Determining whether a string is a substring of another relies on the 

ability to decide if two elements are equal or not. This means that determining a MRWS in a string 

consisting of HTML terms automatically allows a specified amount of diversity. Therefore one can 

say that the MRWS indirectly includes the concept of HTML object similarity.  
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Example 5.1 - Maximal repeating weighted substring example 

Let S be the string: “ababcababefg” and assume that the MRWS minimum must have a weighted 

coverage of 6, that is, 50% of the total number of elements (6/12=0,5).  The MRWS in S is S’ = 

[a,b]. The substring S’ repeats 4 times, written here as (4, [a,b]). Note that its weighted coverage 

is 8, so the minimum covering demand is fulfilled. The MRWS can not be of the following substrings: 

 (3, [a,b]) because the weighted coverage are not maximized. One more occurrence of the 

substring exists.  

 (2, [a,b,a,b]) has the same weighted coverage as the MRWS, but the repetition is not 

maximal, because there exists a smaller substring that has the same weighted coverage, namely 

the MRWS (4, [a,b]).  

 

5.1.2 A structural counterpart to the visual significance requirement 

The ability to exclude objects and consequently partitions considered as visually insignificant can in 

some cases be practical (section 3.3.4). When assigning weight to an HTML term, the idea is to let the 

weight mirror the visual significance or equivalently the visual extensiveness modeled by the HTML 

term. An HTML object is simply a sequence of HTML terms. This means that the sum of the weights 

of all HTML terms in an HTML object express how visually significant the object modeled by the 

HTML object is. To give a glimpse of what to come; MRWSs in an HTML term correspond to HTML 

objects. The MRWS definition includes a condition that throws away substring that covers less weight 

than a given minimum. Due to that weight mirrors visual significance, and that MRWS are HTML 

objects, this condition effectively gives the ability to throw away HTML objects and consequently 

HTML partitions that are considered visually insignificant. To sum up, this condition (in the MRWS 

definition) can be interpreted as a structural counterpart to the visual significance demand. 

  

5.1.3 Overview of the object partitioning algorithm 

It is time to glue the building blocks together and present an overview of the object partitioning 

algorithm. Keep in mind the big picture presented earlier. Most important; recall that the essence in the 

object partitioning problem is to find and group structural recurrences that occurs in an HTML term.  

Similar HTML objects manifest themselves as structural recurrences in an HTML term. Our task is to 

locate those structural recurrences. The main idea very is to visit each internal node in a term in a post 

order traversal and do the following: Let c be the children of the current node. Merge equally 

consecutive nodes of c, and then look for a maximal repeating weighted substring among those sub-
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nodes. If a MRWS is found, replace all occurrences of the MRWS with a fresh variable and assign the 

MRWS to the variable. Loop from the “merge” part with the updated version of c until no new MRWS 

can be found, and record variable assignments in an environment. The variables in the resulting 

HTML term are placeholders for identified HTML objects and two variables are placeholder for the 

similar HTML objects if their MRWS values are equal. The variable environment is consequently 

used to group similar HTML objects. This completes the description. 

The given description is very rough and hence only draws the big picture of the object partitioning 

algorithm. The description is therefore just partly correct, but still helpful passing on intuition. Two 

implicit assumptions are made in the above algorithm description: 

First, it is assumed that the MRWS applies directly to a sequence of HTML terms. This is not the case 

because HTML terms have no weight or repetition value assigned to them, and hence are not weighted 

elements. We can turn HTML terms into weighted elements as follows: 

i. All terms have initially the repetition value one.  

ii. All leaf nodes (or equivalently HTML pieces (definition 4.21, p. 68)) have a positive weight 

except for the br leaf nodes that have weight zero. For the moment assume that the weight 

simply is one for all leaves. (The weight picture will be detailed in the formal definition of the 

weighted HTML term language (section 5.2).) 

iii. All internal nodes have weight equal to the sum of the weights of their children. 

The HTML term t = p[img, h1[“…”], “…”] is, for example, mapped to the weighted HTML term tw 

= p[img(1,1), h1[“…”(1,1)](1,1), “…”(1,1)](1,3). 

The second implicit assumption made in the algorithm description is that the HTML term language 

includes variables. This is not the case, but it is easy to solve: Let V be an infinite set of variables x, y, 

z… The HTML term language is extended with variables by stating that any variable is an HTML 

term. 

Before turning the attention towards a more formal and detailed approach to the object partitioning 

algorithm and its components, I present an example.  

 

Example 5.2 - A simple, but complete object partitioning example 

The HTML term t = body[h1 [“...”], a [“…”], img, h1 [“...”], a [“…”], img], is depicted 

in frame 1 in figure 5.1. The HTML term models the document layout displayed on the left hand side 

in figure 5.1. The desired output from the object partitioning algorithm is two HTML objects ([h1 

[“...”], a [“…”], img]) corresponding to the two “city map” parts in the document layout.  
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Following the given algorithmic description, we must visit each node in a postorder traversal and then 

for each node look for MRWS. Only internal nodes with more than one child can potentially contain a 

MRWS, so the only really interesting node in the below example is the body node. Therefore, assume 

that we have reached the body node in the post order traversal. The children of the body node are c = 

[h1 [“...”], a [“…”], img, h1 [“...”], a [“…”], img]. There are no nodes to merge, so the 

merging step is skipped. The result of applying the MRWS algorithm on c is a MRWS [h1 [“...”], 

a [“…”], img]. Replacing all occurrences of the identified MRWS with a fresh variable x yields the 

HTML term body[x(1,3),x(1,3)] and the variable environment x = [h1 [“...”], a [“…”], 

img]. Frame 2 in the figure depicts both the variable environment and the resulting HTML term. The 

next step is to try one more pass. This time it is possible to merge some nodes, namely the two 

variable nodes. The result is the HTML term body[x(2,3)], and it is depicted in frame three in the 

figure below. Applying the MRWS algorithm on [x(2,3)] yields the MRWS x(2,3) because of its 

repetition and weight value. This is troublesome for several reasons: First, it leads to an infinite loop 

and second it makes no sense to “rediscover” an HTML object. After all, variables are placeholders for 

HTML objects. The problem is easily solved by adding a rule to the MRWS stating that single 

variables can not be MRWS. It will formally be done in section 5.4.2. 

Given that x(2,3) is excluded as a MRWS, no more MRWS exist, so the object partitioning algorithm 

is done. Observe that the resulting HTML term together with the variable environment points out 

exactly the two HTML objects we desired to identify. 

 

Figure 5.1 - A complete structural object partitioning example 
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A short summary 

The cornerstone in the object partitioning algorithm is the maximal repeating weighted substring 

algorithm. It is defined on weighted elements and relies on the ability to compare different elements. 

Comparing of HTML terms is done by using TD. In addition, the object partitioning algorithm 

assumes that the HTML term language contains variables. This means that the HTML term language 

must be extended to a language with weighted elements that includes variables. Such an extended 

HTML term language is formally defined in section 5.2. Based on this extended language the TD 

algorithm and MRWS algorithm is formally defined in section 5.3 and section 5.4 respectively. Finally 

section 5.5 gives a formal definition of the object partitioning algorithm and discusses some aspects of 

the algorithm. 

 

5.2 The weighted HTML term language 

Definition 5.1 - Weighted element 

The meaning of the word element corresponds to the set theoretical usage where it is undefined [9]. (It 

is has nothing to do with the term HTML element.) Let e be an element. The element e is a weighted 

element, if it is associated with two non-negative values named weight and repetition. A weighted 

element e with repetition x and weight y is denoted e(x, y). The functions w(e) and r(e) return 

respectively the weight and repetition value associated with e. 

 

A character element c with repetition 1 and weight 2 is for instance denoted as c(1,2). The weight 

and repetition annotation is optional for elements with weight and repetition equal 1. This means that e 

and e(1,1) are equivalent, where e is an element.  

The idea is to assign weights to HTML terms that reflect the visual significance to the layout part they 

encode. The best way to do this would be to render the HTML term and then use the height and width 

information from the rendering to set an appropriate weight. The creation of a rendering engine in 

Haskell is far beyond the scope of my work so I have taken a simpler approach. It is not as well as the 

one based on rendering information, but it works satisfactory. The simpler solution can intuitively be 

described as follows. 

The only parts of an HTML term that directly renders into something visual are the HTML pieces in 

the HTML term. The simpler solution exploits this knowledge and assigns positive weights to all 

HTML pieces and assigns weights to larger terms corresponding to the sum of the weights to the 

HTML pieces in the term. The simpler solution is formally defined as a part of the weighted HTML 

term language definition. 
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Definition 5.2 - Weighted HTML term language 

The set of weighted HTML terms or the weighted HTML term language, is the smallest set meeting 

the following conditions. 

i. Let t be an atomic HTML term with label l = nt(t). 

a If l = br then t(1,0) is an weighed HTML term     

b If l = “…” then t(1, 1 + v/30) is an weighted HTML term where v is the number of 

characters in the character string that t models. 

c For all other labels l, t(1,1) is a weighted HTML term.  

ii. Let t be an HTML term with weighted children c = ct(t) = t1,…,tn and let w(ti) and r(ti) be 

respectively the weight and repetition values of child i. The expression t(u, v) is an weighted 

HTML term, where u = ∑
=

n

1i

r(ti) and v = ∑
=

n

1i

w(ti). 

iii. Let V be an infinite set of variables x, y, z…  

a If a variable x is a placeholder for the HTML term list [t1] then x(u, v) is a weighted 

atomic HTML term, where r = r(t1) and w = w(t1). 

b If a variable x is a placeholder for the HTML term list [t1,…,tn] where n > 1, then x(1, v) 

is an weighted atomic HTML term where v = ∑
=

n

1i

w(ti).  

The label and children functions nw(t) and cw(t) on weighted HTML terms are defined as follows. Let 

t(m, n) be a weighted HTML term. If t is a variable then cw(t) = ε and nw(t) =  t. If t is an HMTL term 

other than a variable, then nw(t) = nt(t) and cw(t) = ct(t). 

All br HTML elements taking part in an HTML piece are absorbed by the HTML term function 

(definition 4.20, p. 67). The remaining br HTML elements act as separator tags (section 4.6.2) and do 

not contribute to anything visual. This means that the br terms in an HTML term created by applying 

the HTML term function on an HTML document do not contribute to anything visual. The weight of 

an HTML term is meant to mirror the visual extensiveness. The br HTML terms are therefore given 

weight zero by the condition i.a.  

Longer character strings occupy more area than smaller ones, so they should gain higher weights. This 

is done by the condition i.b. The “30” value in the condition is chosen because it works well for the 

examples in this thesis. 

In what follows I will refer to weighted HTML terms as HTML terms or simply just terms. 
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5.3 The tree edit distance 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The tree edit distance (TED) provides a means to measure the difference between two rooted labeled 

trees [4, 12, 13, 22, 30, 32] . It has proven to be useful in many fields, and this is not the first time it is 

used in an XML and HTML context. Some relevant examples are clustering of XML documents [6], 

evaluating structural similarity in XML document [6] and automatic Web news extraction form news 

sites [19]. It can be defined and computed for both ordered and unordered9 rooted labeled trees [4], 

however, only the ordered tree version is of interest in this thesis. This is because, as we will soon 

discover, ordered labeled trees fit well with HTML terms. A rooted ordered labeled tree is formally 

defined as follows. 

 

Definition 5.3 - Rooted ordered labeled tree (Adapted from Selkow [22]) 

A labeled ordered tree is a finite non-empty set of nodes T, with a labeling function β, such that: 

i. T has a distinguished node called the root of the tree 

ii. The remaining nodes are partitioned into m ≥ 0 disjoint sets T1…Tm and each of these sets is a 

tree. They are called the sub-trees of T. Note that the relative order among sub-trees of T 

matters. 

iii. Associated with each node v∈T is a label β(v). The function β(T) denotes the label of the root. 

(Note that node labels do not need to be unique.) 

 

Theorem 5.1 - Any HTML term is an ordered labeled tree 

If t is an HTML term then t is a tree.  

Proof by structural induction: There are two cases to consider. First, let t be an atomic term. The root 

node of t is simply t. There are no remaining nodes since t, per definition, does not have any children 

(cw(t) = []). There is, per definition of (weighted) HTML terms, a label function associated with t, 

namely nw(t) = t. Ergo t is a tree. This closes the first case. Second, let t’ be a non-atomic term t’ = 

y[t1,…,tn]. Assume by the induction hypothesis that t1,…,tn are trees. We must show that t’ is a tree. 

                                                      

9 To compute the general version of the tree edit distance between unordered trees has been proven to be NP-hard [4]. 
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The root node of t’ is y and its children are t1,…,tn. They are divided into n disjoint subsets. Order 

among the subsets matters, and each of them is, per assumption trees. There is, per definition of 

HTML terms, a label function associated with t’, namely nw(t’) = y. Ergo t’ is also an tree. This 

completes the proof. 

 

To sum up: Any HTML term t is a tree where β(t) = nw(t) and the sub-trees of t is given by the 

function cw(t). This means that all results on trees apply to HTML terms as well. Example 4.5 (p. 42) 

shows how a given HTML term can be depicted as a tree. Note that a node is called a leaf if cw(t) = ε. 

 In what follows I will refer to a rooted ordered labeled tree simply as a tree.  

 

5.3.2 The tree edit distance problem 

The tree edit distance (TED) problem considers three edit operations on a tree T: (The definition of the 

edit operations is adapted from Bille [4])  

 A node re-labeling operation L(sj, sk) applied to a node v in T changes the label of v from sj to 

sk. 

 A node deletion operation D(β(v)) applied to a non-root node v in T with parent v’, makes the 

children of v become the children of v’. The children are inserted in the place of v as a 

subsequence in the left-to-right order of the children of v’. 

 A node insertion (the complement of node deletion) operation I(β(v)) applied to a  node v’  in T 

inserts v as a child of v’ in T making v the parent of a consecutive subsequence of the children 

of v’.  

Assume that a cost function is defined on each edit operation. The TED problem consists of 

computing the set of edit operations that transform one tree T into another T’ with a minimal cost 

[19].  

An edit distance mapping (or simply just a mapping) between two trees T1 and T2 is a representation of 

the three edit operations used in transforming one tree into another [4]. We now need to define some 

terminology before we can define the concept of mapping.  

 

General tree terminology (Adapted from Bille [4]) 

Let |T| and V(T) denote respectively the number of nodes and the set of nodes in the tree T. Further, 

let T(v) denote the sub-tree of T rooted at v∈V(T).  
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 If w∈ V(T(v)), then v is an ancestor of w. 

For a tree T with root v and children v1,…,vn:  

 The preorder traversal of T(v) is obtained by visiting v and then recursively visiting T(vi), 1 ≤ i 

≤ n, in order.  

 The postorder traversal of T(v) is obtained by recursively visiting T(vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in order and 

then visiting v.  

Let pre(w) and post(w) denote the number of nodes preceding a node w∈ V(T) in the preorder and 

postorder traversal of a tree T, respectively.  

 The nodes left of w in T is the set of nodes u∈ V(T) such that pre(u) < pre(w) and post(u) < 

post(w). 

 

Edit distance mapping 

An edit distance mapping is a representation of the three edit operations that transform one tree into 

another, ignoring the order in which these operations are applied. Figure 5.2 displays a mapping 

between two HTML terms (trees).  

 

Figure 5.2 - Mapping example 

A dotted line in the figure from a node v∈V(T1) to a node w∈V(T2) indicates that the node label of v 

(β(v)) should be changed if the nodes are different (β(v) ≠ β(w)) and remain unchanged otherwise. The 

set of node pairs touched by a dotted line thus represent the re-labeling operations.   

The set of nodes in T1 and T2 not touched by a line represents respectively the nodes to be deleted and 

inserted. This means that the set of node pairs touched by a line indirectly also represents the deletion 

and insertion operations as well. The concept of edit distance mapping can formally be defined as 

follows: 
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Definition 5.4 - Edit distance mapping (Adapted from Bille [4]) 

The triple (M, T1, T2) is an edit distance mapping from T1 to T2 if M ⊆ V(T1)× V(T2) and for any pair 

(v1, w1), (v2, w2)∈M: 

i. v1 = v2 if, and only if, w1 = w2 (one to one condition). 

ii. v1 is on the left side of v2 if, and only if,  w1 is on the left side of w2 (sibling condition). 

iii. v1 is an ancestor of v2 if, and only if, w1 is an ancestor of w2 (ancestor condition) 

In what follows I will refer to a mapping (M, T1, T2) simply as a mapping M. 

 

The first condition (i) ensures that each node can only appear once in a mapping, meaning that there is 

a one-to-one mapping between nodes. The second condition (ii) preserves the siblings ordering and the 

last condition (iii) preserves the hierarchical relation between the nodes in the tree. Figure 5.3 

illustrates the three conditions and gives a short explanation of why the conditions are necessary. 

 

Figure 5.3 - Disallowed mapping examples 

 

The tree edit distance (TED) problem is equivalent to finding the minimum cost mapping [19]. The 

minimum cost mapping is formally defined as follows. 

 

Definition 5.5 – The tree edit distance (Adapted from Bille [4]) 

Let M be a mapping between two trees T1 and T2. Further, let D and I respectively be the set of nodes 

in T1 and T2 not touched by any line in M. (A node v in T1 or T2 is touched by a line in M if v occurs 
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in some pair in M). Finally, let cL(β(v), β(w)), cI(β(v)) and cD(β(w)) respectively denote a non-negative 

cost of re-labeling v from β(v) to β(w), insertion of v and deletion of w, where v∈T1 and w∈T2. The 

mapping cost of M is given by: 

 

The tree edit distance is the minimum cost mapping and can be defined as δ(T1,T2) = min{γ(M)| M is 

an edit distance mapping}.  

 

5.3.3 The top-down distance problem  

A lot of effort has been invested by scientists to address the tree edit distance problem [4, 12, 13, 22, 

30, 32]. The problem is a hard one. If trees are unordered the problem has been proven NP-complete. 

We can obtain several less difficult problems by imposing restrictions on the general formulation of 

the problem. There are four classical restricted formulations: alignment distance, distance between 

isolated trees, top-down10 distance and bottom-up distance. For all of these restricted formulations 

efficient algorithms have been developed [4]. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to present them all. 

The only restricted formulation that is to be detailed is the top-down distance since my solution relies 

on this.  

Intuitively speaking, a top-down mapping restricts the removal and insertion operations to take place 

only in the leaves in the trees. This means that an internal node v can only be deleted or inserted if 

respectively all children of v (V(T(v))\{v}) also are deleted or inserted. Thus the children of a node v∈ 

V(T) will never be associated with another parent than v. The top-down restriction hence preserves the 

parent-child relationships in a mapping by definition. Formally, a top-down mapping is defined as 

follows: 

 

Definition 5.6 - Top-down distance (Adapted from Reis et al. [19]) 

Let T be a tree and let parent(v) denote the parent of node v, where v∈V(T)/{the root node in T}. An 

edit distance mapping M between two trees T1 and T2 is said to be top-down only if for every pair (x, 

y) ∈M there is also a pair (parent(x), parent( y))∈M, where x and y are non-root nodes of T1 and T2 

respectively. 

 
                                                      

10 The top-down edit distance is sometimes referred to as the 1-degree edit distance. 

γ(M) = ∑
∈Mwv ),(

cL(β(v), β(w)) + ∑
∈Dv

cI(β(v)) +∑
∈Iw

cD(β(w)) 
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A natural question to ask is why this restriction version is useful in the object partitioning problem. In 

the general tree edit distance case insertion and deletion can be illustrated as displayed in Figure 5.4: 

 

Figure 5.4 - Node deletion and insertion example 

 

Informally and somewhat imprecise, the deletion of an internal node w consists of letting all children 

of w become children of its parent v and deleting w (Figure 5.4, a). Insertion is the inverse operation 

that takes a subsequence of children from v and adds them as children to w and then makes w a child of 

v (Figure 5.4, b). To sum up, insertion and deletion, when not restricted to the leaves, can change 

parent-child relations. The parent-child relation in HTML is crucial because the rendering and the 

meaning of an HTML piece is formed by the nodes on the path from the root to the HTML piece. 

Changing the parent-child relation is hence something we do not want, and the restricted version – the 

top-down distance – preserves the parent-child relation. Recall that if we want to delete or insert an 

internal node v, then all children of v (= V(T(v))/{v}) must also be deleted or inserted which leads to 

the parent-child being preserved. 

  

5.3.4 An efficient algorithm for the top-down distance problem 

What is left to be done is to present an algorithm for the restricted edit distance problem. Selkow [22] 

presents a simple algorithm using O(|T1||T2|) time and space on computing the top-down distance 

between two trees T1 and T2. I use Selkow’s algorithm in the object partitioning solution, and I will 

therefore detail his algorithm here. 

 

The three edit operations - Reviewed (Adapted from Selkow [22] ) 

Let T be a tree with sub-trees T1,…,Tm. For 0 ≤ i ≤ m, let T〈i〉 denote the tree obtained from T by 

removing the sub-trees Ti+1,…,Tm. Given a tree T with β(T) = sj and sub-trees T1,…,Tm: 

 A re-labeling operation L(sj, sk) applied to T yields the tree T’ with β(T’) = sk. and sub-trees 

T1,…,Tm 

v 

w 

v 
v 

w 

v 

(a) Node deletion (b) Node insertion 
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 For 0 ≤ i ≤ m and a tree A, an insert operation I(A) applied to T at i yields the tree T’ with 

β(T’) = sj and sub-trees T1,…Ti, A,Ti+1…,Tm 

 For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, an delete operation D(Ti) applied to T at i yields the tree T’ with β(T’) = sj and 

sub-trees T1,…Ti-1, Ti+1…,Tm 

 

Remark that the insert and delete operations are no longer defined on nodes, but on trees. This is 

because the only way to delete or insert an internal node in a tree T under the top-down restriction is to 

insert or delete an entire tree. (Remember that a leaf node is only a special case of a tree.) As will be 

shown, Selkow also defines insertion and deletion cost on trees for the same reason. 

 

The edit cost functions  - Reviewed (Adapted from Selkow [22]) 

Associate a non-negative cost with each edit operation in the following manner: 

 A cost cL(sj, sk) for each pair of labels (sj, sk) of applying L(sj, sk). 

 For each label si, let cI(si) and cD(si) be the cost of applying I(T) and D(T) respectively, where T 

is a tree with one node and β(T) = si. 

 For an arbitrary tree T let cI(T) = ∑
∈ )(TVv

cI(β(v)) and cD(T) = ∑
∈ )(TVv

cD(β(v)) 

 

Computing the top-down distance between two arbitrary trees 

The minimum cost sequence (γ(T,T’)) of edit operations transforming a tree T with sub-trees T1,…,Tm 

(m ≥ 0) and into T’ with sub-trees T’1,…,T’n (n ≥ 0) can be computed as follows: (Note that T equals 

T〈m〉, so γ(T,T’) equals γ(T〈m〉,T’〈n〉)) 
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The translation of this computation into an algorithm is straight forward, so I have chosen to leave it 

out. The interested reader may consult Selkow [22] for the correctness of the algorithm. In what 

follows, I will refer to the presented recursive computation as the top-down distance algorithm. 

 

Walkthrough of the top-down distance algorithm  

I will add some intuition to Selkow’s top-down distance algorithm. Let T and T’ be two trees and 

assume that we want to compute the top-down distance between them (γ(T, T’)). There are four cases 

to consider. Let A and B be two arbitrary trees with only one node and let C and D be two arbitrary 

trees with more than one node and children C1,…,Cm and D1,…,Dn respectively. I will frequently refer 

to the equations in the presented top-down algorithm by their line numbers. 

i. T = A and T’ = B: Both (1) and (2) applies to γ(T, T’), since T = T〈0〉 and T’ = T’〈0〉. 

However the results of applying either (1) or (2) are the same. This is because they both are 

reduced to only cL(β(T), β(T’)), as neither of the trees have any children. The reduction is 

reasonable, as the only cost associated with making T equal to T’ is the cost of changing the 

label of T to the label of T’ and that is exactly what  cL(β(T), β(T’)) expresses. 

ii. T = A and T’ = C: This time only (1) applies to γ(T, T’) since T = T〈0〉 and T’ = T’〈m〉. The 

only way to transform T, a tree consisting of only a root node, into another tree T’ is to insert 

all the missing nodes (C1,…,Cm) and re-labeling the root node, and that is exactly what (1) 

expresses. 

iii. T = C and T’ = A: The scenario here is very much like case ii. Equation (2) applies to γ(T, T’) 

since T = T〈m〉 and T’ = T’〈0〉. The only way to transform T into another tree T’, a tree 

For 0 ≤ j ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m 

γ(T〈0〉,T’〈j〉) = cL(β(T), β(T’)) + ∑
=

j

k 1
cI(T’k)  (1) 

γ(T〈i〉,T’〈0〉) = cL(β(T), β(T’)) + ∑
=

i

k 1

cD(Tk)  (2) 

For 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ m 

γ(T〈i〉,T’〈j〉) = min{γ(T〈i - 1〉, T’〈j - 1〉) + γ(Ti,T’j),  (3a) 

 γ(T〈i 〉, T’〈j - 1〉) + cI(T’j), (3b) 

 γ(T〈i - 1〉, T’〈j 〉) + cD(T’j)} (3c) 
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consisting of only a root node, is to delete all the extra nodes (C1,…,Cm) and re-labeling the 

root node and that is exactly what (2) expresses. 

iv. T = C and T’ = D: The last scenario is more intricate. Equation (3) applies to γ(T, T’) since T 

= T〈m〉 and T’ = T’〈n〉 (and per definition of C and D m ≥ 1 ∧ n ≥ 1). There are three ways to 

transform T into T’ with children T1,…,Tm and T’1,…,T’n respectively. We want to select the 

way that gives the smallest cost. This explains the “min11{first case, second case, third case}” 

part of function (3). Each of these three cases breaks the transformation process into several 

pieces. Ultimately you will reach the base cases (1) and (2). The tree cases are as follows: 

a Transform T into T’ ignoring the last child of both trees, namely Tm and T’n and then 

transform Tm into T’n. This is illustrated by the arrow labeled 1 in figure 5.5 and it is 

precisely what (3a) express. 

b Transform T into T’ by inserting the last child of T (Tm) to the end of T’’s child list 

(T’1,…,T’n,Tm). The last child of both T and T’ must now be equal so what is left to be 

done is to transform T into T’ (the new versions of them) ignoring the last child of both 

trees. This is illustrated by the arrow labeled 2 in figure 5.5, and it is precisely what (3b) 

expresses. 

c Transform T into T’ by deleting the last child of T (Tm) and then again try to transform T 

into T’. This is illustrated by the arrow labeled 3 in figure 5.5, and it is precisely what (3c) 

expresses. 

 

                                                      

11 min is a function that select the smallest of a list of values. 
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Figure 5.5 - Illustration of top-down distance algorithm step 3 

 

5.3.5 Adapting the top-down distance algorithm to HTML terms 

HTML terms are trees, that we know, but to complete the picture we need to define the re-labeling, 

insert and delete cost functions for terms. When that is done, the top-down distance algorithm applies 

directly to HTML terms.  

The first thing to address is what the desired cost functions should look like. The overall goal is to 

create cost functions that hide away diversity between similar HTML objects, but keep or even better 

raise the diversity between non-similar HTML objects. It is difficult to say that particular cost 

functions are the desired ones simply because of the diversity in HTML encoding style. Based on 

applying my object partitioning algorithm on 10 different real world web pages with different cost 

functions I have found that the following cost functions work well. 

It is convenient to describe the cost functions in terms of nodes. Therefore consider HTML terms as 

trees consisting of nodes. The insertion and deletion function is simply defined to be one for any node 

deletion and insertion. In terms of tree deletion and insertion the cost is simply the number of nodes in 

the tree to be deleted or inserted respectively.  The re-labeling function is not that easy to define. Let v 

and w be two nodes and assume that v is to be re-labeled into w. Call the re-labeling active if v and w 

are differently labeled nodes and passive if v and w are equally labeled nodes. Passive re-labeling 

operations are naturally defined to have zero cost, because the nodes are identical. To determine which 

cost to assign to active re-labeling operations we will look at an example. 
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Figure 5.6 - Active re-labeling cost function example 

In terms of HTML object similarity these three trees (T1, T2, T3) in figure 5.6 are very different. A 

header (T2) should not be mixed up with either a link (T3) or a paragraph (T1), because they most 

likely have completely different roles in a layout. Note that the meaning of leaf nodes is greatly 

formed by their ancestor nodes in HTML so applying an active re-labeling on a node also affects the 

meaning of the children. The cost of active re-labeling operations should therefore at least be the 

number of descendants of the node to be re-labeled. I have chosen to assign the infinity cost to all 

active re-labeling with good results. It is no big surprise that it works well, as the concept of node re-

labeling in HTML is, as we have seen, difficult to justify.  

Be aware that assigning the infinity cost to active re-labeling effectively excludes all active re-labeling 

operations, and hence we end up with a top-down distance that only considers insertion and deletion 

and passive re-labeling. Formally, we can define the three cost functions as follows. 

 

Definition 5.7 - HTML term cost functions 

Let T and T’ be two HTML terms (definition 5.2, p. 81).  

 The cost cI(T) of inserting T into T’ is:  

- If T is a variable then cI(T) = w(T).  

- If ct(T) = [] (that is, T have no children) and T is not a variable then cI(T) = 1.  

- If ct(T) = [t1,…,tn] then cI(T) = 1 + ∑
=

n

1k
cI(tk). 

 The cost cD(T) of deleting T from T’ is defined exactly as the insertion cost of cI(T):  

- If T is a variable then cD(T) = w(T).  

- If ct(T) = [] and T is not a variable then cD(T) = 1.  

- If ct(T) = [t1,…,tn] then cD(T) = 1 + ∑
=

n

1k
cD(tk). 

 The cost of re-labeling the root node of T to T’’s label is: 
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- If β(T) = β(T’) then cL(β(T), β(T’)) = 0 else cL(β(T), β(T’)) = ∞. (The ∞ symbol 

denotes infinite value.) 

Given that T is a variable, then cI(T) = w(T) and cD(T) = w(T). This is due to that variables are 

placeholders for HTML objects, that is, sub-forests. Deleting and inserting of variables therefore 

corresponds to delete or insert a sub-forest with a given weight and that weight should also be the cost. 

 

An top-down distance computation example 

Let T1 be the term p [“…”] and T2 be the term p [img]. The top-down distance or simply the distance 

between T1 and T2 is 2. The computation is shown in detail in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 - A top-down distance computation example 

 

 

5.3.6 Definition of HTML term equality 

Based on the top-down distance we can now define an HTML term equality that allows a specified 

amount of diversity. Informally, we state that two HTML terms are equal if their distance is within a 

given threshold value. Note that HTML term equality implicitly defines HTML object similarity, since 

HTML objects simply are sequences of HTML terms. 

In general, we want to allow more diversity between larger HTML terms (in terms of the number of 

nodes) than between smaller HTML terms. It is possible to allow this by calculation in percent. That is 

how many percent the distance between two terms T1 and T2 are of the total number of nodes in the 

two terms.  Following this percent calculation the threshold value is a value between 0 and 100% that 

specifies how many percent of the total number of nodes in two terms T1 and T2 the distance between 

the two terms are allowed to be. Formally HTML term equality is defined as follows: 
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Definition 5.8 - HTML term equality (T1 = T2) 

Let T1 and T2 be two terms and let θ be a given threshold value where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Further, let n1 and n2 

denote respectively the number of nodes in T1 and T2. T1 is equal T2, denoted T1 = T2, if (γ(T1, T2))/( n1 

+ n2)) ≤ θ. 

 

Based on applying my object partitioning algorithm on 13 different real world web pages I have found 

that a threshold value of 20% (θ = 0,20) works well, so in what follows I will refer to equal HTML 

term as HTML terms where the percent distance do not exceed 20 %.  

 

5.4 The maximal repeating weighted substring 

5.4.1 The maximal repeating weighted substring problem 

The maximal repeating weighted substring (MRWS) problem is an generalized version of the maximal 

repeating substring problem presented by Mukherjee et al. [14]. Note that the maximal repeating 

substring is a special case of the maximal repeating weighted substring problem where all elements in 

a string are assigned with weight and repetition value equal one. The maximal repeating weighted 

substring problem can be defined as follows. 

 

Definition 5.9 - String and repeating substring 

A string S is a list (or equivalently a sequence) of weighted elements e (Ref. Definition 5.1 p. 80). Let 

S’ and S be two strings with respectively n1 and n2 elements where n1 ≤ n2. If S can be partitioned as 

follows η1++S’1++η2++ … ++S’k++ηk, where ηi can be any string (not including S’ and) including the 

empty one and ++ denotes list concatenation, then S’ occurs k times in S and: 

i. If n1 = 1, then S’ is a repeating substring of S that repeats x = ∑
=

k

1i

(r(e)| [e] = S’i) where x 

is the repetition function that returns the repetition value assigned to e. 

ii. If n1 ≥ 2, then S’ is a repeating substring of S that repeats x = k times.  
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r ≥ 2  ∧         (1) 

|S’|S /|S| ≥ x, where x is a given threshold value between 0 and 1  (2) 

Definition 5.10 - String- and substring weight 

Let S’ be a repeating substring in S that occurs k times, repeats x times and has n elements. S can be 

written as η1++S’1++η2++ … ++S’k++ηk. The set of covered elements C in S by S’ is C = U
k

1i=

S’i. C 

has n*k elements. Let w(e) be the weight of element e. The string S has weight |S| = ∀e∈S, Σ w(e) and 

the repeating substring S’ in S has weight ∀e∈C, Σ w(e), denoted as |S’|S.  

 

Note that the repeating substring definition does not allow repeating instances to overlap. The 

character string “aba”, for instance, is only repeated one time in the string “ababa” either as “ababa” 

or “ababa”, but not both as the instances overlap. 

 

Definition 5.11 - Maximal repeating weighted substring (Adapted from Mukherjee et al. [14]) 

Let S’ be a repeating substring in S and let r denote the number of repetitions of S’ in S. S’ is maximal 

repeating weighted substring if and only if: 

i.  

ii.  |S’|S is the maximum among all substrings that satisfy i, and 

iii. r is the maximum among all substring that satisfy both i and ii. 

Note that a string might contain several maximal repeating weighted substrings. The walkthrough of 

the MRWS problem in section 5.1.1 contains some examples.  

 

5.4.2 Adapting the maximal repeating weighted substring problem to 
HTML terms 

The MRWS is used to identify HTML objects, so an instance of an identified MRWS in an HTML 

term is basically an HTML object. A natural question to ask is; does all possible MRWSs mirrors 

desired HTML object? The answer is “No”. We do not want the MRWSs that only rediscover a former 

identified HTML object. Intuitively speaking, this means that an already identified object o can only 

be a part of a new object o’, if o’ includes something visual not in o. The challenge now is to adapt the 

maximal repeating weighted substring problem so that unwanted MRWSs are excluded. It can 

formally be done as follows. 
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Definition 5.12 - Identified substring 

Let S be HTML term string and let S’ be a repeating substring in S that occurs k times. Further, let C 

be the set of HTML terms covered by S’ in S and let D be the set of all leaf nodes in C. S’ is an 

identified substring if D consist of k equal variables and otherwise only HTML terms with zero 

weight. 

 

Definition 5.13 - Maximal repeating weighted substring – Version two 

Let S’ be a repeating substring in S that repeats r times. S’ is maximal repeating weighted substring if, 

and only if, S’ satisfy all demands given in definition 5.11, and in addition S’ is not an identified 

substring. 

 

In what follows and in the preceding, MRWS is to be considered as a reference to definition 5.13. This 

is because definition 5.13 is the final and complete definition. Note that a desired property about this 

new definition is that the looping problem in example 5.2 is avoided as the HTML term substring 

[x(2,3)] per definition is an identified substring. 

 

Example 5.3 - Maximal repeating weighted substring  

Let S be the HTML term string [td[x(1,5)](1,5), br(1,0), td[x(1,6)](1,5), br(1,0)]. The 

substring S’ = [td[x(1,5)], br(1,0)] occurs two times in S and covers all elements in S. The set 

of all covered elements C are therefore equal S (C = S). The set of all leaf nodes in C is D = 

[x(1,5),br(1,0),x(1,6),br(1,0)]. The set D consists of two equal variables and two atomic 

HTML terms with zero weight. S’ is therefore an identified substring. Intuitively, this makes sense, as 

neither the td tag nor the br tag adds something visual to the “x” object, so no new visually object are 

identified. In brief, the same object has been identified before, namely the x object. According to the 

old MRWS definition (definition 5.11, p. 95) the S’ substring is a MRWS in S, but according to the 

new MRWS definition (definition 5.13) S’ no longer is a MRWS, so S does not contain any MRWS. 

A subtle point to note is that the two instances of the x variables (or equivalently HTML objects since 

variables are placeholders for HTML objects) in the S string have different weights. This is possible 

because TED is used to decide HTML term equality and TED allows a given amount of diversity 

between equal HTML terms. 
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5.4.3 The maximal repeating weighted substring algorithm 

The trivial solution to the maximal repeating substring algorithm is an algorithm that tries all 

possibilities. I. V. Ramakrishnan and others [11] claims that the maximal repeating substring problem 

can be mined by the use of suffix trees. Within my limited time scope, I have not studied their 

solution, so I use in my implementation the trivial solution. I will not detail the trivial solution as I find 

this unnecessary. An implementation of trivial solution can be found in the implementation appendix 

B. In what follows I refer to the trivial maximal repeating substring algorithm as the π(s), function 

which takes an HTML term string s as argument and return a maximal repeating substring if there 

exist one, otherwise the empty list is returned. 

 

5.5 The object partitioning algorithm 

The main building blocks of the object partitioning algorithm are now formally defined except for one; 

the object partitioning variable environment. Section 5.5.1 details this last building block and section 

5.5.2 finally presents a pseudo code algorithm for the object partitioning problem. Section 5.5.3 

discusses several aspects of the presented object partitioning algorithm. 

 

5.5.1 The object partitioning variable environment 

Variables act as placeholders for HTML objects. A variable is therefore assigned with an HTML term 

sequence because that is what an HTML object is. There is one problem to notice in this assignment 

process. Recall that the idea is to replace equal (or similar) HTML objects by the same variable and 

assign a variable with one of the HTML objects replaced by that variable. The troublesome question 

is; which of the replaced HTML objects should be assigned to the variable. It is not indifferent because 

HTML term equality is defined through the use of TD, so equal HTML objects may actually differ. 

Within the limits of this thesis I have not been able to investigate the consequences of different 

assignments methods. It is, however, important to ensure that a variable actually is assigned with one 

of the HTML objects it replaces. To ensure that this happens, variables are assigned with the first 

HTML object replaced by the variable. Formally, the object partitioning variable environment and 

functions on the variable environment are defined as follows:  

 

Definition 5.14 - Object partitioning variable environment 

A variable environment E is a set of pairs denoted (v, l) where v is a variable and l is a list of HTML 

terms. If e = (v, l), then the two functions var(e) and val(e) returns respectively v and l . A variable v is 
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bound if there exists a pair e in E such that var(e) equals v (∃e∈E(var(e) = v)). A variable v is called 

unbound if it is not bound (∀e∈E(var(e) ≠ v)). A variable environment E can only bind a variable v 

only one time at the most. The procedure fresh() return an unbound variable. 

 

Definition 5.15 - The lookup variable function (υ(s)) 

Let E be a variable environment and let s be an HTML object (that is a sequence of HTML terms). 

The lookup variable function, denoted υ(s), takes as argument an HTML object s and returns a 

variable. It is defined as follows: Let E be the current variable environment. 

A walkthrough of the lookup variable function υ(s) follows. Variables acts as placeholders for HTML 

objects and similar HTML objects should be replaced by the same variable. The lookup variable 

function mirrors this by only returning a fresh variable when s is unequal to any of the earlier 

discovered HTML objects, that is, unequal to any of the values of the bound variables. A fresh 

variable x is returned by a call on the procedure fresh(E). The procedure fresh(E) adds to the variable 

environment a new pair (x, s)  (that is, it binds the fresh variable x to s). 

 

5.5.2 The object partitioning algorithm 

There are two small pieces that needs to be defined before the object partitioning algorithm can be 

presented: a function σ(s) that merges equal consecutive HTML terms in an HTML term string and a 

function α(s’, s) that associates a variable x with the substring s’ and replaces all occurrences of s’ in s 

with x. 

 

Definition 5.16 - Merging equal consecutive HTML terms in an HTML term string function (σ) 

Let s = [t1,…,tn] be an HTML term string. The merging function σ(S) is defined as follows: 

 While there exist in s two equal consecutive HTML terms, ti, ti+1, do the following:  

- Add the weight of ti+1 to ti’s weight. 

- Add the repetition value of ti+1 to ti’s repetition value.  

- Replace ti , ti+1 in s with the updated version of ti. 

var(e)  ,if ∃e∈E(val(e) = s) 

fresh(E) ,otherwise υ(s) = 
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(The return value is the last updated version of s.) 

 

Definition 5.17 - Replace HTML object in an HTML term string function (α(S’, S)) 

Let S = [t1,…,tn] be an HTML term string and let S’ be a substring with n HTML terms that occurs k 

times in S. The string S can, per definition of repeating substring, be written as η1++S’1++η2++ … 

++S’k++ηk where ηi can be any string (not including S’) including the empty one and ++ denotes list 

concatenation. The replace HTML object function α(S’, S) is defined as follows: 

 

The first case in the replace HTML object function α(S’, S) (n = 1) is necessary because several S’’s 

may have been merged previously.  

 

By now, all the bits and pieces needed in the object partitioning algorithm are presented, so it is time 

to glue them all together. It is done by presenting a pseudo code version of the object partitioning 

algorithm and then commenting the pseudo code. Recall that:  

 π(s) is the maximal repeating weighted substring algorithm.  

 HTML term similarity (or equality), denoted =, is defined through the use of TED.  

 υ(s) is the lookup variable function. 

 

Definition 5.18 - The object partitioning algorithm 

The main part of object partitioning is the partitioning algorithm that takes as input an HTML term t. 

Intuitively speaking, all the partitioning algorithm does is to apply the partition algorithm on each 

internal node in t in a postorder traversal of t. Assume that at the time of calling the partitioning 

algorithm the first time, the global variable environment is empty, meaning that no variables are 

bound. 

α(S’, S) = 
Replace all S’i in S with x(r(S’i), w(S’ i)) where x = υ(S’) , if n = 1 

Replace all S’i in S with x(1, |S’|S) where x = υ(S’)  , otherwise 
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Figure 5.8 - Pseudo code for the partitioning algorithm 

The HTML object identification and grouping is done by the Partition algorithm: 

 

Figure 5.9 - Pseudo code for the partition algorithm 

The result from the object partitioning algorithm is a solution to the object partitioning problem that is:  

i. An HTML term where similar HTML objects have been replaced by the same variable.  

ii. A variable environment with one variable for each partition identified.  

The proposed object partitioning algorithm is best explained by an example. 

 

Example 5.4 - Applying the object partitioning algorithm on a simple HTML document 

Figure 5.10 displays a web page layout to the left and the four most important steps of the object 

partitioning to the right. In the following, na and nb are used as references to pseudo code line n in 

respectively the partitioning algorithm (figure 5.8) and the partition algorithm (figure 5.9).  

Algorithm Partition(S) 
Input S         // S is an HTML term sequence 
Output S’        // S’ is an HTML term sequence 
Begin 
1.  S’ = σ(S)     // Merge equally consecutive terms in S  
2.  S* = π(S’)     // Mine the MRWS in S’. 
3. while S* ≠ ε do begin // Continue until no new MRWS is found. 
4.  S = α(S*, S)    // Replaces all occurrences of  
          // S* in S with a variable 
5.  S’ = σ(S)     // Merge consecutive terms in S  
6.  S* = π(S’)     // Mine the MRWS in S*. 
7. end     
8. return S’ 
end 

Algorithm Partitioning(s) 
Input t         // t is an HTML term 
Output t         // t is an HTML term 
begin 
1. if cw(t) = ε then    // If t is a leaf node then the child  
2.  return t     // sequence of t is empty. No HTML objects can  
          // be found in an empty sequence   
          // so we simply return t.  
3. else begin      // If t is an internal node then  
4.  for each c ∈ cw(t) do  // Partitioning each child of t and  
5.     c = Partitioning(c) // replace the child node with the result 
          // of the partitioning. 
6.  c’ = Partition(cw(t)) // Find HTML objects in the updated children 
          // sequence of t and 
7.  cw(t)= c’     // make the result the new children of t. 
8.  return t      // The partitioning of t is complete so we  
9. end        // return t (with partitioned children)  
end 
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Figure 5.10 - A simple application of the object partitioning algorithm 

The result of applying the HTML term function on the HTML encoding of the city guide layout is the 

HTML term t depicted in frame 1 (figure 5.10). It is t that is given as argument to the partitioning 

algorithm.  

The partitioning algorithm, by the code lines 1a to 5a, does a post order traversal of t.  In that traversal, 

the partitioning algorithm applies the partition algorithm to a traversed node’s children, except for the 

leaf nodes. Note that when the partition algorithm is applied to an HTML term sequence with only one 

term, the algorithm simply returns the sequence unchanged. This is because in such a sequence there 

can not be any equal consecutive terms, so S’ = S (line 1b), and there can not be any MRWS in such a 

sequence, so S* = ε (line 2b). So, as stated, such an input sequence is returned unchanged (lines 2b and 

8b). The only interesting steps in the post order traversal are therefore the visiting of nodes with 

several children. In t there are three such nodes and they are pointed out by the broken (red) circles in 

figure 5.10.  

The first interesting step in the post order traversal is the application of the partition algorithm on the 

children of the leftmost ul node. The children of this node is C = [li[a[“…”]], li[a[“…”]]]. The 

TD distance (definition 5.6, p. 86) between the two HTML terms in C is zero, so they are considered 

as equal terms (definition 5.8, p. 94). Line 1b therefore merges these two terms and the result is the 

sequence C’ = [li[a[“…”]](2,2)] (definition 5.16, p. 98 and definition 5.1, p. 80). The next line 

(2b) applies the MRWS algorithm (definition 5.13, p. 96) on C’ and the result is C* = C’. Intuitively, 
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this means that the partition algorithm have discovered two similar HTML objects that correspond to 

the two bullets in the “Oslo sights” bullet list. Note that the calculation of this result would not be 

possible if it where not for the repetition number.  

Since a MRWS is found, the algorithm goes into the while loop and executes line 4b, that is, executes 

the replace function α (definition 5.17, p. 99). This function replaces all occurrences of the identified 

MRWS with the variable returned by the variable lookup function υ (definition 5.15, p. 98). 

Intuitively, the variable lookup function examines the variable environment for the existence of a 

partition (a variable) with HTML objects (variable value) equally to the recent discovered HTML 

objects (MRWS). If one is found then that partition represented by the variable is returned, otherwise a 

fresh variable (or intuitively partition) is returned. Since the variable environment at this point is 

empty, a fresh variable x is replaced by the identified MRWS. The result is the sequence C’ = 

[x(2,2)]. This sequence can not be merged (5b) nor contain a MRWS (6b), so the while loop exits and 

the sequence C’ is returned.  

The next interesting step is to apply the partition algorithm on the children of the rightmost ul node. 

The explanation given above applies directly to this step except for one point. This time the variable 

environment is not empty. It contains a variable (partition) with value (HTML objects) equal to the 

identified MRWS (HTML objects). The identified MRWS are therefore replace not by a fresh 

variable, but by x. Intuitively, this correspond to add the three bullets in the “Paris sights” bullet list to 

the partition already containing the two bullets from the “Oslo sights” bullet list. The result so far is 

depicted in frame 2 in figure 5.10. 

The third interesting step is to apply the partition algorithm on the body nodes children. The result of 

merging equally consecutive nodes (1b) is displayed in frame 3 (figure 5.10). Note that in this case the 

merging step is crucial for the ability to identify a MRWS. To be more precise, without the merging of 

the two img nodes there would not have been any repeating pattern and hence no MRWS. Also note 

that previously merging has effectively reduced the diversity between the ul nodes.  

The MRWS algorithm successfully identifies the HTML term sequence [h1[“…”, img], img, 

h3[“…”], ul[x]] as an MRWS despite the difference between the encoding of the two h1 headers. 

This is due to that a specified amount of diversity is allowed in the term equality concept (definition 

5.6, p. 86). Intuitively, the variable environment does not contain a partition (a variable) with HTML 

objects (variable value) equally to the recent discovered HTML objects (MRWS). A fresh variable (or 

intuitively partition) y is therefore used to replace the MRWS occurrences in the children list of the 

body node. The result is displayed in frame 4 (figure 5.10). 

To sum up, the object partitioning algorithm successfully identified all partitions in the city guide 

layout. The output (slightly modified to save space) of applying the implemented version of the object 

partitioning algorithm on the city guide layout is shown in figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 - Result of applying the object partitioning algorithm on a simple HTML document 

Note that chapter 8 contains other briefly commented object partitioning examples. In particular, the 

chapter contains the result of applying the implemented partitioning algorithm on the four real-life 

web pages used as examples in this thesis (section 2.6, p 12).  

 

5.5.3 Different aspects of the object partitioning algorithm 

Implicit parameters in the object partitioning algorithm 

The object partitioning algorithm relies on several parameters used behind the scenes of the MRWS 

algorithm, the TD algorithm and the HTML element labeling function used by the HTML tree 

function. This section summaries all these parameters.  

i. The   HTML labeling function (Definition 4.10, p. 41) has the following three fixed values that 

can be seen as parameters.  

a The minimum number of characters that need to be in a character string. The preset 

value is 3.  

b The minimum height and width in pixels of an image to be considered as a visual object. 

The preset value is 6 for both values. 

ii. The definition of HTML term equality relies on one parameter that specifies how much 

diversity (measured by the use of TD) that is allowed between similar HTML objects. 

iii. The definition of the maximal repeating weighted substring relies on one parameter that 

corresponds to the visual significance threshold value. 
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By adjusting these parameters the result of the object partitioning algorithm can be quite different. 

This thesis has suggested values for all the parameters and argued to some extent for the suggestions. 

They have proven to work well for a set of 10 real-life web pages that the object partitioning algorithm 

has been applied to (chapter 8, appendix A). In further work it would be interesting to explore how one 

can use these parameters to achieve even better results. 

 

An assumption in the object partitioning algorithm 

The object partitioning algorithm makes the assumption that at least two similar HTML objects have 

the same parent. It means for instance, that the algorithm fails to find all the A objects in the HTML 

term t = td[tr[A, A], tr[A]], where A is a placeholder for the HTML object p[h3[“…”], img]. 

Only the two A instances in the first tr node in a post order traversal are identified. Figure 5.12 

displays the important steps in applying the object partitioning algorithm on t and pinpoints why the 

algorithm fails. (Only internal nodes with more than one child can potentially contain a MRWS, so the 

important steps correspond to the “visiting” of nodes with several children.) 

 

Figure 5.12 - HTML term where not all HTML objects are identified 

The implicit assumption can to some degree be justified by the knowledge that similar objects occur in 

the same part of the HTML term since this knowledge raises the likelihood that at least two similar 

HTML objects have the same parent. Given the results of applying the object partitioning algorithm on 

10 real-life web pages it seems as if this assumption does not cause any real problems due to that 

similar HTML objects sharing a parent is more the general rule than the exception.  

A proposed solution is as follows. The variable environment contains one variable for each partition 

identified after a completed object partitioning, and each of these variables are assigned with one of 

the HTML objects belonging to a partition. These variable values can be used as patterns in a second 

pass that finds all structures in the original HTML term that is similar to that value. The problem with 

this solution is that it is likely to also gather a lot of unwanted objects into partitions, especially for 

variables representing small (in the number of HTML terms and their sub-terms) HTML objects. 
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6 Related work 

This chapter presents related work and is structured as follows. 

Section 6.1 presents the work done by Torjusen [29] points out both the differences and the 

similarities compared to this thesis. Note that my work originated from Torjusen’s work, but evolved 

to be something quite different.  

Section 6.2 presents two articles [11, 14] about an audio browser system called HearSay. These 

articles play a central role in my work, as I have adapted several of their ideas and definitions. One 

might consider the work in this thesis as an evolvement of the central ideas in the HearSay system. 

This section gives, in addition to the presentation of the two articles, a comparison of the strength and 

weaknesses of the HearSay system and my object partitioning algorithm.  

Section 6.3 briefly presents three other related articles.  

 

6.1 A Formal and Executable Model for Comparing XML 

Documents 

Summary with comments 

My point of origin was the master thesis ”A Formal and Executable Model for Comparing XML 

Documents” [29] written by Torjusen. An outline from this thesis follows.  

Almost any document has some kind of structure, be it only that it has a header and a body and is 

divided into sections or paragraphs. Document structure is important when we read and interpret texts. 

Some form of markup language, for instance XML or HTML, is a very handy mean to bundle 

information about the structure of a document together with the document itself. The thesis presents 

criteria for comparing XML and HTML documents and basic operations on XML and HTML 

documents. The basic operations correspond to the set theoretic operations union, intersection and 

difference.  

The main result in the thesis is the definition and implementation of a difference operator for XML 

documents. One application of the difference operator is to “filter away” old material on a news-site so 

that only the stories which are new, or have changed since the previous visit to the page, are displayed.  
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Critique and relation to this thesis  

The “old material-filter” is just one of several practical goals stated in the preface of the thesis. Other 

practical problems are:  

 Make summary of several documents.  

 Merge two documents, so that only the differing parts are displayed in the result set. 

 To extract, only the elements that are different from a series of documents which are quite 

similar. 

There are not presented any solutions to these other problems. A limited time frame is pointed out as 

one of the reasons for the lack of solutions. In a context where documents mean HTML documents, I 

believe there is another major reason for the lack of solutions, namely a missing link between the 

theoretical analysis done in the thesis and the real world interpretation of the intermediate and main 

results achieved throughout the analysis.  

My thesis has therefore taken quite a different approach by paying a lot of attention to web pages from 

the real world, from the beginning to the end. A lot of effort has also been invested in creating the link 

between the visual world and the structural world, which has not been persecuted in the work of 

Torjusen.  

Note that an imprecise use of the word structure indicates that such a link is missing. The word 

structure for instance in the sentence “Document structure is important when we read and interprets 

texts” is intended to mean what I call visible layout or simply layout, but when the thesis talks about 

structured documents the word structure means the markup language structure. Since Torjusen makes 

no distinction between the two different meanings, I assume that the he considers them equal, that is, 

that layout structure is the same as document structure.  

 

6.2 HearSay - Enabling Audio Browsing On Hypertext Content 

Summary with comments 

The HearSay system [11, 14] is a prototype audio web browser that conveys users of the system to the 

logical structure and semantics of content in web documents by providing users with easy ways to 

select which semantic parts of a document to listen to. Note that semantic parts are in this article used 

in much the same sense as I use the word object. A novel technology they call partitioning is used to 

identify both the different semantic parts of a document and their relationship. It is based on structural 

analysis techniques that leverage the structural annotations of HTML documents. The structural 

analysis relies on two key observations; semantically related items in an HTML document normally 
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exhibit consistency in presentation style and spatial locality. The first observation leads to the idea of 

associating a type with each leaf node in a DOM tree. The term DOM is short for Document Object 

Model. Briefly stated the Document Object Model is a platform- and language-neutral interface to 

HTML and XML documents [31]. The second observation gives rise to the idea of discovering 

structural recurrence patterns for semantically related items and propagating types bottom-up in the 

DOM tree. 

 

Critique and relation to this thesis 

The HearSay system addresses the same problem as this thesis, that is, the problem of identifying and 

grouping of what I have called objects and they have called semantic parts on a web page into 

partitions. Many of the key ideas in this thesis are adaptations of materials presented in the two 

articles  about the HearSay system [11, 14]. To be more precise, it is the concept of a maximal 

repeating substring and the observation about spatial locality and consistent formatting that are 

material adapted from the HearSay system.  

A big difference between my approach and the HearSay system is that the HearSay system is two-

leveled. The first level does a structural partitioning similar to mine and the second level uses 

linguistic analyse methods to adjust the result of the structural partitioning and to label the identified 

partitions. One of the main motivations for this thesis was exploration of how the structural 

information exhibited by an HTML document could be exploited (section 1.1). I have therefore chosen 

a purely structural approach to the web page partitioning problem. My work can therefore be thought 

of as an evolvement of the first level of the HearSay system. In what follows and in the preceding a 

reference to the HearSay system is a reference to the first level of the HearSay system.  

A major problem with the HearSay system is the lack of robustness to cope with diversity between 

similar objects. This is quite severe because there is diversity between similar objects on nearly every 

web page. My solution copes with diversity in a better way by reducing HTML documents to a term 

model only containing the significant visual properties and through the use of the top-down distance 

algorithm that allows a specified amount of diversity between similar HTML objects. 

Another problem with the HearSay system is the inability to identify similar objects encoded at 

different levels in the DOM tree. My solution does not have this limitation. 
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6.3 Other related work  

6.3.1 The Lixto Data Extraction Project – Back and Forth between Theory 
and Practice 

Web wrappers are programs that extract the relevant information from HTML documents and translate 

it to a more machine-friendly format such as XML [10]. Web pages may change frequently so a tool 

which goal is to assist humans in rendering the creation of wrappers is therefore needed. There are two 

main approaches for creating such a tool [10]: 1. Machine learning techniques that create wrappers 

automatically from annotated examples. 2. Visual specification of wrappers. The Lixto project [10] 

pursues this last approach by providing a fully visual wrapper specification process using one (or few) 

example document(s) and mainly “mouse clicks”. The visual specification framework is based on an 

internal logic-based language similar to datalog, called Elog [20]. The visual process creates a set of 

Elog rules or equivalently an Elog program. Information extraction is then done by applying a given 

Elog program to an HTML document.  

The object partitioning algorithm can be thought of as a wrapper. The major difference between 

wrappers created by the Lixto project and my wrapper is the application domain. Wrappers created by 

the Lixto project only apply to a particular page, but within that page it is superior when it comes to 

extracting data. My wrapper applies to a large amount of web pages with satisfying extraction results 

(chapter 8) and requires fewer configurations. The object partitioning algorithm is therefore a more 

generic wrapper than the wrappers produced by the Lixto project.  

  

6.3.2 Record Boundary Discovery in Web Documents 

D. W. Embley et al. presents in the paper Record-Boundary Discovery in Web Documents [8] a 

heuristic approach to automatic discovery of record boundaries in Web documents. By record they 

mean a group of information relevant to some entity. The main contribution of the paper is a set of 

heuristics and a way to combine these heuristic into a method for discovering record boundaries. The 

approach relies on two assumptions: 1. Web documents have multiple records. 2. Web documents 

contain at least one record separator tag. Essentially, what the proposed set of heuristics does, in 

sophisticated way, is to find the most likely separator tag.  

My approach differs from the heuristic approach described above due to that I make no assumption of 

the existence of a record separator tag, or stated in terms of objects; the existence of a tag that 

separates objects. It can also be the case that my work differs in what is discovered, but it is hard to 

say due to that the paper gives little intuition and application examples. My limited timeframe have 

not included the opportunity to investigate this issue more.  
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6.3.3 Detecting Web Page Structure for Adaptive Viewing on Small Form 
Factor Devices 

The paper “Detecting Web Page Structure for Adaptive Viewing on Small Form Factor Devices” [33] 

propose a new browsing convention to facilitate navigation and reading of web pages on small form 

factor devices, like PDA’s (Personal Digital Assistant). A core component in this new browsing 

convention is a page adaptation technique that analyzes the structure of a web page and split it into 

small and logical related units. The page adaptation technique is a three step process. The first step 

uses height, width and positioning information from the rendering process to decide whether the 

rendered shape and position of a node in the DOM tree has the form of a page header, footer, left 

sidebar, right sidebar or is small enough to be body content. The second and third steps takes the block 

contents identified in the first step and perform a partitioning of these blocks by utilizing separator 

tags (section 6.3.2) such as hr, table, td and div and white space analyse. 

A subtle property with the page adaptation technique is that no kind of overlapping is allowed and it is 

a natural restriction given the application domain, but the restriction can be a limitation in other 

domains. My solution therefore allows overlapping (section 3.3.7 p.25). 
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7 Implementation 

This chapter is divided into two sections. Section 7.1 briefly comments on implementation details 

related to the object partitioning algorithm and its components. I do not find an in-depth description of 

the implementation necessary, due to that the object partitioning algorithm and its components are 

well covered by chapters 4 and 5. The implementation can be found in appendix B. 

Sections 7.2 to 7.5 give a thorough description of the solution for parsing and outputting of HTML 

documents in Haskell, due to the fact that it is not covered elsewhere in this thesis.  

 

7.1 The object partitioning algorithm 

The proposed object partitioning algorithm relies on a variable environment. Pure functional 

programming languages such as Haskell do not offer variable environments in the same way as for 

instance object oriented programming languages do. The reason is the disallowing of side effects 

(section 2.4, p. 10). The result is that the variable environment must be past along as a parameter 

throughout the entire chain of function calls. A consequence of this is potentially quite messy code. 

Monadic programming style offers among other things the opportunity to hide this state passing 

information. One can say that the monadic programming style indirectly offers a kind of variable 

environment. I have used monadic programming style to implement the variable environment needed 

by the object partitioning algorithm. Note that Haskell provides special syntax for monadic 

programming style which results in readable structured code. Interested readers my consult S. Peyton 

Jones [16] for more information about monadic programming in Haskell.  

 

7.2 Parsing and outputting HTML  

Document processing may be thought of as a three-tiered process (section 2.2, p. 7): parsing, 

transforming and outputting. The main focus in this thesis is on the transforming part, but of course 

the two other parts are needed to complete the implementation of the object partitioning algorithm. I 

have used two Haskell libraries called Haskell XML Toolbox (HXT) [21] and Web Authoring System 

Haskell (WASH) [25, 26] to complete the implementation. 

The HXT library provides an HTML parser and the WASH library provides an HTML generator. I 

have created a Haskell program called hxtToWash that combines these two and thereby creates a 

framework for reading and writing HTML files in Haskell. The object partitioning algorithm works 
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directly on the internal data representation of WASH. The figure shows a high level view of the 

framework. 

 

Figure 7.1 - Framework for combining HXT and WASH  

 

7.3 Parsing with HXT 

The Haskell XML Toolbox (HXT) [21] is a collection of tools for processing XML and HTML 

documents. All tools are written purely in Haskell. In particular, HXT provides an HTML parser that 

parses HTML documents into a data representation called XmlTree. An XmlTree instance forms a 

multi-branch tree with different kind of nodes. The most important nodes are the leaf nodes XText and 

the internal nodes XTag and XAttr. The figure shows the relationship between a source document and 

the corresponding XmlTree type instance.  

 

Figure 7.2 - XmlTree representation of a simple HTML document 

The XText nodes encode plain character data (CDATA), the XTag nodes encode HTML tags and the 

XAttr nodes encode HTML tag attributes.  

---XTag "/" 
   |   "source"="My.html" 
    
   +---XCmt " generated by WASH/HTML 0.9" 
   +---XTag "html" 
       +---XText "\n  " 
       +---XTag "head" 
       |   +---XText "\n\t " 
       |   +---XTag "title" 
       |   |   +---XText "Sending sms" 
       |   +---XText "\n  " 
       +---XText "\n  " 
       +---XTag "body" 
       |   |   +-XAttr "BGCOLOR"="#99FFFF" 
       |   +---XText "\n\t " 
       |   +---XTag "h1" 
       |   |   +---XText "1. Header ONE" 
       |   +---XText "\n\t " 
       |   +---XTag "p" 
       |   |   +---XText "Paragraph nr 1" 
       |   +---XText "\n\t " 
       |   +---XTag "p" 
       |   |   +---XText "Paragraph nr 2"  
       |   +---XText " " 
       +---XText "\n" 

XmlTree

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-
//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/st
rict.dtd"> 
<!-- generated by WASH/HTML 
0.9--> 
<html> 
  <head> 
 <title> 
Sending sms 
</title> 
  </head> 
  <body bgcolor="#99FFFF"> 
  <h1>1. Header ONE</h1> 
  <p>Paragraph nr 1</p> 
  <p>Paragraph nr 2</p>  
  </body> 
</html> 

HTML source 

HTML 
source 
file 

HXT internal data 
representation 

WASH internal 
data 
representation 

HTML 
result 
file 

hxtToWash 
Haskell XML 
Toolbox WASH 

Object partitioning algorithm 
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7.4 Introduction to WASH 

“WASH is a family of embedded domain specific languages (EDSL) for programming Web 

applications. Each language is embedded in the functional language Haskell, which means that it is 

implemented as a combinator library.”[26]  

The generated HTML/XML documents are guaranteed to be well-formed and to a certain extent valid 

[25]. An HTML document is well-formed if opening and closing tags match and valid if it conforms to 

the HTML DTD (section 2.3.4). Thiemann, the author of WASH, defines another weaker form of 

guarantee than valid, which he calls weak validity.  

“A document is weakly valid if it is well formed and valid with respect to a flattened version of its 

DTD. To obtain the flattened version of a DTD, each content description c is replaced by (L1 | …| Ln)* 

where L1, …, Ln are the distinct element names that occur in c. Attributes are only admissible if they 

are specified in the DTD. The types of attribute values are also checked, but it is not checked whether 

required attributes are present, nor whether attributes are given multiple times.” [25] 

The combinator library for HTML consists of a set of functions, one function for each element and one 

for all attributes declared in the HTML DTD. The element function names correspond to the element 

names and the attribute function is named attr. Informally, element function takes children as 

arguments and the attr function takes an attribute name and value as arguments.  Functions can be 

composed by the infix operator denoted ## (## is ordinary function composition f ## g = \x -> g 

(f x)), but not all function compositions are allowed. The type system of Haskell is exploited so that 

only compositions of functions that result in weakly valid documents are type safe. Going into the 

details is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

 

Example 7.1 - Generation of a simple HTML document using WASH 

 

The empty function is the identity function and can be used as an argument to any element function. 

The special element function text adds CDATA to elements. 

 

build_document (head (title(text “Hello World!”)) 
     ## body (h1 (text “Hello World!”  
         ## attr CLASS “header”) 
         ## br (empty))) 
 

<html> 
 <head> 
  <title>Hello World!</title> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <h1>Hello World!</h1> 
 </body> 
</html> 

WASH expression HTML document result 
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7.5 Converting between HXT and WASH 

The hxtToWash program takes the output from the HXT parser and converts it to the internal data 

representation of WASH by using the combinator library provided by WASH. The top level function 

in the hxtToWash program is the convert function. This function takes an XmlTree instance as 

argument and returns an ELT DOCUMENT instance (WASH’s internal data representation). There are 

both pros and cons of this approach. An advantage is that all properties proved about WASH also 

apply to the hxtToWash program. This means that output from hxtToWash is guarantied to be weakly 

valid. The negative consequence of this approach is that the hxtToWash program gets rather massive in 

terms of lines of codes and consequently quite complicated. A more detailed description of the 

hxtToWash program follows. 

It might be tempting to create the hxtToWash program as one large function that has one case for each 

HTML tag where each case calls the appropriate WASH function that corresponds to the case and then 

recursively descends further into the XmlTree instance. Figure 7.3 sketches such a solution. Note that 

body, head, h1… are WASH functions from the combinator library.  

 

Figure 7.3 - A simple erroneous Haskell solution to the hxtToWash program 

Such a solution, however, is erroneous since it is not type safe. Recall the WASH combinator library is 

created in such a way that only weakly valid combinations of WASH functions form the combinator 

library will be type safe. The WASH functions body and h1, for example, can not both be possibly 

return values from the same function since it could potentially result in documents not weakly valid. 

To create a working solution one must create two functions for each HTML tag; one that parses 

HTML elements and one that parses the attributes of the HTML elements. I sketch the solution for 

parsing of HTML elements. A similar approach can be taken to create working functions for parsing 

of HTML element attributes. The interested reader may consult the hxtToWash implementation in 

appendix B and Thiemann [25, 26] for all details. 

The set of all HTML element paring functions can be generated by populating the template displayed 

in figure 7.4 for each HTML tag. The populating process consists of replacing all the underlined meta-

variables in the template by suitable strings. In particular, assume that we are populating the template 

for a tag t with tag name n. Further, assume that the content descriptor given in the HTML DTD for t 

contain the distinct element names L1, …,Ln and that CDATA is one of these element names. Let m  

convert((NTree (XTag (QN {localPart=str}) a) nTrees):xs) =    
case str of       
  "body" -> body(convert nTrees ## pAttr a) ## convert xs   
  "head" -> head(convert nTrees ## pAttr a) ## convert xs   
  "h1" -> h1(convert nTrees ## pAttr a) ## convert xs   
  "h2" -> h2(convert nTrees ## pAttr a) ## convert xs   
  "h3" -> h3(convert nTrees ## pAttr a) ## convert xs   
  . 
  . 
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a denote the process of replacing the meta-variable m in the template with a. Populating the template 

for t involves (TAGNAME  n), (TAG_1  L1), (TAG_2  L2), …, (TAG_n  Ln) and removing of the 

third last line if CDATA is not in L1, …,Ln. 

 

Figure 7.4 – HTML Element parse function template 

Note that a populated template is type safe since there are only “cases” matching allowed cases 

according the HTML DTD and WASH are made in such a way that combining valid cases is type safe. 

If a tag parsing function is called with a tag name not in the L1, …, Ln distinct element names then last 

case applies and simply just excludes the current nodes due to that it is not in accordance with the 

HTML DTD.  

The populated function for the html tag looks like this. 

 
Figure 7.5 -  The html element parsing function 

Populating the HTML element parse function template for each tag and doing similar populating for 

attributes involves a lot of manual work. I have therefore developed another program called 

MakeHxtToWash. This program parses the WASH combinator library and reads out element names, 

attributes names, dependencies and uses this information to populate the templates correctly. The 

generated result is 5730 lines of Haskell code that does what it is supposed to do.   

 

7.6 Outputting with WASH 

The WASH implementation contains a set of function that can be used to output HTML. It is adapted 

versions of these functions, I utilize when I print the final result of the object partitioning problem. 

phtml((NTree (XTag (QN {localPart=str}) attr) nTrees):xs) = 
 case str of 
  "body" -> body(pBody nTrees ## pABody attr) ## phtml xs 
  "head" -> head(pHead nTrees ## pAHead attr) ## phtml xs 
       _ -> phtml xs 
phtml(x:xs) = phtml(xs) 
phtml [] = empty 

pTAGNAME ((NTree (XTag (QN {localPart=str}) attr) nTrees):xs) = 
   case str of  
     "TAG_1" -> TAG_1(pTAG_1 nTrees ## pATAG_1 attr) ## pTAGNAME xs 
     "TAG_2" -> TAG_2(pTAG_2 nTrees ## pATAG_2 attr) ## pTAGNAME xs 
     "TAG_3" -> TAG_3(pTAG_3 nTrees ## pATAG_3 attr) ## pTAGNAME xs 
                 . 
                 . 
                 . 
     "TAG_n" -> TAG_3(pTAG_n nTrees ## pATAG_n attr) ## pTAGNAME xs 
           _ -> pTAGNAME xs 
-- KEEP BELOW LINE IF TAGNAME can contain plain character data    
pTAGNAME((NTree (XText str) nTrees):xs) = text(str) ## pTAGNAME(xs) 
pTAGNAME (x:xs) = pTAGNAME(xs) 
pTAGNAME [] = empty 

Note that this is 
not valid Haskell 
code because the 
underlined 
“words” are meta-
variable that are to 
be replaced. 
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8 Application to real-life web pages 

This chapter presents the results of applying the object partitioning algorithm on all four real world 

web page layouts used in this thesis (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, Figure 3.7, Figure 

3.8 and Figure 4.4, refer section 2.6 for a brief introduction to these layouts). The four results are 

presented in the sections 8.2 to 8.5. Each of these sections divided into two parts. The first part 

displays the output from the object partitioning algorithm and the second part comments some aspects 

of the displayed result. 

Note that all applications of the object partitioning algorithm are done with the same set of parameters 

(section 5.5.3, p. 103). This means that no parameter tweaking is needed to accomplish well results. 

Due to space issues I have only included relevant partitions in accordance with the New York Times 

front page (NYT) and www.digi.no front page parts displayed in the thesis. The non-relevant 

partitions are manually removed. The object partitioning of the entire NYT and www.digi.no front 

page can be found in appendix A. This appendix also includes the object partitioning of 6 other real-

life web pages, though not commented.  

 

8.1 Terminology 

The output from my implementation of the object partitioning algorithm is an HTML document that 

visually is divided into three parts. The first part of the HTML output is meta-information about the 

parameter values used in the object partitioning. To be more precise: 

 Term distance: For two HTML term to be considered as similar the top-down distance between 

the two terms divided by the total number of nodes in the two HTML terms must not exceed the 

term distance (sections 5.1.1, 5.3 and 5.5.3). 

 HTML piece demands: We are interested in excluding character strings and pictures that is to 

small to have any reasonable meaning (sections 3.3.1, 4.6.2 and 5.5.3).  The parameters 

CDATA and IMG are the threshold values used in this exclusion. 

 Maximal repeating weighted substring: Only partitions considered visual significant should 

be included in the result. This parameter value sets the minimum visual significance for 

partitions (sections 5.1.1, 5.4  and 5.5.3). 

The second and main part of the HTML result contains all the partitions. Each partition has two levels 

of meta-headers. The first level meta-header frames all objects in the partition and it contain 

information about the partition identification number and the total number of objects in the partitions. 
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Note that there are no magic behind the partitioning identification number. It is just an index number 

to divide between the partitions. Also note that there is no ordering among partitions, so the index 

number does not say anything about ordering. In what follows I will use the notation OPi as reference 

to a partition with identification number i. 

The second level meta-header contains position information (definition 4.8) about the parent node of 

the following objects. This knowledge is interesting since it indicates visual spatial locality. In further 

work this knowledge might be used to exploit the spatial locality observation (section 3.4) and 

consequently remove junk objects from partitions. Note that some objects are aligned side by side 

manually to save space. “Side by side objects” are ordered from left to right and then downwards. I 

assume that all objects have an implicit index number that starts with 1 and runs in parallel with object 

ordering in the whole partition. 

The third part of the HTML result displays the final HTML term and the variable environment. Note 

that the HTML term notation used here is slightly different from the former defined notation 

(definition 5.1). In particular, an HTML term t = z[t1…tn]with repetition x and weight y is denoted as 

z(x, y)c and not as t(x, y). The new notation is convenient, with respect to reading, when it comes to long 

HTML terms. The notation are also space saving as it is more compact. (Note also that variables are 

denoted as V1,…,Vn and not as x, y, z, …) 

 

8.2 www.google.com search result 

The entire result of applying the object partitioning algorithm on a search result from Google follows. 

 

Object partitions 
 

Partition ID: 1 (15 objects)

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.1.1.1.3.1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1 (5 objects) 

Images Groups News 
Froogle Local

 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.1.1.1.3.1.1.2.1.1.1.1.2.1 (2 objects) 

Advanced Preferences

 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.7.6 (4 objects) 

Search within results Language Tools 
|Search Tips Dissatisfied? Help us improve

 

Object partitioning 
Parameter information 

HTML object similarity  
Term Distance: 20.0 %  

HTML piece demands 
Min. CDATA length: 3 characters 
Min. IMG (height, width): (6,6) 
pixels 

Weighted maximal repeating 
substring  
Visual significance level: 41 % 
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HTML sub-term position: ε.2.8.2.1.1.1.1 (4 objects) 

Google Home  Advertising Programs 
-Business Solutions  About Google 

Partition ID: 2 (10 objects) 
HTML sub-term position: ε.2.6.1.1.1 (10 objects) 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

10 
Next  

Partition ID: 3 (10 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.4 (10 objects) 

Artificial Intelligence:AI (2001)  
Artificial Intelligence:AI - Cast, Crew, Reviews, 
Plot Summary, Comments, 
Discussion, Taglines, Trailers, Posters, 
Photos, Showtimes, Link to Official Site...  
www.imdb.com/title/tt0212720/ - 53k - 19 May 
2005 -  

Amnesty International - Working To Protect 
Human Rights Worldwide  
Amnesty International (AI ) is a worldwide 
movement of people who campaign for 
... Protecting human rights worldwide,AI 
focuses on the release of prisoners...  
www.amnesty.org/ - 31k - 18 May 2005 -  

AI on the Web  
Lots and lots of pointers toAI resources: 
intelligent agents, search and game 
playing, logic and knowledge representation, 
planning, reasoning with...  
www.cs.berkeley.edu/~russell/ai .html - 136k -  

MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory  
Aiming to understand the nature of 
intelligence, to engineer systems that exhibit 
such intelligence by utilising vision, language, 
an in particular...  
www.ai .mit.edu/ - 8k - 18 May 2005 -  

ALICEAI Foundation  
The ALICEAI Foundation promoties the 
adoption of the ALICE and AIML free open 
source software for chatrbots, chat robots, 
chatterbots or chatterboxes,...  
www.alicebot.org/ - 22k -  

Artificial Intelligence Depot  
AI community where everyone interested in 
artificial intelligence can discuss 
news, exchange ideas and research 
information. 
ai -depot.com/ - 24k - 18 May 2005 -  

Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research  
An electronic scientific journal covering all 
areas of artificial intelligence (AI ), 
publishing refereed research articles, survey 
articles, and technical...  
www.jai r.org/ - 5k -  

Ai Research - Creating a new form of life  
Artificial Intelligence NV (Ai ) is the world's 
leadingAI research project, 
focusing on creating genuine Artificial 
Intelligence - the technology that...  
www.a-i.com/ - 14k -  

Welcome toAI TOPICS  
AI Topics provides basic, understandable 
information and helpful resources 
concerning artificial intelligence, with an 
emphasis on material available...  
www.aaai .org/AITopics/ - 18k -  

MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory  
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory. About CSAIL. Lab Organization. 
Directory. Faculty. Research Abstracts. 
Research Activities...  
www.csai l.mit.edu/ - 8k - 18 May 2005 -  

Partition ID: 4 (2 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.2.1 (2 objects) 

Results1 -10 of about39,200,000 for 

] withSafesearch on . (0.20 seconds) 
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8.2.1 Comments 

The object partitioning of a Google search result page presented above is very close to the desired 

partitioning presented in section 3.6 (p. 32). To refresh memory, the desired partitioning consist of one 

partition P1 with 8 link objects and one partition P2 with 9 search results object.   

Partition OP1 above contains 7 of the 8 link objects in P1. The link object o = “more »”, encoded as o 

= font(1,1)[b(1,1)[a(1,1)[CDATA(1,1)]]], is missing in OP1.  The reason is that o is encoded quite 

differently from the other 7 link objects (a(1,1)[CDATA(1,1)]), even though they appear visually quite 

similar. This emphasizes the importance of the capability to handle diversity in the encoding of similar 

objects.  

The desired search result partition P2 matches OP2, except for one object in OP2. The reason is simply 

due to the fact, that the bottom part of the Google search result page is not displayed in section 3.6, but 

it is included here. Note that this also explains why OP1 contains 8 objects not in P1 and the additional 

partition OP2.  

The partition OP1 contains objects from both the upper part and the bottom part of the Google search 

result page. This partition therefore exemplifies that the implementation does not exploit the 

observation about spatial locality (section 5.1). Note, however, that the position strings to the parent 

nodes indicates spatial locality in the following way: How distant two objects appear visually is often 

proportional to how different the position node of the parent of the two objects are. To be more 

precise, the visually distance between two objects are often proportional to how large suffix that are 

Variable environment 
Syntax = (Variabel, Value)  
 
(V1, [a(4,4) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V2, [td(10,11) [a(1,1) [img(1,1),br(1,0)]]]) 
(V3, [p(10,44) [a(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)],br(1,0),font(1,4) [CDATA(5,2),br(1,0),font(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]]]]) 
(V4, [CDATA(4,2)]) 
 

Result HTML term 
DOCTYPE(1,121) [html(1,121) [head(1,32) [title(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],style(1,31) [CDATA(1,31)]],body(1,89) 
[table(1,12) [tbody(1,12) [tr(1,12) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],td(1,11) [table(1,11) [tbody(1,11) 
[tr(1,7) [td(1,7) [table(1,7) [tbody(1,7) [tr(1,7) [td(1,7) [font(1,6) [font(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)],V1(5,5)],font(1,1) [b(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]]],tr(1,4) [td(1,4) [table(1,4) 
[tbody(1,4) [tr(1,4) [td(1,2) [form(1,2) [input(1,1),font(1,1) [input(1,1)]]],td(1,2) [font(1,2) 
[V1(1,1),br(1,0),V1(1,1)]]]]]]]]]]]]],table(1,5) [tbody(1,5) [tr(1,5) [td(1,1) [font(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]],td(1,4) [font(1,4) [V4(4,2),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],V4(5,1)]]]]],div(1,44) 
[V3(10,44)],br(1,0),div_n(1,14) [table(1,14) [tbody(1,14) [tr(1,14) [td(1,1) [font(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]],td(2,2) [img(1,1),br(1,0)],V2(10,11)]]]],center(1,9) [br(1,0),table(1,5) [tbody(1,5) 
[tr(1,5) [td(1,5) [font(1,5) [font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],CDATA(1,1),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],a(1,2) 
[CDATA(1,1),br(1,0),img(1,1)]]]]]],br(1,0),table(1,0) [tbody(1,0) [tr(1,0) [td(1,0) 
[br(1,0)]]]],br(1,0),font(1,4) [V1(4,4)],br(2,0)],center(1,5) [table(1,4) [tbody(1,4) [tr(1,4) [td(1,4) 
[font(1,4) [V1(4,4)]]]]],br(1,0),font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]] 
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shared by the position strings of the parents to the two objects. This relation might be exploited in 

further work.  

The partition OP4 is not a desired partition as the two objects should be considered as one, but it is the 

result of a compromise between allowing diversity in HTML pieces and border identification of 

HTML pieces (section 3.3.1, figure 3.2, p. 19 and section 4.6.2, p. 51).  

 

8.3  www.digi.no front page 

The object partitioning result, except partitions 2, 8 and 11 of the object partitioning of the 

www.digi.no front page, is as follows. 

Object partitions 

Partition ID: 1 (13 objects)

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.6.1.1.2.13 (10 
objects) 

»Vinn Bluetooth-mottaker til TV-en  

»Pentium 4 synger på det siste verset  

»digi.no lanserer nødhjelp-guide  

»Mål Internett-hastigheten med digi.nos 

»Parallellkjøring på PC kommer i år  

»Lager helnorske nettsider fra India  

»Elementær kryptofeil i Microsoft Office  

»Enkel administrasjon av PostgreSQL  

»Komplett-gründer starter ny nettbutikk  

»Sårbarheter i utbredt Java-plugin  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.2 (3 objects) 

Einar Ryvarden . 

digitoday Norway AS.

Our Privacy Policy

Partition ID: 3 (14 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.2 (2 objects) 

Clemet søker råd hos 
Mamut  

[25.01 07:35] Kristin Clemet har innkalt 

gründere til råds om nyetableringer, blant 

dem Eilert Hanoa. Les hele saken  

IBM fornyer samarbeids- 
produkter  

[24.01 15:31] I anledning 20 årsdagen til 

Lotus Notes, fornyer IBM 

samarbeidsproduktene i Workplace- serien. 
Les hele saken  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.4 (2 objects) 

Object partitioning 
Parameter information 

HTML object similarity  
Term Distance: 20.0 %  

HTML piece demands 
Min. CDATA length: 3 characters 
Min. IMG (height, width): (6,6) 
pixels 

Weighted maximal repeating 
substring  
Visual significance level: 41 % 
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Billigere mobiler med 
bare én brikke  

[24.01 13:38] Integrasjon av hele 

mobiltelefonfunksjonaliteten på én brikke, 

skal gi billigere mobiler. Les hele saken  

Flomkatastrofen på 
Internett  

[24.01 13:11] UD gir FN råd om hvordan 

Internett bør utvikles. Etter flomkatastrofen 

undres man om diplomatene er egnet til det. 
Les hele saken  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.6 (2 objects) 

Siemens utsetter dom for 
sine mobiler  

[24.01 12:47] Siemens Mobil risikerer 

nedleggelse, men nå har Siemens gitt seg 

selv mer tid. Les hele saken  

Fersk fildeler uten 
annonser  

[24.01 12:33] Nerdvana presenterer denne 

gang Exeem Lite, en annonsefri utgave av 

fildelingsverktøyet Exeem. Les hele saken  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.8 (2 objects) 

Importør tiltales for salg 
av voldsspill  

[24.01 12:17] Svenske myndigheter gjør 

alvor av sin kamp mot voldelige dataspill 

gjennom "Postal 2"-saken. Les hele saken  

Gule Sider sa nei til 
Google  

[24.01 11:59] Google ønsket å samarbeide 

med Gule Sider på katalogsøk, men Findexa 

sa nei takk. Les hele saken  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.10 (2 objects) 

Endret timeplan for 
Intels tokjernebrikker  

[24.01 11:29] Mye tyder på at Intel vil 

komme med dobbeltkjernede prosessorer 

tidligere enn antatt. Les hele saken  

Skal forske på smerter 
fra mobil  

[24.01 11:22] NTNU skal kartlegge 

smertene fra mobilbruk mange melder om. 
Les hele saken  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.12 (2 objects) 

Komplett skal utvide med 
nye varer  

[24.01 11:05] Elkjøp skal utvide på nettet, 

men nå planlegger Komplett- sjef Eric 

Sandtrø motangrep. Les hele saken  

Vil 20- doble ytelsen til 
Itanium  

[24.01 10:57] Itanium- fedrene fra HP 

utvikler programvare som kan utnytte 

prosessoren fullt ut, også sikkerhetsmessig. 
Les hele saken  
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HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.12.1.1.14 (2 objects) 

Flyttet på folk i stedet for 
å si opp  

[24.01 10:14] Mange IT- selskaper bytter 

stadig ut stab, men IBM Norge unngikk 

oppsigelser i 2004 og skal nå ansette flere. 
Les hele saken  

Storrekruttering hos 
TietoEnator  

[24.01 10:07] TietoEnator Norge vokser i 

rekordfart og må iverksette en storstilt 

rekruttering. Les hele saken  

Partition ID: 4 (8 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.2.1.1.1 (3 objects) 

Dekker amerikanske TV- kanaler: 

Google åpner 
mulighet for TV- 
søk  
[25.01 09:46] Google forsøker å beholde sitt 

forsprang på søk med nok et nytt TV- søk, med 

levende bilder mangler.Les hele saken 

Anker ikke strakstiltakene:  

Microsoft gir 
delvis etter for EU 

[25.01 09:43] Microsoft har bestemt seg for 

ikke å anke EUs strakstiltak, og tilbyr Europa 

mediespillerfri Windows.Les hele saken 

For mange tråder samlet i en 

hånd:  

Vurderer å kutte 
Fiorinas makt  

 [25.01 09:18] Styret i HP vurderer en 

omorganisering av HP for å få fart på 

aksjekursen, noe som vil kutte Carly Fiorinas 

makt.Les hele saken 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.19.1.6.1.1.1 (5 objects) 

Se bilder fra PC og mobil:  

Vinn Bluetooth- 
mottaker til TV- en  

[21.01 11:51] I ukens konkurranse om 

måleenheter kan du vinne en Bluetooth- 

innretning for å vise bilder og musikk fra PC og 

mobil på tv- en.Les hele saken 

Sertifisering for interoperabilitet starter i juli:  

Forsinkelser betyr 
lite for WiMax  

[25.01 09:02] Sertifisering av WiMax- utstyr 

starter først i juli. Analytikere tror forsinkelsen 

betyr lite for markedet.Les hele saken 

LongRun2:  

Transmeta 
lisensierer til Sony  

[25.01 08:29] Sony ventes å ta i bruk avanserte 

brikketeknologier utviklet av Transmeta.Les 

hele saken 
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Dagens nettjuvel:  

Skru på og juster 
Windows  

[24.01 10:20] Her er programet som lar deg 

fininnstille Windows.Les hele saken 

Årsstatistikk fra EDB 

Businesspartner:  

Kraftig økning i 
bruk av nettbank  

[25.01 08:02] Tall fra EDB Business Partner 

viser en kraftig økning i bruk av nettbank fra 

2003 til 2004.Les hele saken 

Partition ID: 5 (10 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.18.25.1.2 (10 objects) 

"150 MB Webhotell, Kr. 11/mnd. kr 11  

"Vi har alle de nyeste importspillene til PS2! kr 80  

"Kraftig PC m/vannkjøling selges kr 8300  

"Spill backup & import på Plasyation2 kr 800  

"Bluetooth USB kort 100 meters rekkevidde 

(Trådløs Internett) kr 399  

"Biljardbord til salgs kr 15000  

"HAR DU ALDRI SNEKRET EN OLABIL/VOGN 

/TRALLE ELLER LIGNENDE FØR ? BRUK 

SOMMERFERIEN TIL DET ! kr 238  

"GEDIGENT LYSTHUS kr 76  

"GEDIGENT LYSTHUS kr 76500  

"Nye DVD filmer selges for 100,-kr stk! kr 100  

Partition ID: 6 (2 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.18.25.1.2 (2 objects) 

Nyeste datagjenstander:  
"150 MB Webhotell, Kr. 11/mnd. kr 11  

"Vi har alle de nyeste importspillene til PS2! kr 80  

"Kraftig PC m/vannkjøling selges kr 8300  

"Spill backup & import på Plasyation2 kr 800  

"Bluetooth USB kort 100 meters rekkevidde (Trådløs 

Internett) kr 399  

Siste fra Stort og smått:  
"Biljardbord til salgs kr 15000  

"HAR DU ALDRI SNEKRET EN OLABIL/VOGN 

/TRALLE ELLER LIGNENDE FØR ? BRUK 

SOMMERFERIEN TIL DET ! kr 238  

"GEDIGENT LYSTHUS kr 76  

"GEDIGENT LYSTHUS kr 76500  

"Nye DVD filmer selges for 100,-kr stk! kr 100  

Partition ID: 7 (4 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.9.1 (2 objects) 

Søk i  

digi.no Søk

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.18.22.1.4 (2 objects) 

Søk etter  

i
Bil Søk

Partition ID: 9 (16 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.11.35 (2 objects) 

 
Mål inn og utfarten på linjen din  
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Følg spam- og virusplagen i Norge time for time  

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.11.43 (14 objects) 

 
Slik blir IT-trendene fra 2005  

 
Talende penn basert på svensk teknologi  

 
FBI må skrape nytt antiterrorsystem  

 
Telenor skal ikke fokusere på 3G  

 
Firefox-utvidelser gir mange muligheter  

 
Får satellitt-TV rett til mobilen  

 
Strømforsyning kan gi WLAN-feil  

 
Rekruttererer hundrevis av IT-stillinger  

 
Koble harddisken direkte til tv-en  

 
Microsoft planlegger gigant-ekspansjon  

 
Kjør programvaren direkte fra USB-minne  

 
Kapitaltørke sliter på IT-gründere  

 
Oppdater deg selv i vårt bransjeregister  
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Gratis antivirus og brannvegg  

Partition ID: 10 (5 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.11 (5 objects) 

Seksjoner 

» Bedriftsteknologi  

» Personlig teknologi  

» Resultater / finans 

» Avtaler / kontrakter 

» Jobb og utdanning 

» Juss & samfunn 

» Kommentarer 

» Analyser 

» Sikkerhet  

Nyheter 

» Forsiden  

» Nyheter 

» Kortnytt 

» Siste 7 dager 

» Nyhetsbrev 

» RSS  

Bransje-søk 

Søk på personer 

og bedrifter  

Ressurser 
» Premiequiz 

» Debatt 

» Ris & ros 

» Nettjuveler 

» Nerdvana 

» Virusguiden  

Informasjon 

» Annonseinfo 

» Søk 

» Epostvarsling 

» Om digi.no 

» Tips oss  

 

 

 

Variable environment 
Syntax = (Variabel, Value)  
 
(V1, [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(2,0)]) 
(V2, [CDATA(8,1),V1(1,1)]) 
(V3, [td(2,11) [div(1,5) [a(1,3) [img(1,1),span_tittel_3(1,2)  
   [CDATA(1,2)]],span_kortversjon_3(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)],a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]) 
(V4, [table(5,40) [tbody(1,5) [tr(1,5) [td(1,5) [span_stikktittel_2(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],a(1,1)  
   [img(1,1)],a(1,1) [span_tittel_2(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)]],span_kortversjon_2(1,2)  
   [CDATA(3,1),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]) 
(V5, [br(1,0),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V6, [CDATA(1,1),V5(5,8),br(2,0)]) 
(V7, [input(2,2)]) 
(V8, [a(6,6) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V9, [a(1,2) [img(1,1),br(1,0),CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0)]) 
(V10, [div_digiTd1Tittel(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],a(9,9) [span_td1Link(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]) 
(V11, [td(6,12) [a(1,2) [span_digiTekstlenk2(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0),CDATA(1,1)]]]) 
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8.3.1 Comments 

Recall that a part of the www.digi.no front page was manually object partitioned in section 4.5.2 (p. 

45). The desired partitioning of this part yielded one partition P1 with 14 objects. The partition OP3 

corresponds exactly to P1, so the object partitioning algorithm does the partitioning job very well for 

this part. The rest of the partitions identified also correspond to desired partition. I consider the 

identified partitions desired because I find the organization close to how humans would organize the 

same information. Recall that human organization of layouts was the starting point for object 

partitioning. Note that the observation of a connection between spatial locality and the parent position 

string is confirmed by this object partitioning also. 

 

8.4 www.nytimes.com  front page part 

The object partitioning result, except partitions 2 to 9, 13, 14 and 17 of the object partitioning of the 

NYT front page, is as follows. 

Result HTML term 
DOCTYPE(1,371) [html(1,371) [head(1,1) [title(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],body(1,370) [div_annonse(1,1) 
[noscript(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]],table(1,12) [tbody(1,12) [tr(1,12) 
[V11(6,12)]]],div(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],div(1,3) [a(1,1) [span_utilbar(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]],V8(2,2)],div_searchtop(1,2) [form(1,2) [V7(1,1),br(1,0),V7(1,1)]],div(1,72) 
[V10(2,17),div(1,1) [div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)]]]]]],V10(2,9),div(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],a(2,2) [span_td1Link(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],div(1,5) 
[V9(2,5)],V10(1,6),div_digiTd1Tittel(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],div(1,30) [V9(14,30)]],div(1,39) 
[div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]]],noscript(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)]],a(1,1) [img(1,1)],noscript(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),div(1,1) 
[a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],div(1,9) [div(1,9) [CDATA(1,1),span(1,6) [V8(6,6)],br(1,0),form(1,2) 
[V7(2,2)]]],br(1,0),div(1,2) [div(1,2) [CDATA(1,1),p(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]],div(1,19) 
[div(1,19) [img(1,1),div(1,18) [V6(2,18)],br(1,0)]],div(1,2) [CDATA(1,1),br(1,0),a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0)],div(1,1) [div(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]],div(1,239) [div(1,233) [table(1,6) 
[tbody(1,6) [tr(1,5) [td(1,5) [span_stikktittel_2(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],a(1,2) 
[img(1,1),span_tittel_1(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)]],span_kortversjon_1(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)],a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]],tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [div(1,1) [div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) 
[a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]]]]]]]],table(1,29) [tbody(1,29) [tr(1,29) [td(1,27) [V4(3,27)],td(1,2) 
[div(1,2) [table(1,2) [tbody(1,2) [tr(1,2) [td(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],td(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]]]],div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)]]]]],table(1,64) [tbody(1,64) [tr(1,64) [td(1,40) [V4(5,40)],td(1,24) [div(3,6) 
[table(1,2) [tbody(1,2) [tr(1,2) [td(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],td(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]]]]],span_ekstern_header(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],span_ekstern_tittel(1,17) 
[V1(10,17)]]]]],div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)]]]]],br(2,0),div(1,84) [table(1,84) [tbody(1,84) [tr(7,84) [V3(2,10)]]]],div(15,48) [a(1,1) 
[span_tittel_3(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],span_kortversjon_3(1,1) [CDATA(2,1)]]],div(1,6) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)],V2(2,5)]],div_annonse(1,1) [noscript(1,1) [div(1,1) [p(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]]]]]] 
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Object partitions 

Partition ID: 1 (8 objects)
HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.2.2.1.1.1.1.11 (2 
objects) 

Civilian Abuse Reported 

Zarqawi Aides Seized 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.2.2.1.1.1.1.14 (2 
objects) 

Interactive: Iraq's Election 

| Complete Coverage 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.3.1.1.1.2.1 (2 
objects) 

Add New York Times headlines to 

Add New York Times RSS feeds 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.3.1.1.1.2.1.9.1 (2 
objects) 

Copyright 2005 

The New York Times Company 

Partition ID: 10 (8 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.2.2.1.1.1.1 (8 objects) 

By EDWARD WONG  

Sunni Arab leaders who have called for a boycott of the 

Iraq elections say they intend to get involved in politics 

after the vote. 

By DON VAN NATTA Jr. 

and LOWELL BERGMAN  

One major concern is that more heated religious rhetoric 

is encouraging young men to leave home to fight in Iraq. 

By PATRICK D. HEALY  

Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton said the opposing sides 

should find "common ground" to prevent unwanted 

pregnancies. 

By FELICIA R. LEE  

The expense of fertility treatments in the U.S. is sending 

some families overseas, where the costs can be much 

lower. 

Partition ID: 11 (4 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.2.2.1.1.1.1 (4 objects) 

Balking at Vote, Sunnis Seek Role 

on Constitution  
By EDWARD WONG  

Sunni Arab leaders who have called for a boycott of the 

Iraq elections say they intend to get involved in politics 

after the vote.  

Militant Imams Under Scrutiny 

Across Europe  
By DON VAN NATTA Jr. 

and LOWELL BERGMAN  

One major concern is that more heated religious rhetoric 

is encouraging young men to leave home to fight in Iraq. 

Clinton Seeking Shared Ground 

Over Abortions  
By PATRICK D. HEALY  

Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton said the opposing sides 

should find "common ground" to prevent unwanted 

pregnancies.  

Object partitioning 
Parameter information 

HTML object similarity  
Term Distance: 20.0 %  

HTML piece demands 
Min. CDATA length: 3 characters 
Min. IMG (height, width): (6,6) 
pixels 

Weighted maximal repeating 
substring  
Visual significance level: 41 % 
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Driven by Costs, Fertility Clients 

Head Overseas  
By FELICIA R. LEE  

The expense of fertility treatments in the U.S. is sending 

some families overseas, where the costs can be much 

lower.  

Partition ID: 12 (2 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.2.2.1.1.1.1 (2 objects) 

Balking at Vote, Sunnis Seek Role 

on Constitution  
By EDWARD WONG  

Sunni Arab leaders who have called for a boycott of the 

Iraq elections say they intend to get involved in politics 

after the vote.  
•A Sunni Runs for Office and Maybe His Life  

Militant Imams Under Scrutiny 

Across Europe  
By DON VAN NATTA Jr. 

and LOWELL BERGMAN  

One major concern is that more heated religious rhetoric 

is encouraging young men to leave home to fight in Iraq. 

Clinton Seeking Shared Ground 

Over Abortions  
By PATRICK D. HEALY  

Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton said the opposing sides 

should find "common ground" to prevent unwanted 

pregnancies.  
•Bush Praises Anti-Abortion Rally  

Partition ID: 15 (54 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.6.1 (14 
objects) 

International  National Washington

Business Technology Science 
Health Sports New York 

Education Weather Obituaries

NYT Front Page Corrections 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.8.1 (3 objects) 

Editorials/Op-Ed Readers' Opinions 
The Public Editor

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.12.1 (15 
objects) 

Arts Books 
Movies Theater 
Travel NYC Guide 
Dining & Wine Home & Garden 
Fashion & Style Crossword/Games 
Cartoons Magazine 
Week in Review Multimedia/Photos 
Learning Network 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.14.1 (11 
objects) 

Archive Classifieds College 
Personals White Papers Theater Tickets

NYT Store NYT Mobile About 

Jobs at NYTDigital Online Media Kit 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.16.1 (6 
objects) 

Your Profile E-Mail Preferences 
News Tracker Purchase History 
Site Help Privacy Policy 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.18.1 (5 
objects) 

Get Home Delivery Customer Care 
Electronic Edition Media Kit 
Community Affairs 
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Partition ID: 16 (6 
objects) 

HTML sub-term position: 
ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1 (6 objects) 

 

International  

National  

Washington  

Business  

Technology  

Science  

Health  

Sports  

New York Region  

Education  

Weather  

Obituaries  

NYT Front Page  

Corrections  

 

Editorials/Op-Ed  

Readers' Opinions  

The Public Editor  

 

Arts  

Books  

Movies  

Theater  

Travel  

NYC Guide  

Dining & Wine  

Home & Garden  

Fashion & Style  

Crossword/Games  

Cartoons  

Magazine  

Week in Review  

Multimedia/Photos  

Learning Network  

 

Archive  

Classifieds  

College  

Personals  

White Papers  

Theater Tickets  

NYT Store  

NYT Mobile  

About NYTDigital  

Jobs at NYTDigital  

Online Media Kit  

 

Your Profile  

E-Mail Preferences  

News Tracker  

Purchase History  

Site Help  

Privacy Policy  

 

Get Home Delivery  

Customer Care  

Electronic Edition  

Media Kit  

Community Affairs  
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Result HTML term 
DOCTYPE(1,419) [html(1,419) [head(1,2) [title(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]],body(1,417) [table(1,6) 
[tbody(1,6) [tr(1,3) [V17(1,1),td(1,1) [img(1,1)],V17(1,1)],tr(1,3) [td(1,3) [font(1,2) 
[CDATA(1,2)],font(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]],table(1,411) [tbody(1,411) [tr(1,84) [td(1,77) 
[table(1,77) [tbody(1,77) [tr(1,0) [td(1,0) [br(1,0)]],tr(3,3) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)],br(1,0)]],V16(2,19),tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [br(1,0),font(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)],br(3,0)]],V16(4,41),tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0)]],tr(1,0) [td(1,0) 
[br(2,0)]],tr(1,12) [td(1,12) [V14(4,12),br(4,0)]]]]],td(1,7) [form(1,7) [table(1,7) [tbody(1,7) 
[tr(1,5) [V13(2,2),td(1,2) [table(1,2) [tbody(1,2) [tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [font(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]]],tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]],V13(1,1)],tr(1,2) [td(1,2) 
[table(1,2) [tbody(1,2) [tr(1,2) [td(1,1) [input(1,1)],td(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]]]]]]]]],tr(1,311) 
[td(1,1) [img(1,1)],td(1,219) [table(1,58) [tbody(1,58) [tr(1,58) [td(1,37) [V12(1,9),font(1,2) 
[V1(2,2)],br(1,0),font(1,3) [V1(2,3)],br(2,0),V12(1,16),V11(1,7)],td(1,21) [a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)],br(1,0),a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),div(1,2) [font(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]],font(1,4) 
[CDATA(1,4)],font(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],br(2,0),a(1,1) [font(1,1) [strong(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]],br(1,0),a(1,2) [strong(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)],br(2,0)],a(1,1) [font(1,1) [strong(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]],br(1,0),a(1,2) [strong(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)],br(2,0)],a(1,1) [font(1,1) [strong(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]],br(1,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) [strong(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]],br(1,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[strong(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]],br(1,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) [strong(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]]],br(2,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],br(2,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]],br(1,0)]]]],br(1,0),table(1,8) [tbody(1,8) [tr(1,8) [V9(4,8)]]],br(1,0),table(1,0) 
[tbody(1,0) [tr(1,0) [td(1,0) [br(1,0)]]]],br(1,0),table(1,153) [tbody(1,153) [tr(1,153) [td(1,77) 
[V8(10,77)],td(3,0) [br(1,0)],td(1,76) [V8(10,76)]]]]],td(1,91) [V6(1,7),a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)],br(1,0),div_epromoBox(1,5) [div_epromoText(1,5) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),a(1,1) 
[img(1,1)],CDATA(1,1),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],CDATA(1,1)]],V6(3,22),div_mostEmailedBox(1,12) 
[table(1,12) [tbody(1,12) [tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]],V5(6,11)]]],table(1,13) 
[tbody(1,13) [tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]],tr(1,12) [td(1,12) [table(1,12) [tbody(1,12) 
[tr(1,2) [td(1,2) [p(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]]],V4(3,7),tr(1,3) [td(1,3) [a(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0),CDATA(1,2)]]]]]]]],br(1,0),div_epromoBox(1,21) 
[img(1,1),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V3(1,3),br(2,0),V
3(1,1),br(1,0),V3(1,1)],a(1,1) [img(1,1)],V6(1,9)]],tr(1,16) [td(1,16) [table(1,16) [tbody(1,16) 
[tr(1,7) [td(1,7) [br(1,0),table(1,7) [tbody(1,7) [tr(1,7) [td(1,1) [img(1,1)],td(1,6) [p(1,6) 
[V2(3,6)]]]]],br(2,0)]],tr(1,9) [td(1,9) [V1(1,2),br(2,0),V1(1,2),a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(2,0),font(1,4) 
[font(1,2) [V1(2,2)],a(1,1) [font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],font(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 

Variable environment 
Syntax = (Variabel, Value)  
(V1, [a(2,2) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V2, [a(1,1) [font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V3, [font(1,3) [a(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)],CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V4, [tr(3,7) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],td(1,2) [a(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]]]]) 
(V5, [tr(6,11) [td(1,2) [div_headline(1,2) [a(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]]]]]) 
(V6, [div_epromoBox(1,7) [div_epromoText(1,7) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),strong(1,1) [a(1,1)  
   [CDATA(1,1)]],br(1,0),CDATA(1,3),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0)]]]) 
(V7, [br(2,0),a(1,3) [CDATA(1,3)]]) 
(V8, [a(1,1) [font(1,1) [strong(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]],V7(3,8),br(2,0)]) 
(V9, [td(4,8) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),font(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(3,1)]]]]) 
(V10, [br(1,0),font(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V11, [a(1,2) [font(1,2) [strong(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]]],V10(2,5),br(1,0)]) 
(V12, [V11(1,7),font(1,2) [a(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]],br(1,0)]) 
(V13, [td(2,2) [img(1,1)]]) 
(V14, [br(4,0),a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0),a(1,3) [font(1,3) [CDATA(1,3)]]]) 
(V15, [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],br(1,0)]) 
(V16, [tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [img(1,1),br(1,0)]],tr(1,14) [td(1,14) [V15(14,14)]]]) 
(V17, [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]) 
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8.4.1 Comments 

Recall that a part of the www.nytimes front page was manually object partitioned in section 4.5.3 (p. 

47). The result was two partitions. One partition P1 with four article summary objects and one 

partition P2 with two link objects. The proposed object partitioning algorithm does not locate the 

desired partitions in respect to this part of the front page very well. The partition P2 is not identified at 

all due to the fact that its objects are considered as visually insignificant. The four article summaries in 

P1 are only partly recognized in OP1, OP10, OP11 and OP12. The main reason is diversity between the 

article summaries due to missing elements. In particular, only two of the article summaries contain a 

list of links to more information. These lists of links manifest themselves structurally as whole trees in 

the forest (the sequence of HTML terms) that encodes these two article summaries (section 4.5.3). The 

missing element problem is therefore a missing root element problem and this kind of diversity is not 

addressed by my solution (section 4.9.1, p. 68).  

The object partitioning algorithm does not fail entirely to recognize desired partitions on the 

www.nytimes.com front page. The main menus and its components are for instance successfully 

captured by the partitions OP15 and OP16. (There are also other partitions identified that are desirable, 

but they are not displayed above due to space issues.) Recall that the desired partitioning of one of the 

main menus was presented in section 3.3.6. The result was one partition P3 with 15 link objects. All 

these 15 link objects are included in OP15 under the meta-header HTML sub-term position: 

ε.2.3.1.1.1.1.1.12.1 (15 objects). The partition OP15 also contains several other link objects. These 

objects correspond to the links in the other main menus, as desired. A partition with the main menus in 

their entirety is not pointed out in section 3.3.6 due to the fact that only one of the main menus are 

displayed and partitioned. Recall that a partition must contain at least two objects, so one menu alone 

is not sufficient to create a partition. However, there are 6 such main menus. The partition OP16 

captures these 6 main menus correctly.  

Note that the overlapping between OP15 and OP16 are desired (section 3.3.7, p. 25) and the relation 

between objects in the two partitions is known since it can be deduced from the resulting HTML term, 

the variable environment and the underlying HTML document. The above implicit displays this 

relation since the process of selecting what should be displayed requires knowledge about the position 

of each HTML object to be displayed. 
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8.5 www.komplett.no front page part 

Only one partition of 11 result partitions are displayed due to space issues, as stated.

Object partitions  

Partition ID: 7 (10 objects) 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.2.1.1.7.1.1 (2 objects) 

NEC DVD recorder ND-3520A IDE  

Sort IDE Brenner med svært høy ytelse fra NEC!  

          kr 495,- 

Zboard Gaming Keyboard  

Kanskje det beste gaming keyboardet som finnes. 

          kr 495,- 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.2.1.1.7.1.2 (2 objects) 

Medion GPS Bilnavigasjon  

Les test på Dinside.no. 

          kr 3.995,- 

Maxtor DiamondMax 10 200GB IDE  

Mye disk for pengene, 7200RPM ATA/100. 

          kr 840,- 

Object partitioning 
Parameter information 

HTML object similarity  
Term Distance: 20.0 %  

HTML piece demands 
Min. CDATA length: 3 characters 
Min. IMG (height, width): (6,6) pixels 

Weighted maximal repeating substring  
Visual significance level: 41 % 
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HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.2.1.1.7.1.3 (2 objects) 

TwinMOS USB2.0 Mobile Disk III 1024 MB  

Perfekt for transport av data. 

          kr 699,- 

Eizo 17" LCD FlexScan L550K Sort  

Terningkast 6 i VG 2/1-2005! 

          kr 2.795,- 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.2.1.1.7.1.4 (2 objects) 

IBM ThinkPad R50e  

Svært prisgunstig bærbar PC fra velkjente IBM. 

          kr 7.690,- 

CNet Wireless G Router/PCI kit  

pakke med trådløs router og PCI-kort. 

          kr 895,- 

HTML sub-term position: ε.2.3.1.1.1.2.1.1.7.1.5 (2 objects) 

Corsair Value S PC3200 DDR-DIMM 1024MB  

Kit med 2 stk. value select brikker på 512MB. 

          kr 1.425,- 

MSI K8N NEO Platinum Edition S754  

Les hva våre kunder skriver om dette kortet! 

          kr 925,- 
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8.5.1 Comments 

Section 3.5.1 (p. 30, figure 3.7) displays the desired object partitioning of a part of the 

www.komplett.no front page, that is, one partition P1 with 6 computer part sales information objects. 

All these objects and four more are identified and arranged into partition OP7. The desired partition P1 

lacks these last four objects because they are not displayed in the part being partitioned. The object 

partitioning algorithm therefore performs very well. 

 

Result HTML term 
DOCTYPE(1,482) [html(1,482) [head(1,275) [title(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],style(1,274) 
[CDATA(1,274)]],body(1,207) [div_skipnav(1,3) [CDATA(1,1),V2(2,2)],div_header(1,12) [table(1,12) 
[tbody(1,12) [tr(1,12) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],td(1,6) [form(1,2) [label(1,2) 
[V10(2,2)]],br(1,0),font(1,4) [strong(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],V2(2,2),CDATA(1,1)]],td(1,5) 
[table(1,5) [tbody(1,5) [tr(1,5) [td(1,5) [div(1,5) [img(1,1),a(1,1) [strong(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)]],V2(3,3)]]]]]]]]]],div_content(1,192) [table(1,179) [tbody(1,179) [tr(1,179) 
[td(1,47) [div_leftcolumn(1,47) [div_browser(1,46) [h1(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],ul(1,45) 
[V4(45,45)]],div(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]],td(1,103) [div_centercolumn(1,103) [div_main(1,103) 
[div_topbanner(1,3) [table(1,3) [tbody(1,3) [tr(1,3) [V1(3,3)]]]],div_welcomebar(1,5) [p(1,5) 
[V9(2,5)]],div_portlets(1,25) [table(1,25) [tbody(1,25) [tr(1,25) [V8(2,25)]]]],br(1,0),center(1,6) 
[table(1,6) [tbody(1,6) [tr(1,6) [V7(3,6)]]]],br(1,0),table(1,64) [tbody(1,64) [tr(5,64) 
[V6(2,14)]]]]]],td(1,29) [div_rightcolumn(1,29) [V5(1,5),div_node(1,2) [h1(1,1) 
[CDATA(1,1)],a(1,1) [img(1,1)],br(1,0)],V5(2,22)]]]]],div_footer(1,13) [table(1,13) [tbody(1,13) 
[tr(1,13) [td(1,13) [div(1,13) [table(1,11) [tbody(1,11) [tr(1,10) [td(1,4) [table(1,4) [tbody(1,4) 
[tr(1,4) [td(2,4) [V3(1,1),br(1,0),V3(1,1)]]]]],td(1,4) [V2(3,3),br(1,0),V2(1,1)],td(1,2) [table(1,2) 
[tbody(1,2) [tr(1,2) [V1(2,2)]]]]],tr(1,1) [td(1,1) [div(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]]]],p(1,2) [a(1,2) 
[CDATA(1,2)]]]]]]]]]]]] 

Variable environment 
Syntax = (Variabel, Value)  
 
(V1, [td(2,2) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]]) 
(V2, [a(3,3) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V3, [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]]) 
(V4, [li(7,11) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]) 
(V5, [div_node(1,5) [h1(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)],ul(1,4) [V4(4,4)]]]) 
(V6, [td(2,14) [div_productbox(1,7) [table(1,7) [tbody(1,7) [tr(1,7) [td(1,1) [a(1,1)  
   [img(1,1)]],td(1,6) [h1(1,2) [a(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)]],p(1,2) [CDATA(1,2)],br(1,0),form(1,1)  
   [input(1,1)],span_price(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]]) 
(V7, [td(3,6) [h3(1,1) [a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]],p(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]]) 
(V8, [td(2,25) [div_portletbox(1,14) [table(1,14) [tbody(1,14) [tr(1,14) [td(1,14) [table(1,14)  
   [tbody(1,14) [tr(1,14) [td(1,1) [a(1,1) [img(1,1)]],td(1,13) [img(1,1),h1(1,2) [a(1,2)  
   [CDATA(1,2)]],p(1,8) [CDATA(1,8)],br(1,0),form(1,1) [input(1,1)],span_price(1,1)  
   [CDATA(1,1)]]]]]]]]]]]]) 
(V9, [CDATA(1,1),a(1,1) [CDATA(1,1)]]) 
(V10, [input(2,2)]) 
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9 Conclusion 

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 9.1 summaries the main contributions in the thesis. 

Section 9.2 addresses some aspects of the work that can be criticized and section 9.3 briefly describes 

some suggestions to further work. 

 

9.1 Contributions 

The end result of this thesis is an algorithm which solves the object partitioning problem and its 

implementation. (In brief, the key idea of object partitioning is to capture a small fraction of what we 

humans do when we read and interpret visual information from web pages. That is, to organize related 

pieces of information into objects, and group similar kinds of objects into partitions.)  

The development of this algorithm is the sum of several important intermediate results. In brief, the 

most important intermediate results are: 

 A thorough analysis of a visual partitioning concept, that I have called object partitioning.  

 The development of a structural counterpart to object partitioning. In particular, a thorough 

analysis of the relation between HTML documents and their visual appearance is a main part of 

this development. 

 The development of a term language, called the HTML term language, and a sophisticated 

function that converts HTML documents into that language and in that process removes all but 

the visually significant information in respect to object partitioning.  

 A further development and adaptation of the top-down distance (TD) measure (a restricted 

version of tree edit distance) to the HTML term language. In brief, the top-down distance 

provides a metric measure of how different two HTML terms is and it can be used to allow a 

specified amount of diversity between “equal” HTML terms. It handles structural diversity 

between similar objects. 

 The development of a concept I have called a maximal repeating weighted substring (MRWS). 

It is an generalization and a further development of the concept of a maximal repeating 

substring presented in the HearSay article [11]. In the big picture it can be used to identify 

similar objects. 

 The development of a framework for parsing and outputting of HTML documents in Haskell 

based on the two Haskell libraries. In particular, my contribution was the development of a link 

between these two libraries. 
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Two domain constraints were introduced to accomplish my main aim.  

 The first was the restriction that web pages were assumed to exhibit consistency in presentation 

style and spatial locality. The spatial locality however is still to be exploited in a good way. The 

next sections address this.  

 The second was the restriction that web pages exhibits consistency in encoding style. In brief 

this assumes that parts of a web page with similar appearing also are encoded in much the same 

way.  

The proposed object partitioning algorithm applies well to 10 real-life web pages, so I conclude that I 

have accomplished the main aim of this thesis successfully, but there are also some improvements that 

can be done and some criticisms deserve mentioning in hindsight. The next sections address both.  

 

9.2 Critique 

There are three main aspects of this thesis that can be criticized. Note however, that the three aspects 

are partly the result of a limited time frame for my work. The three aspects to be criticized are: 

 The spatial locality observation is not exploited: The result of not utilizing this observation is 

some partitions with unwanted objects. In particular, certain identified partitions should rather 

be identified as two or more unique partitions based on spatial locality between objects. The 

further work section indicates one way to exploit spatial locality. 

 No formal results about the proposed algorithm are addressed: I have not investigated formal 

properties of the object partitioning problem modeling and solution. Neither have I been able to 

focus on creating an efficient solution. Looking into the formal properties can give new 

important knowledge and consequently contribute to further development. In particular, 

investigating whether the algorithmic solution conforms to the object overlapping demands 

should have been done (section 3.3.7). Without pursuing this any further, I, however, strongly 

believe that the proposed solution does that to some extend. Addressing efficiency is also 

important to do since only a few seconds of delay is acceptable in an interactive setting such as 

web browsing. Specially, an efficient algorithm for the maximal repeating weighted substring 

problem should be developed, as this is where efficiency is critical. 

 No systematic selection of example pages or validation of results based on statistics is done: 

The four example pages used extensively throughout the entire thesis are selected quite 

randomly. I should have more clearly defined the application domain and from that domain 

selected two representative sets of web pages. Further, I should have used one of the sets as a 
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test set and the other as a validation set. Last, I should have used statistical methods to measure 

the success of my approach based on these two sets.  

Further work should address these critiques. 

 

9.3 Further work 

There are several improvements and further developments that can be done. Some suggestions are: 

 Handling of diversity between similar HTML objects due to missing root elements because it 

would contribute to make the object partitioning algorithm more robust. 

 Assigning weights to HTML terms based on rendering information would yield a much better 

implementation of the visual significance demand. 

 Analyse the running time of the proposed algorithmic solution. Following my gut feeling I 

believe that the object partitioning algorithm has running time O(n4). 

 Use of spatial locality should be addressed in further work. A suggestion to how spatial locality 

can be utilized follows. The maximal repeating weighted substring (MRWS) algorithm is used 

to identify HTML objects, meaning that an MRWS instance basically is an HTML object. All 

MRWS found in the same child sequence are similar HTML objects that exhibits spatial 

locality, simply because they are siblings. However the problem arises when the variable 

environment indirectly merges partitions by returning an already bound variable. Assuming that 

rendering information are available, my suggestion is to change the lookup variable function to 

exploit the positioning information (given by the rendering) so that a bound variable only is 

returned if (as before) it is a placeholder for an partition with similar objects and in addition the 

smallest visually distance between any objects in the merged partition is within some threshold 

value.  

 An interesting thing to do would be to combine my approach with other approaches taken in a 

general manner, so that each approach could cover the weakness of another. As the related work 

chapter (chapter 6) revealed, there are several other approaches to similar problems and among 

these I found the work of Embley et al. [8] very interesting. Their focus lies on what separates 

objects and not the objects themselves.  In a macro view this approach can be though of as an 

inverse approach of mine and it might contain additional important information that can 

contribute to an even better solution to the object partitioning problem. In particular, one could 

for instance use both approaches and then verify the two results against each. A suggestion is to 

add a confidence level reflecting overlapping results. That is, the more overlap the more 
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confidence we have in that the identified material actually is an object. Then one could throw 

away objects with low confidence because they are likely to be junk. 

 The object partitioning problem forms the basis of several interesting problems. The first 

chapter introduced three problems (web page merging, efficient audio browsing, and selective 

content extraction of web pages) where the bottleneck was the mining of objects and partitions. 

Further work related to this thesis is therefore also to solve these specific problems. 
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Appendix 

A OBJECT PARTITIONING OF 10 REAL-LIFE WEB PAGES  
 

A printed version of this appendix would yield 203 printed (A4) pages. Appendix B is therefore not 

enclosed this document, but available on http://folk.uio.no/erlinh/html or upon request to 

erlinh@ifi.uio.no. 

 



 

 

 



Appendix 

B OBJECT PARTITIONING OF 10 REAL-LIFE WEB PAGES  
 

B.1. Main (top level functions) 

B.2. Object partitioning algorithm 

B.3. Maximal repeating weighted substring algorithm 

B.4. Top-down distance algorithm 

B.5. MakeHxtToWash algorithm 

 



B.1. Main (top level functions) 

 



module Main where

−− HTML parsing imports
import Text.XML.HXT.Parser.MainFunctions
import Text.XML.HXT.DOM.XmlTree 
import HxtToWash

−− Standard Haskell lib imports
import Directory

−− Object partitioning library
import Partitioning

−− Arguments to the HXT HTML parser
parse_args fileName = [ (a_source, fileName), (a_parse_html," 1")

      , (a_validate,       " 0"), (a_encoding, isoLatin1)
      , (a_issue_warnings, " 0"), (a_output_encoding, isoLatin1)
      , (a_show_tree,      " 1"), (a_output_xml,     " 1")
      , (a_preserve_comment, " 1"), (a_show_haskell,   " 0")
      , (a_remove_whitespace, " 1"), (a_issue_errors, " 0")
      ]

−− Object partitioning all HTML documents in ./html/*.htm[l]
obj_part_all = do

       dir <− getCurrentDirectory
       l <− getDirectoryContents (dir ++ " /html")
       mapM (obj_part_one ) (filter isHTML l) 
       mapM (obj_part_one’) (filter isHTML l) 
       setCurrentDirectory dir

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Object partitioning one file with path ./html/(filename.htm)
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Output html version of the object partitioning
obj_part_one  fileName = part’ (run_html)  (fileName) (" PA_" ++ (rmEnd fileName)
) " .htm"

−− Output debug version of the object partitioning
obj_part_one’ fileName = part’ (run)       (fileName) (" PA_" ++ (rmEnd fileName)
) " .debug"

−− Other sub functions
rmEnd fileName = reverse $  tail $ dropWhile (/=’.’) (reverse fileName)
part’ f fName out fT = do

       putStr(fName ++ " : ")
       dir <− getCurrentDirectory
       putStr(" .")
       setCurrentDirectory (dir ++ " /html")
       putStr(" .")
       (root, errs, rc) <− getXmlDocument (parse_args fName) fNa

me
       putStr(" .P")
       (newRes, newErr) <− putXmlDocument (parse_args fName) (ou

t++" .tree") root
       putStr(" P..")
       if length out < 2 then

  putStr(((f) (convert root)))
  else do 
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       putStr(" ..F")
       writeFile (out++fT) (f (convert root))
       putStr(" P..")

       setCurrentDirectory dir
       putStr(" ..")
       putStr(" Processing Done\n")

isHTML str = (" htm"  == reverse ( take 3 (reverse str)) && " PA" /= take 2 str) |
|

     (" html" == reverse ( take 4 (reverse str)) && " PA" /= take 2 str)
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B.2. Object partitioning algorithm 

 

 



module  Partitioning where

import  HTMLTypedBase hiding (CDATA,show_html)
import  List hiding (partition)          −− getType uses; Find
import  Char

−− Imports that is a part of the Partitioning scheme
import  TD       −− Top−down distance (Restricted Tree Edit Distance)
import  MRWS     −− Maximal Repeation Sub−String    

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Definition of variable environment types 
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

data  Enviroment  = E [ (Int, [ Term] )]    −− Partition enviroment
   deriving (Eq)

instance  Show Enviroment where
    show (E p) = "\nEnviroment: \n\nPartition: " ++ show p

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Definition of the HTML term language
−− and HTML term equality
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

data  Term = T { rep’   ::  Int      −− Num of successive repetitions 
      , size’  ::  Int  
      , descr’ ::  String
      , tl’    ::  [ Term]    −− concatenation of children
      }
  | V { id’    ::  Int  −− Type identification
      , rep’   ::  Int  −− Num of successive repetitions 
      , size’  ::  Int  −− Total size including repetitions
      , span’  ::  Int  −− Total spanning including repetitions
      } 

instance  Eq Term where
    (==) c@(T _ _ _ _) c’@(T _ _ _ _ ) = c === c’
    (==) (V i _ _ _  ) (V i’ _ _ _   ) = i == i’
    (==)  _           _            = False 

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
instance  Show Term where
    show (T   r s d tl) = "C " ++ show r ++ " " ++ show s ++ " " ++ show d ++ " ["
 ++ 

  if  tl /= []  
  then  (init(concatMap (\x−>show x++",") tl) ++ "]") 
  else  "]"

    show (V i r s  p  ) = "P " ++ show i ++ " " ++ show r ++ " " ++ show s ++ " " 
++ show p 
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−− is_Term functions
is_term, is_atomic_term, is_var :: Term −> Bool
is_term (T _ _ _ _) = True
is_term _           = False
is_atomic_term (T _ _ _ [] ) = True
is_atomic_term  _           = False
is_var (V _ _ _ _) = True
is_var _           = False
is_leaf t = is_var t || is_atomic_term t

  
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Definition of result tree nodes
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

data  Tree = Leaf { html’     ::  HTML
 , type’     ::  Term
 }

  | Node { html’      ::  HTML
 , partDescr’ ::  [ PartDescr]
 , type’      ::  Term
 , children’  ::  [ Tree]
 , debugInfo’ ::  [ String]
 }

data  HTML = HTML    { tag’     ::  String
    , attrs’   ::  [ ATTR_]
    }

  | EMPTY   { tag’     ::  String
    , attrs’   ::  [ ATTR_]
    }

  | CDATA   { cdata’   ::  String   }
  | COMMENT { comment’ ::  String   }
  | DOCTYPE { doctype’ ::  [ String]  }

data  PartDescr = D { posList’ ::  [ (Int,Int)]
   , partId’  ::  Int
   }
 deriving (Eq)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−−  Show definitions for Result tree data structure
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

instance  Show HTML where  
    show h@(HTML  t a) = "<== <"  ++ take 5 t ++ ">"
    show h@(EMPTY t a) = "<== <"  ++ take 5 t ++ ">"
    show h@(CDATA   s) = "<==" ++ show (take 5 s ) 
    show h@(COMMENT s) = "<==" ++ show (take 5 s )
    show h@(DOCTYPE s) = "<==" ++ show (take 5 (concat s) )
    

instance  Show PartDescr where
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    show (D p i) = " id=" ++ show i ++ "  pLst=" ++ show p

  
instance  Show Tree where
    show  a                = s_ a 0

where
s_ (Leaf h t     ) _ = show t ++ "  "  ++ show h 
s_ (Node h p t cl dl) d = let  d’=d+1 in  
       show t ++ "  "  ++ show h ++ 
       ( if  p == []  then  "" else  " \n" ++ tab d’ d ++ " Partitions="++show p)
       ++ " \n" ++ tab d’ d’ ++ " DEBUG INFO:" 
       ++ (concatMap (\x −>" \n" ++ tab (d’+1) d’ ++ x) dl)
       ++ " \n" ++ tab d’ d’ ++ " ["  ++ s_ (head cl) d’ ++ case  cl of  
       {(Leaf h’ t’ :[] ) −>"";(x : xs) −> " \n" ++ showLst’ xs d’  ++ tab d’ 

d’} ++ " ]"
showLst’ lst d = concatMap (\lst −> tab d d    ++ " ," ++ s_ lst d ++ " \n"

) lst
tab  n l = show l ++  take (4 * n ) (repeat ’ ’)   

−− Used by all functions that writes debug information
debug_desc str = let  len = 12 in
    if  length str > len then  take (len−1)  str ++ " : "  
    else  str ++ take (len − length str+1) " :              "

 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− State monad initialization and general state functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

newtype  State_ st a = State_ (st −> (st, a) )

instance  Monad (State_ state) where
    return a = State_ (\state −> (state, a) )
    State_ run >>= action = State_ run’

where  run’ st =
  let  (st’, a)     = run st
      State_ run’’ = action a
  in   run’’ st’

getState :: State_ state state
getState =  State_ (\state −> (state,state))

putState :: state −> State_ state ()
putState new = State_ (\_ −> (new, ()))

runStatM :: State_ state a −> state −> (state, a)
runStatM (State_ f) st = (f st)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− A state monad for ELEMENT_
−−
−− The supplied function f must have the following type:
−−
−−  f :: ELEMENT_ −> [a] −> state −> (state, a)
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

mapElemM :: (ELEMENT_ −> [a]  −> State_ st a) −> ELEMENT_ −> State_ st a
mapElemM f e@(DOCTYPE_ _ el) = do  
    xs <− mapElemM’ f el
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    b  <− f e xs
    return(b)

mapElemM f e@(ELEMENT_ t a el) = do  
    xs <− mapElemM’ f el
    b  <− f e xs
    return (b)

mapElemM f e = do
    b <− f e []
    return (b)

mapElemM’ :: (ELEMENT_ −> [a] −>  State_ st a ) −> [ELEMENT_] −> State_ st [a]
mapElemM’ f   []    = return ( [] )
mapElemM’ f (x : xs) = do
    a <− mapElemM  f x
    r <− mapElemM’ f xs
    return (r ++ [ a]  )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Public top level functions: 
−−
−− run :: ELT DOCUMENT −> STRING or IO () 
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

run, run_html :: ELT DOCUMENT −> String
run    root = run’ show root
run_html    root = run’ toHTML root

run_io, run_html_io :: ELT DOCUMENT −> IO ()
run_io root = run’ (putStrLn . show) root
run_html_io root = run’ (putStrLn . toHTML) root

run’ f root = f (res_tree, res_env)
    where
    (res_env, res_tree) = runStatM partition initEnv
    partition           = mapElemM analyse (unELT root)
    initEnv             = E []

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Parameter value functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Only these nodes are given a size.
content_nodes :: [(String, Int −> Int)] 
content_nodes = [ (" CDATA"  ,\x −> 1 + div x 40)

,(" IMG"    ,\x −> 1)
,(" INPUT"  ,\x −> 1)
]

−− If some of these nodes contains only cdata nodes then
−− they are reduce to cdata nodes themselves
reduce_tags :: [String]
reduce_tags = [ " b", " i", " sub", " sup", " tt", " span" ]
 −− ["big", "small", "font", "pre", "tt"]
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−− Used in ’get_descr’ and in ’filter_node_list’. All elements e
−− where ’get_descr e = exclude’ are totally excluded from further analyse
exclude = "EXCLUDE"

−− Used in the ’===’ function. If A and B are two NTrees then
−− A === B is True if the difference between A and B divided by 
−− B’s total size is less than the allowed_distance
allowed_distance :: Float
allowed_distance = 0.2

−− Used in the show HTML function. If true a copy of the original
−− document is attached to the output
add_html_doc :: Bool
add_html_doc = False

−− Rules for when CDATA and IMG not are considered visible
−− NB! An other solution is to give them weights zero.
min_cdata_size = 3
min_img_size   = 6

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Environment functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− If part_env contains a description A equal to desc B then return A’s id and 
−− the unchanged enviroment variable part_env else find a fresh unused id I 
−− and assosiate I with B. Update part_env with (I,B) and return the updated 
−− Environment variable together with the fresh id I
get_partition_id :: [Term] −> Enviroment −> (Int, Enviroment)

get_partition_id desc (E env) = (i,E p_)
    where  
    (i, p_)   = maybe freshTerm (\(a,b)−> (a, env))  (find ((==) desc . snd) env
) 
    freshId   = 1 + length env
    freshTerm = (freshId, env ++ [ (freshId, desc)] )

−− Anonymous type constructors
make_composite_type = T
make_partition_type id = V id 1 1 1

−− Anonymous node constructors
make_leaf_node = Leaf
make_internal_node = Node

−− Converts the html contained in ’ELEMENT_’ (WASH) to ’HTML’
convert_html :: ELEMENT_ −> HTML
convert_html (ELEMENT_ t a _  ) = HTML t a
convert_html (EMPTY_   t a    ) = EMPTY t a
convert_html (CDATA_   str    ) = CDATA (trim str)
convert_html (COMMENT_ str    ) = COMMENT str
convert_html (DOCTYPE_ str_l _) = DOCTYPE str_l

−− Removes all leading and trailing withes paces in the string str
trim = reverse.(dropWhile isSpace).reverse.(dropWhile isSpace) 
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−− Returns a description for a HTML element
−−get_desc :: HTML −> String
get_desc html_elem children = 
    case  lookup descr map_list of

Nothing    −> if  length children == 0 || keep_children == []  
      then  exclude  −− Non−content leaf node or internal 
                    −− node with only exclude children
      else  descr    −− Internal node with content children.

Just new_d −> new_d
    where
    keep_children = filter (exclude/=) (map (descr’.type’) children)
    descr = get_desc’ html_elem
    get_desc’ (HTML    t a) = t
    get_desc’ (EMPTY   t a) = t
    get_desc’ (CDATA   str) = "CDATA"
    get_desc’ (COMMENT str) = "COMMENT"
    get_desc’ (DOCTYPE sl ) = "DOCTYPE"
    att_list = map (\x−>(attr_name x, attr_value x)) (attrs’ html_elem)
    toInt s  = if  all isDigit (trim s) 

       then  foldr (\(a,e) b −> b + a * 10^e) 
0 (zip (reverse $ map digitToInt (trim s)) [ 0,1..] )

  
       else  min_img_size + 1

    map_list = [ ("COMMENT"  , exclude)
       ,("script"   , exclude)
       ,("option"   , exclude)
       ,("optiongrp", exclude)
       ,("script"   , exclude)
       ,("applet"   , exclude)
       ,("object"   , exclude)
       ,("iframe"   , exclude)
       ,("frame"    , exclude)
       ,("frameset" , exclude)
       ,("col"      , exclude)
       ,("basefont" , exclude)
       ,("area"     , exclude)
       ,("div"      ,(case  (lookup "class" att_list,keep_children==[] ) of  

      (_         , True) −> exclude
      (Nothing   ,_    ) −> "div" 
      (Just a_val,_    ) −> "div_" ++ a_val
     )

)
       ,("span"      ,(case  (lookup "class" att_list,keep_children==[] ) of

 
       (_         , True) −> exclude
       (Nothing   ,_    ) −> "span" 
       (Just a_val,_    ) −> "span_" ++ a_val
      )

)
       ,("input"    ,(case  lookup "type" att_list of  

      {Nothing −> "input";
       Just a_val −> if  map toLower a_val == "hidden" 
                     then  exclude else  "input"}
     )

)
       ,("CDATA"    ,(let  (CDATA s) = html_elem in  

      if  length s < min_cdata_size then  exclude else  "C
DATA"

     )
)

       ,("img"      ,(case  (lookup "height" att_list, lookup "with" att_lis
t) of
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      (Just h, Just w   ) −> if  toInt h < min_img_size |
| 

                                toInt w < min_img_size
                             then  exclude else  " img" 
      (Just h, _        ) −> if  toInt h >= min_img_size 
                             then  " img" else  exclude 
      ( _    , Just w   ) −> if  toInt w >= min_img_size 

                                                     then  " img" else  exclude
      ( _    , _        ) −> " img"
     )

)
       ,(" br"       , " br")
       ]

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Analyzing types and building result tree with type Tree
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

analyse :: ELEMENT_ −> [Tree] −> State_ Enviroment Tree
analyse element cl =
    do
    env <− getState  
    let  children_types = filter_node_list (map type’ cl)

(type_list, partDescr, newEnv, debug) =    
    analyse_type_list children_types env   
size_  = if  length cl < 1 

 then  content_node_size html_ desc_
 else  sum (map size’ type_list)

type_  = make_composite_type 1 size_ desc_ type_list
node_  = if  length cl < 1 

 then  make_leaf_node html_ type_
 else  make_internal_node html_ partDescr type_ cl debug

html_    = convert_html element
desc_    = get_desc html_ cl 
in  do  putState newEnv
      return node_

content_node_size :: HTML −> String −> Int
content_node_size html descr = 
    case  (html,lookup (map toUpper descr) content_nodes) of
         (CDATA str, Just f )  −> f (length str)
         ( _       , Just f )  −> f 0

 ( _       , Nothing)  −> 0

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Reduce types and remove exclude nodes
−− (b|i|...) [cdata] => cdata
−− (exclude) => ..
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

filter_node_list nl = [ reduce x | x <− nl, descr’ x /= exclude ]
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reduce n@(T _ _ d tl) = 
    if  elem d reduce_tags && only_cdata tl 
     then  T 1 1 " CDATA" []
    else  n{tl’ = map reduce tl }
reduce n = n

only_cdata :: [Term] −> Bool
only_cdata  []      = True
only_cdata  (t : ts) = 
    is_cdata t && 
    if  ts == []  then  True else  is_cdata (last ts) && 
    all (\v −> is_merge_tag v || is_cdata v) ls  

where  ls = take (length ts − 1) ts
      is_merge_tag a = 

  (is_term a && tl’ a == [] ) ||
          (is_atomic_term a && descr’ a == " br")
      is_cdata a = (is_atomic_term a && descr’ a == " CDATA")
    
  

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Analyse the children?s type list
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

analyse_type_list :: [Term] −> Enviroment −> ([Term], [PartDescr], Enviroment, [
String])
analyse_type_list tl env =  analyse_type_list’ tl env []  []  0
    where
    analyse_type_list’ tl_0 env_0 descr_list debug pass = 

if  stl_length == 0 
then  (tl_1, descr_list, env_0, debug)
else  analyse_type_list’ tl_2 env_1 part_descr d_7 (pass+1)
    where
    tl_1              = mergeAdjNodes tl_0
    (rep,stl,pl_0,d_3)= maxRepSubStr tl_1 d_0
    (stl_id,env_1)    = get_partition_id stl env_0 
    stl_length        = length stl
    (pl_1,d_4)        = update pl_0 stl tl_1 d_3
    replace_type      = make_partition_type stl_id  
    tl_2              = replace tl_1 pl_0 stl_length replace_type
    part_descr        = descr_list ++ [ D pl_1 stl_id ]
    d_0               = debug ++ [ " PASS NUMBER = " ++ show pass ]   ++ 

[ debug_desc " Org" ++ show tl_0 ]  ++
[ debug_desc " MeregeAdj" ++ show tl_1 ]

    d_7               = d_4 ++ 
[ debug_desc " MaxRepSub" ++ " Rep="  ++ show rep ++

 
 "  Stl=" ++ show stl ]  ++ 
[ debug_desc " PosLst: "++" Org= "++show pl_0++"  Upd= "

++show pl_1 ] ++ 
[ debug_desc " Partition" ++ show replace_type ]  ++ 
[ debug_desc " Repl_TLst" ++ show tl_2 ]  ++ [ "" ]  

replace :: [Term] −> [Int] −> Int −> Term −> [Term]
replace tLst placeLst len replace_type = replace’ tLst placeLst 0
    where
    replace’ tL (x : xs) p = h ++ (f (take len t)) ++ 
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   (replace’ (drop len t) xs (x+len))
    −− Cut point = + index position given relativ to original list
    −−             − first new list element position in original list

where  (h, t) = splitAt (x−p) tL
    replace’ tL []  _ = tL 
    −− Single successive nodes has been merged so we need to update the rep’, si
ze’ and span’ fields
    f  [ t ]   = [ replace_type{size’ = size’ t, rep’ = rep’ t, span’ = span [ t ] } ]  −
− Single
    f  ts   = [ replace_type{size’ = sum $ map size’ ts    , span’ = span ts } ]  −
− Sequence
    −− Calculate spanning of node
    span tl = sum $ map (\x −>if  is_var x then  span’ x else  rep’ x) tl

   
update :: [Int] −> [Term] −> [Term] −> [String] −> ([(Int,Int)], [String])
update pl_0 stl tl d_0 = 
    if  stl_length == 1 && (not $ only_cdata stl)
    then  (pl_3, d_1)
    else  (pl_1, d_0)

where
d_1 = d_0 ++ [ debug_desc " mPlaceLst" ++ show pl_3 ]
      ++ [ debug_desc " Orginal2" ++ show pl_1 ]
pl_1 = positionMap calcSpan pl_0 stl_length tl
pl_2 = concatMap (\(i,l) −> take l [ i.. ] ) pl_1
pl_3 = zip pl_2 [ 1,1.. ]  −− Remember that stl_length == 1 if pl_3 is retu

rned
calcSpan x  = if  is_var x then  span’ x else  rep’ x
stl_length = length stl

positionMap :: (a −> Int) −>  [Int] −> Int −> [a] −> [(Int,Int)] 
positionMap f pLst len tLst = update’ tLst pLst 0 0
    where
    update’ tL@(x : xs) pL@(y : ys) pos curr = 

if  y == curr 
then  (pos, len’ tL) : update’ xs ys (pos + f x) (curr+1)
else  update’ xs pL (pos + f x) (curr+1)

    update’ _ _ _ _ = []
    len’ tL = sum $ map f (take len tL)

−− Remove successive equal nodes
mergeAdjNodes :: [Term] −> [Term]
mergeAdjNodes l@(x : y : z : xs) = 
    if  only_cdata (x : y : z :[] ) then  mergeAdjNodes 

   (z{ rep’ = (rep’  x) + (rep’  y) + (rep’ z)
     , size’= 1
     } : xs)

    else  mergeAdjNodes’ l 

mergeAdjNodes l@(x : y : xs) = 
    if  only_cdata (x : y :[] ) then  mergeAdjNodes 

   (y{ rep’ = (rep’  y) + (rep’  x)
     , size’= 1
     } : xs)

    else  mergeAdjNodes’ l 

mergeAdjNodes rest     = rest

mergeAdjNodes’ (x : y : xs) = 
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    case  (x == y, is_var y) of

     (True, True)  −> mergeAdjNodes (x{ rep’ = (rep’  y) + (rep’  x)
      , size’= (size’ y) + (size’ x)
      , span’= (span’ y) + (span’ x)
      } : xs)

     (True,  _  ) −> mergeAdjNodes (x{ rep’ = (rep’  y) + (rep’  x)
      ,size’= (size’ y) + (size’ x)
      } : xs)

     otherwise     −> x : mergeAdjNodes (y : xs)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Makes Term a instance of SList which implements the 
−− maximal repeating substring
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

instance  SList Term where

     size_ a = size’ a

     −− Rep is only used by SList when ’a’ is a single element. 
     rep_  a     

 | is_atomic_term a && (descr’ a == " CDATA") = 1
−− If ’a’ is not a partition we can safely select this single element
−− as a maxRepSub string if the selected element of course fulfill the
−− maximal repeating substring demands.
 | otherwise = rep’ a

       
     −− This ensures two things:

−− * A partition alone can not be identified as a 
−−   partition/maxRepSubStr which would lead to an infinite loop once 
−−   a partition alone fulfill the maximal repeating substring demands.
−− * Makes sure that something visual or weighted is added to a partitio

n
−−   I.e. we want to avoid: [P1,BR, P1,BR] −> [P2,P2], P2 = [P1,BR]  

     added_size_ t = sum $ snd $ mapAccumL added_size []  (concatMap sized_leafs 
t)

 where
 sized_leafs t = 
     if  is_leaf t then  if  size’ t > 0 then  [ t ]  else  []  
     else  concatMap sized_leafs (tl’ t)
 added_size l t = 
     if  t ‘elem‘  l then  (l  , 0) else
     if  is_var   t then  (t : l, 1) else  (l, 2)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Makes Term a instance of NTree which implements the 
−− restricted tree edit distance measure
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

instance  NTree Term where

    −− get all children of type−tree ’t’
    get_children t = if  is_term t then  tl’ t else  []
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    −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    −− Edit cost functions:
    −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−     

    −− Delete cost
    delete_cost sub_tree = node_size sub_tree

    −− Insert cost
    insert_cost sub_tree = node_size sub_tree

    −− Replace cost   
    replace_cost t1 t2 = 

if  is_var t1 && is_var t2 && id’ t1 == id’ t2 then  0 else  
if  is_var t1 || is_var t2 then  tree_size t1 t2 else  
if  descr’  t1 == descr’  t2 then  0 else  (1/0)

−− A node has size 1 except from partition nodes
−− that have size like their actual size.
node_size :: Term −> Float
node_size (V _ _ size _) = (1/0)−− fromIntegral size
node_size  _             = 1

−− Returns the maximal difference between t1 and t2. Meaning;
−− Delete all t1 nodes and Insert all t2 nodes.
tree_size :: Term −> Term −> Float
tree_size t1 t2 = tree_size’ t1 + tree_size’ t2
    where
    tree_size’ n = case  is_term n of

True  −> 1 + (sum $ map tree_size’ (tl’ n))
False −> node_size n

(===) ::  Term −> Term −> Bool
(===) t1 t2 = let  (r,d) =  eq’ t1 t2 in  r

eq’ t1 t2 = (diff/max_diff <= threshold, debug)
    where
    diff      = rted t1 t2
    max_diff  = tree_size t1 t2
    threshold = allowed_distance
    debug     = "EQ(t1,t2) = " ++ show (diff/max_diff <= threshold) ++ 

", Max_diff = " ++ show max_diff ++ ", Diff = " ++ show diff ++
", Threshold = " ++ show threshold ++ ", % = " ++ show (diff/max_diff)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− generate HTML functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

show_doc :: ELT DOCUMENT −> String
show_doc doc = run’ (show_tree . fst) doc

show_attributes :: [ATTR_] −> String
show_attributes atts = concat $ map show_attribute atts
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show_attribute :: ATTR_ −> String
show_attribute a =
  ’ ’ :  attr_name a ++
  case  attr_value a of
    "()" −> ""
    str@(’\"’:_) −> "=" ++  str
    str −> "=\"" ++ str ++ "\""

show_html :: HTML −> [Tree] −> String
show_html (EMPTY tag atts) []  = "<" ++ tag ++ show_attributes atts ++ "/>\n" 
show_html (HTML  tag atts) cl = "<" ++ tag ++ show_attributes atts ++ ">"

       ++ concatMap show_tree cl ++ "</" ++ tag ++ ">\n"
show_html (CDATA str) _ = str
show_html (COMMENT str) _ = "<!−− " ++ str ++ "−−>\n"
show_html (DOCTYPE strs) cl = "<!DOCTYPE" ++ foldr (++) []  (map (’ ’ : ) strs) +
+ ">\n" ++

      "<!−− generated by WASH/HTML 0.9−−>\n" ++ concatMap show
_tree cl

show_tree :: Tree  −> String
show_tree (Leaf h t) = show_html h []
show_tree (Node h p t cl dl) = show_html h cl

 
add_body_content = add_html_content "body" add_html_doc
add_html_content tag add_html_doc add_cl root = 
    add_body_content’ root

where
add_body_content’ n@(Node html _ _ cl _) =
    if  has_tag_name tag html then
       n{children’ = children cl}
    else  n{children’ = map add_body_content’ cl}
add_body_content’ n = n
children cl = (if  add_html_doc then  cl else  [] ) ++ add_cl
has_tag_name t’ (HTML    t _) = t’ == t
has_tag_name t’ (EMPTY   t _) = t’ == t
has_tag_name t’ (DOCTYPE _  ) = t’ == "DOCTYPE"
has_tag_name _   _          = False

toHTML :: (Tree, Enviroment) −> String
toHTML (t, E env) = show_tree html
    where
    html            = add_body_content [ header_table, partition_table, env_table
, res_term]  t
    header_table    = html_table [ partition_header]
    partition_table = html_table $ concatMap (select_partition t) (fst $ unzip e
nv) 
    env_table       = html_table [ html_table_row 

  [  html_format "h2" "Variable enviroment"
  , make_cdata "<code><b>Syntax = (Variabel, Value)</b></co

de> <br>"
  , make_elem_attr "code" [ make_cdata (display e

nv)]
    [ (ATTR_ "style" "font−size: 12px")]
  ]
 ]

    display env     = concatMap (\(a,b) −> "(<i><b>V<sub>" ++ show a ++ "</sub></b><
/i>, [" ++ 
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      (init (concatMap (\t −> show_t t ++ " ,") b)) ++ " ])<br>") en
v
    res_term        = html_table [  html_table_row

      [  html_format " h2" " Result HTML term"
      , make_elem_attr " code" [ make_cdata (show_t $ type’ t) ]
       [ (ATTR_ " style" " font−size: 12px") ]]
      ]

    show_t (T   r s d tl) = d++" <sub>(" ++ show r ++ " ," ++ show s ++ " )</sub>" ++
    ( if  tl /= []  then  "  ["++(init(concatMap (\x −>show_t x

++" ,") tl)++" ]")
    else  "") 

    show_t (V i r s  p  ) = " <i><b>V<sub>"++show i ++" </sub></b></i><sub>("++show r
    ++" ,"++show s ++" )</sub>"
  

    

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Show partitions functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Create a HTML internal node
make_elem :: String −> [Tree] −> Tree
make_elem      tag cl = make_elem_attr tag cl []  
make_elem_attr tag cl attr = 
     Node{ html’ = HTML tag attr

 , children’ = cl
 , partDescr’ = []  
 , type’ = T 0 0 tag []
 , debugInfo’ = [ "" ]
 }

−− Create a HTML CDATA node
make_cdata :: String −> Tree
make_cdata s = Leaf (CDATA s) (T 1 0 " CDATA" [] )

−− Create a HTML table
html_table, html_table_row :: [Tree] −> Tree
html_table        cl  = make_elem " table" cl
html_table_border cl  = (make_elem_attr " table" cl [ (ATTR_ " frame" " border") ] ) 
html_table_cdata   s  = make_elem " tr" [ make_elem " td" [ make_cdata s ]]
html_table_row    cl  = make_elem " tr" [ make_elem " td"  cl ]
html_table_row’    cl = make_elem " tr" [ make_elem_attr " td"  cl [ (ATTR_ " colspan" "
400") ]]
html_table_format f s = html_table_row [ make_elem f [ make_cdata s ]]
html_format       f s = make_elem f [ make_cdata s ]

  
partition_header :: Tree
partition_header    = html_table_row ( [ header ]  ++ [ make_elem " p" param ] )
    where
    header = html_format " h1" " Object partitioning"
    param  = [  html_format " h4" " Parameter information"

     , html_format " h5" " HTML object similarity"
     , html_format " code" (" Term Distance: " ++ show (allowed_distance*100) +

+ "  %")
     , html_format " h5" " HTML piece demands"
     , html_format " code" (" Min CDATA length: " ++ show min_cdata_size ++ " c
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hars<br>" ++

   " Min IMG (height, width): "++show(min_img_size,min_i
mg_size) ++ 

   "  pixels<br>Similar Tags set: " ++ show reduce_tags) 
     , html_format " h5" " Weighted maximal repeating substring (Minimum WMRS cover)"
     , html_format " code" (" Visual significance level: " ++ show (min_part_size*10

0) ++ "  %")
     , html_format " h5" " Other parameters"
     , html_format " code" (" Add original HTML doc: " ++ show add_html_doc ++ "

<br><br>") 
     , html_format " h1" (" Object partitions") 
     ]

select_partition :: Tree −> Int −> [Tree]
select_partition node id_ = 
    [ html_table_format " h1" (" Partition ID: " ++ show id_ ++ "  (" ++ 

     show obj_num ++ "  objects)") ]  ++ partition’ 
where
(partition’ , obj_num)        = select_partition’ node ""  

   select_partition’ (Node h p t cl dl) pos_str =
    let  part_descrs           = filter (\x −> partId’ x == id_) p

(p_part_n, obj_num_n) = unzip $ map (show_part cl pos_str) part_
descrs

(p_part_c, obj_num_c) = unzip $ snd $ mapAccumL (f pos_str) 1  c
l in   

(concat p_part_n ++ concat p_part_c , sum obj_num_n + sum obj_nu
m_c)

select_partition’ leaf_case _ = ( [] , 0)
f p = \s d −> (s + 1, select_partition’ d (p ++ " ." ++ show s))

    

show_part :: [Tree] −> String −> PartDescr −> ([Tree], Int)
show_part cl p (D pl _) = (header ++ p_part, obj_num)
    where
    header  = [ html_table [ html_table_format " h4" (" HTML subterm position: &#949"++(dr
op 2 p) ++

       "  ("++show obj_num++"  objects)") ]]
    obj_num = div (length p_part) 2
    p_part  = get_lst’ pl cl 0 
    end     = [ html_table [ html_table_row’ [ make_elem_attr " hr" []  [ (ATTR_ " style"
 " color: Black") ]

 , make_elem " br" []]]]
    get_lst’ ((p,l) : ps) cl curr =  

[ html_table_border [ html_table_row part ] ,make_cdata " <br>" ]  ++ get_lst’
 ps rest (l+p)

where
list_start  = drop (calc_span (p−curr) cl ) cl
span_       = calc_span l list_start
(part,rest) = splitAt span_ list_start 

    get_lst’ _ _ _     = []
    exclude_elem e     = (descr’ $ type’ e) == exclude
    calc_span 0  _     = 0
    calc_span n (x : xs) = 1 + calc_span ( if  exclude_elem x then  n else  n−1) xs
    calc_span _  _     = 0
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B.3. Maximal repeating weighted substring algorithm 

 

 



module  MRWS
    (maxRepSubStr
    ,maxRep
    ,min_part_size
    ,SList(..)
    )
where  

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− User parameter value functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Used in fuction ’maxRepSubStr’ as the minimum prosent
−− the maxRep * k must be of the whole string.
min_part_size :: Float
min_part_size = 0.41

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−−  Maximal repeating substring
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

class  SList a where
    size_, rep_  ::  a −> Int 
    added_size_  ::  [ a]  −> Int

maxRep s = putStrLn one
    where
    (a,b,c,d) = maxRepSubStr s []
    one  = concatMap (\x −>" \n" ++ x) d ++ 

   " \nMax rep: " ++ show a ++ " \n" ++ " Max sub: " ++ show b ++ " \n"  ++
   " Pos lst: " ++ show c ++ " \n" 

−− Calculation of a maximal repeating weighted substring in a string.
maxRepSubStr :: (Eq a, SList a, Show a) => [a] −> [String] −> (Int, [a], [Int] ,
[String])
−−                       maxRepSub_ ( a   subStrSpan    shift |B|*K maxRep maxSu
bStr placeLst) 
maxRepSubStr a debug_0 = maxRepSub_   a   subStrMaxSpan  0     0     0      []   
  []   debug_0
    where
    −− The maximum span of a maximum repeating sub string can not 
    −− exceed half of the length of the original string since then no 
    −− repetitions would be possible. (Satisfy k => 2 demands impossible)
    subStrMaxSpan = (div (length      a) 2) + 1
    −− maxRepSubStr_ does all the work. The "visible" maxRepSubStr
    −− only sets up correct first time parameters to maxRepSubStr_
    maxRepSub_ curr_str span shift max_size max_rep max_sub_str placeLst debug =
 

−− Our shifting−window has reached the end of the list
if  shift + span > length a then
   −− Itterate until we have tried all substring length
   if  span > 1 
   −− Try with new substring length
   then  maxRepSub_ curr_str (span−1) 0 0 max_rep max_sub_str placeLst

    (d_3 (" ONE: " ++ show span ++ " >=" ++ show (length rest) ))
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   −− Last run was the smallest possible substring length so we return t

he result
   else  (max_rep, max_sub_str, placeLst, d_0) 
else  if  (tmp_rep    >  max_rep       )  −− Nr. 3   K is the maximum
     && (tmp_size   >= max_size      )  −− Nr. 2  |B|*K is maximum  
     && (tmp_rep    >=    2          )  −− Nr. 1a  K >= 2
     && (tmp_p_size >= min_part_size )  −− Nr. 1b |B|*K >= |S|/2
     && (added_size >  1             )  −− Nr. XX Something is added to 

a partition
     −− If new max is found 

      then  maxRepSub_ curr_str span (shift+1) tmp_size tmp_rep tmp_sub_st
r tmp_pos_list

      (d_3 (" TWO: "++show span++" >="++show (length rest)++"  shift: "
++show shift))

     −− If no new max is found then keep old max
     else  maxRepSub_ curr_str span (shift+1) max_size max_rep max_sub_st

r  placeLst
      (d_3 (" TREE: "++show span++" >="++show (length rest)++"  shift: 

"++show shift))
  where

 −− Calculate how many present |B|*K is of |S|
 tmp_p_size = (fromIntegral tmp_size)/(fromIntegral $ totalLengt

h a)

 −− Calculate |B|
 b_size = (fromIntegral tmp_size) / (fromIntegral tmp_rep)

 −− Calculate |B|*K 
 tmp_size   = covered_weight tmp_pos_list span a

 −− Calculate added weight
 added_size = (fromIntegral $ added_size_ (covered_elems tmp_pos

_list span a)) / 
      (fromIntegral $ length tmp_pos_list) 

 −− Find substring and rest of original string
 (tmp_sub_str, rest) = splitAt span  (drop shift curr_str)
 tmp_rep      = if  span > 1 then  length tmp_pos_list      −− Nor

mal case
else  total_rep tmp_pos_list a  −− Special case:1

 elem
 tmp_pos_list = shift : numRep’ rest (shift+span)

 −− Find number of repetitions of tmpSubStr in rest
 numRep’ []   p = []
 numRep’ ls  p = if  hd == tmp_sub_str 

 then  p : numRep’ tl (p+span) 
 else  numRep’ (tail ls) (p+1)

     where  (hd, tl) = splitAt span ls

 d_3 m = debug
 −− Debugging information
 d_0 = debug ++ [ debug_desc " Maxinfo" ++" |s| = "++ show (totalLength

 a)++"  "++
 " |b|*K = "++show (covered_weight placeLst (length

 max_sub_str) a)
 ++"  "++ " |b|*k/(|S|) = "++
 show(fromIntegral (covered_weight placeLst (len

gth max_sub_str) a)
      /fromIntegral  (totalLength a)) ++ "  " ++ 
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" |b| = " ++ 
 show ((fromIntegral $ covered_weight placeLst(l

ength max_sub_str)a) 
       / (fromIntegral max_rep)) ++ "  " ++
 " K = " ++ show max_rep
] ++ [debug_desc " PosList" ++ show placeLst ] 

     

totalLength :: (SList a) => [a] −> Int
totalLength tl = sum $ map size_ tl

total_rep :: SList t => [Int] −> [t] −> Int
total_rep pos_lst str = 
    sum $ map rep_ (covered_elems pos_lst 1 str)

covered_weight :: SList t => [Int] −> Int −> [t] −> Int
covered_weight pos_lst span str = 
    sum $ map size_ (covered_elems pos_lst span str)

covered_elems :: [Int] −> Int −> [a] −> [a]
covered_elems  pos_lst span str = covered_e pos_lst str 0
    where
    covered_e (y :ys) (x :xs) curr =

if y == curr
then take span (x :xs) ++ covered_e ys xs (curr+1)
else covered_e (y :ys) xs (curr+1)

    covered_e _ _ _ = []

debug_desc str = let len = 12 in
    if length str > len then take (len−1)  str ++ " : "  
    else str ++ take (len − length str+1) " :              "
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B.4. Top-down distance algorithm 

 

 



module  TD 
    (rted
    ,rted_debug
    ,NTree(..)
    )
where

import  List

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Top−down distance (a restricted tree edit distance version)
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Synonyms just to make things more understandable
type  Index = Int
type  Matrix_index = (Int,Int)
type  Matrix_elem = (Matrix_index, Float)
type  Matrix = [ Matrix_elem ]

−− Class definition of NTree
class  Show a => NTree a where
    get_children ::  a −> [ a]
    delete_cost  ::  a −> Float
    insert_cost  ::  a −> Float
    replace_cost ::  a −> a −> Float

−− get the ’i’−th child of tree with root ’r’
get_child :: NTree a => Index −> a −> a
get_child i r = (get_children r) !! (i−1)

−− Returns number of children of tree ’t’
num_of_children :: NTree a => a −> Int
num_of_children t = length $  get_children t

−− returns the descendents of the ’i’−th node in the type−tree ’t’
−− A node is it’s own descendant and is always placed first in the list
get_descendents :: NTree a => Index −> a −> [a]
get_descendents i t = get_d ( if  i==0 then  t else  get_child i t)
    where  get_d n = [ n]  ++ concatMap get_d (get_children n)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Distance matrix ’M’ functions
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−     

−− Stores Matrix element ’(i,val)’ in Matrix ’(e:el)’
put_val :: Matrix_elem −> Matrix−> Matrix
put_val (i,val) (e : el) = 
    if  fst e == i 
    then  (i,val + snd e) : el
    else  e : put_val (i,val) el
put_val (i,val) []  = [ (i, val) ]

−− Retrieves Matrix element at position ’index_’ in Matrix 
−− ’m’. If position ’index_’ is empty ’0’ is returned
get_val :: Matrix_index −> Matrix −> Float
get_val index_ m = 
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 case  lookup index_ m of

Just  e −> e
Nothing −> 0

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Restricted Tree Edit Distance
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−     

−− Restricted Tree Edit Distance (RTED) top level functions
rted :: NTree a => a −> a −> Float
rted t1 t2 = let  (val, debug) = rted_ t1 t2 1 in  val 

rted_debug :: NTree a => a −> a −> IO ()
rted_debug t1 t2 = putStrLn $ (myShow 0)$ rted_ t1 t2 1

−− Restricted Tree Edit Distance (RTED) algorithm
rted_ :: NTree a => a −> a −> Int −> (Float, [String])
rted_ t1 t2 level =     
    if  m == 0 || n == 0 
    then  (replace_cost t1 t2, [] ) −− + del_cost 0 − 2 + ins_cost 0, [])
    else  rted’ 1 1 w_0_n []

where
m            = num_of_children t1
n            = num_of_children t2
del_cost i   = sum $ map delete_cost (get_descendents i t1)
ins_cost   j = sum $ map insert_cost (get_descendents j t2)
rep_cost i j = replace_cost (get_child i t1) (get_child j t2)  
w_0_0        = put_val ((0,0),(replace_cost t1 t2)) []
w_m_0        = w_0_0 ++ zip index_lst weigth_lst
    where
    index_lst  = zip [ 1..m ]  [ 0,0.. ]
    cost_lst   = map del_cost [ 1..m ]
    weigth_lst = snd $ mapAccumL (\x y −>(x+y,x+y)) (snd $ head w_0_0) co

st_lst 
w_0_n        = w_m_0 ++ zip index_lst weigth_lst
    where
    index_lst  = zip [ 0,0.. ]  [ 1..n ]
    cost_lst   = map ins_cost [ 1..n ]
    weigth_lst = snd $ mapAccumL (\x y −>(x+y,x+y)) (snd $ head w_0_0) co

st_lst
rted’ i j env  d_0 = 
    if  i == m && j == n then  (get_val (m,n) new_env, d_f) else  
    if  j == n then  rted’ (i+1) 1 new_env d_1 else  rted’ i (j+1) new_env 

d_1 
where
w_del      = get_val (i−1, j  ) env
w_ins      = get_val (i  , j−1) env
w_rep      = get_val (i−1, j−1) env
del        = w_del + del_cost i
ins        = w_ins + ins_cost j
(rep, d_9) = (dist + w_rep, myShow level (dist + w_rep, d_r))
(dist,d_r) = rted_ (get_child i t1) (get_child j t2) (level + 1)

 
new_env    = put_val ((i,j),(minimum [ del, ins, rep ] )) env

    −− Debuging information generation
d_1 = d_0 ++ 
      [ " === NEW PASS " ++ show (i,j) ++  " ======(i,j)=====" ]  ++
      [ " del=M"++show(i−1,j)++"  "++ show w_del ++"  + Ci="++show (de

l_cost i) ]  ++
      [ " ins=M"++show(i,j−1)++"  "++ show w_ins ++"  + Cj="++show (in
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s_cost j)]  ++
      [ "del= "++show del++" ins = "++show ins++" rep = "++show rep]  ++
      [ "t1[" ++ show i ++ "]= " ++ show(get_child i t1)]  ++
      [ "t2[" ++ show j ++ "]= " ++ show(get_child j t2)]  ++
      [ "ci= " ++ show (get_descendents i t1)]  ++
      [ "cj= " ++ show (get_descendents j t2)]  ++ [ d_9]  
d_f = d_1 ++ [ "Matrix:"]  ++ map (\(i,v)−> "M" ++ show i++"="+

+show v) new_env 

myShow n (a,c) = 
    tab n "DEBUG INFO:" ++ concatMap (\x−>tab n x) c ++ tab n "" ++
    tab n "Distance: "  ++ show a ++ "\n" 

where  tab l d = "\n" ++ show n ++ " " ++ take (4 * n ) (repeat ’ ’) ++ d
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B.5. MakeHxtToWash algorithm 

 



module MakeHxtToWash where

−− Standard haskell lib imports
import IO
import Char 
import List 

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− Helper functions
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

fstUpp (x :xs) = toUpper x :map toLower xs
allLow = map toLower
allUpp = map toUpper
banner msg = " \n\n−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\n" ++

     " −−\n" ++ " −− " ++ msg ++ " \n−−\n" ++
     " −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\n\n"

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
−− "hxtToWash" Haskell code generator
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− Reads HTMLPrelude.hs and parses its content.
main :: IO()
main = do
       x <− openFile " /hom/erlinh/Masteroppgave/Haskell/lib/WASP−HTML/src/HTMLPrelude.hs" Read
Mode
       contents <− hGetContents x
       writeFile " HxtToWash.hs" (genCode contents)

genCode src = −− Module and import lines
      imports ++    

      −− Helper functions/Utilities functions
      banner " Helper functions/Utilities functions" ++ utilFunctions ++
      

              −− Main entry point function
      banner " This is the main entry point to this module" ++ convertFunc ++

      −− Ntree root parsing function
      banner " Ntree root parsing function" ++ rootFunc ++

      −− XTag parsing functions
      banner " XTag parsing functions" ++ (pTagFunc  $ parseTag src) ++

      −− XAtt parsing functions
      banner " XAtt parsing functions" ++ (pAttrFunc $  parseAttr src) ++  

      −− Attribute values parsing functions
      banner " Attribute values parsing functions" ++ (pAttrValFunc $ parseAttrVal s

rc)

−− Module and import lines −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
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imports = " module HxtToWash where\n\n" ++

  " import Prelude hiding (map, span, div, head)\n" ++
  " import HTMLPrelude\n" ++

          " import Text.XML.HXT.DOM.XmlTree hiding(attr, CONTENT, NAME)\n" ++
          " import List hiding(head, map, span) −− find function used from List\n" ++

  " import Char                      −− toLower function used from Char\n"

−− Helper functions/Utilities functions −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−
utilFunctions = myMap ++ strToInt ++ newDTDHeader
    where
    newDTDHeader = " \nmake’ = ELT (doctype_ [\"HTML\",\"PUBLIC\"" ++ 

   " ,\"\\\"−//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN\\\"\"]  [])\n" ++
   " build_document’ addToHTML = make’ # html addToHTML\n"

    myMap = " \nmyMap f l = [(f x) | x <− l]\n"
    strToInt = " \nstrToInt :: String −> Int\n" ++ 

       " strToInt list = \n" ++ " \tfoldr (+) 0 (myMap (\\(n,e)−>(10^e)*n)" ++
       "  (zip (reverse $ myMap digitToInt list) [0..]))\n"

−− The convert function −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
convertFunc = " \nconvert :: XmlTree −> ELT DOCUMENT\n" ++ 

      " convert rootNode = build_document’ $ pRoot rootNode\n\n"

−− Function that parses the root of the result Ntree −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−
rootFunc = doc1 ++ funPart1 ++ doc2 ++ funPart2

   where
   doc1 = " −− if a htmlTreeRootNode is found then that node is given to\n" ++

  " −− (pHtml . getChildren) else empty is return\n"
   funPart1 = " pRoot root = maybe empty (pHtml . getChildren) (getHtmlDoc root)" ++

      " \n\twhere\n"
   doc2 = " \t{−− getHtmlDoc: returns \"Just htmlTreeRootNode\" or \"Nothing\"" ++

  " \n\t −− \\x−>isTagNode \"html\" (getNode x): returns true if the root−node" ++
  " \n\t    of the subtree x is an XTag node where ’localPart = \"html\"’" ++

                  " \n\t    In other words, True means we have found the htmlTreeRootNode" ++
  " \n\t −− ’getChildren root’: returns a list containing all subtrees having" ++
  " \n\t    root as their parent." ++
  " \n\t −− find searches the list of subtrees until we have reach the end of" ++
  " \n\t    the list or we have found the htmlRootNode. It returns either" ++ 
  " \n\t    \"Nothing\" or \"Just htmlRootNode\" −}"          

   funPart2 = " \n\tgetHtmlDoc root = find (\\x−>isTagNode \"html\" " ++ 
      " (getNode x)) (getChildren root)\n\n\n\n"

{−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
   Generates all the XTag functions. The functions will look like
   this:

      pTAGNAME l@((NTree (XTag (QN {localPart=str}) attr) nTrees):xs) =
            case str of 
                "TAG_INC_1" −> TAG_INC_1(pTAG_INC_1 nTrees ## pATAG_INC_1 attr) 
## pTAGNAME xs
                "TAG_INC_2" −> TAG_INC_2(pTAG_INC_2 nTrees ## pATAG_INC_2 attr) 
## pTAGNAME xs
                "TAG_INC_3" −> TAG_INC_3(pTAG_INC_3 nTrees ## pATAG_INC_3 attr) 
## pTAGNAME xs
                 .
                 .
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                 .
                _ −>  pTAGNAME xs

      −− ADD THIS LINE IF case str of "cdata" and remove the case
      pTAGNAME((NTree (XText str) nTrees):xs) = text(str) ## pTAGNAME(xs)
      pTAGNAME (x:xs) = pTAGNAME(xs)
      pTAGNAME [] = empty

    One special case for pTable l@((NTree.... The last case differs from all oth
ers
    to make a tbody element if tbody element is absent. Last case looks like thi
s:
               _ −> tbody(pTbody l)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−}

pTagFunc ((tName,inc,cdata): xs) = head_1 ++ body_1 ++ head_2 ++ head_3 ++
  head_4 ++ pTagFunc xs

    where
    head_1 = "p" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ 

     " l@((NTree (XTag (QN {localPart=str}) attr) nTrees):xs) =" ++
     "\n\tcase str of" 

    head_2 = if  cdata then   "p" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ "((NTree (XText str) nTrees):xs)" ++ 
     "= text(str) ## p" ++ fstUpp(tName)  ++ "(xs)\n" else  ""

    head_3 = "p" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ "(x:xs) = p" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ "(xs)\n"
    head_4 = "p" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ " [] = empty\n"
    body_1 = foldr caseStr caseEndStr inc
    caseStr x y = "\n\t\t\"" ++ allLow(x) ++ "\" −> " ++ allLow(x) ++ 

  "(p" ++ fstUpp(x) ++ " nTrees ## pA" ++ fstUpp(x) ++  " attr) ## p"
  ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ " xs" ++ y

    caseEndStr = "\n\t\t_ −> " ++ 
 (if  fstUpp(tName) /= "Table" then  "p" ++  fstUpp(tName) ++ " xs\n"

  
  else  "tbody(pTbody l)\n")

pTagFunc []  = []

{−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
   Generates all the XAttr functions. The functions will look like
   this:
      pATAGNAME ((NTree (XAttr (QN {localPart=str})) [NTree (XText val) []]):xs)
 = 
            case str of 
                "ATTR_1" −>  (getATTR_1Val val) ## (pATAGNAME xs)
                "ATTR_2" −>  (getATTR_2Val val) ## (pATAGNAME xs)
                "ATTR_3" −>  (getATTR_3Val val) ## (pATAGNAME xs)
                "ATTR_4" −>  (getATTR_4Val val) ## (pATAGNAME xs)
                 .
                 .
                 .
                _ −>  pATAGNAME(xs)
      pATAGNAME (x:xs) = pATAGNAME xs
      pATAGNAME [] = empty
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−}

pAttrFunc ((tName,inc,cdata): xs) = head_1 ++ body_1 ++ head_2 ++ head_3 ++ pAttr
Func xs
    where
    head_1 = "pA" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ 

     " ((NTree (XAttr (QN {localPart=str})) [NTree (XText val) []]):xs) =" ++
     "\n\tcase (myMap toLower str) of" 
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    head_2 = "pA" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ "(x:xs) = pA" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ " xs\n"
    head_3 = "pA" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ " [] = empty\n"
    body_1 = foldr (caseStr) caseEndStr inc
    caseStr = \x y −> "\n\t\t\"" ++ allLow(x) ++ "\" −> get" ++ fstUpp(x) ++ 

      "Val val ## pA" ++ fstUpp(tName) ++ " xs" ++ y
    caseEndStr = "\n\t\t_ −> pA" ++ fstUpp(tName)  ++ " xs\n"   

pAttrFunc []  = []

{−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
   Generates all the attrVal functions. The END refers to the end found by 
   findEnd.

   The simple function:  getATTRIBUTEVal str = attr ATTRIBUTE END

   The complex function: getATTRIBUTEVal str = case str of
                    AttrVal_1 −> attr ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE_AttrVal_1

    AttrVal_2 −> attr ATTRIBUTE ATTRIBUTE_AttrVal_2
                                .
                                .
                                .

    _ −> attr ATTRIBUTE END

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−}

pAttrValFunc l = foldr (++) "" (map toFun (parse l))
    where
    parse list = map (\(aName,val,str) −> (aName, clean val, findEnd val str)) l
ist

where
−− clean list: Removes all "[String]" and "Int" occurrences from list
clean l = filter (\x −> x/="[String]" && x/="Int") l
−− All attribute values belongs to one of the following data types:

        −−  * Int           * String   
        −−  * [String]      * Other self defined types in the HTMLPrelud.hs
        −− Since the getAttrVal function allways is given a string we need to co
nvert that
        −− string into the correct datatype. This is what findEnd does. 

findEnd val str  | str                     = "str"
 | elem "[String]" val     = "(words str)"
 | elem "Int" val          = "(strToInt str)"
 | otherwise               = head(val)

    −− toFun: generates the result function. If there isn’t any "instance AttrVa
lue aName val" 
    −− declaration where val belongs to the "Other" data type then we only need 
the simple 
    −− function. (See pAttrValFunc help text) else we need the complex function 
where the default
    −− case is the end found by findEnd.
    toFun (aName,val,end) =

if  val == []  then  simple else  complex
    where
    simple = "\nget"++fstUpp(aName)++"Val str = attr "++allUpp(aName)++" "++end
    complex = head ++ body
    head = "\nget" ++ fstUpp(aName) ++ "Val str = case (myMap toLower str) of"

            body = foldr (caseStr) caseEndStr val
    caseEndStr = "\n\t\t_ −> attr " ++ allUpp(aName)++" "++ end   
    caseStr = \x y −> "\n\t\t\"" ++ (allLow $ tail $ dropWhile (/=’_’) x) 

      ++ "\" −> attr " ++ allUpp(aName) ++ " " ++ x ++ y
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−− Splits content into lines then words. Then all arrays matching the filter
−− is removed. Then all empty arrays are removed. The result is an array with 
−− arrays containing to elements x, y where "instance AddTo x y" is a sub part
−− of the original content. SkipTag is explained in the pars function.
parseTag str = pars [ x | x <− (map (filter . words) (lines str)), x/= []] [] ski
pTag
    where
    filter (" instance" :" AddTo" :xs) = xs
    filter (" instance" :" TAG" :x:xs) = [x]
    filter _ = []
    skipTag = " CDATA"

−− Splits content into lines then words. Then all arrays matching the filter
−− is removed. Then all empty arrays are removed. The result is an array with 
−− arrays containing to elements x, y where "instance AddAttr x y" is a sub part
−− of the original content. SkipTag is explained in the pars function.
parseAttr str = pars [x | x <−(map (filter.words) (lines str)), x/= []] [] skipTa
g
    where
    filter (" instance" :" AddAttr" :xs) = xs
    filter (" instance" :" TAG" :x:xs) = [x]
    filter _ = []
    skipTag = ""

   

−− Splits content into lines then words. Then all arrays matching the filter
−− is removed. Then all empty arrays are removed. The result is an array with 
−− arrays containing to elements x, y where "instance AttrValue x y" is a sub pa
rt
−− of the original content. SkipTag is explained in the pars function.
parseAttrVal str  = pars [ x | x <− (map (filter . words) (lines str)), x/= []] [
] skipTag
    where
    filter (" instance" :" AttrValue" :x:y:xs) = [x,y ]
    filter _ = []
    skipTag = " String"

−− Transforms a list as follows
−− [["A","BR"]["A","HR"]["B","I"]] −> [("A",["BR","HR"], boolean),("B",["I"], bo
olean)]
−− The semantic meaning of (A, [B,C,D], boolean) is that tag A is only allowed t
o contain 
−− zero or more tags of types B, C or D. If boolean then A is allowed to contain
 "skipTag" else
−− A is not allowed to contain "skipTag". "skipTag" is removed from the [B,C,D] 
tag list
pars (x :xs) res skipTag = pars xs (addTo x res) skipTag
    where
    addTo (x :y) ((z,v,c) :zs) 

−− Tag exists in result, but skipTag is True
| z == x, y == [skipTag ] = ((x,  v  , True) :zs)      
−− Tag exists in result, add include Tag
| z == x                 = ((x, y++v,   c ) :zs) 
−− Tag not fount yet in result, continue search in result list
| otherwise              = (z,v,c) :(addTo (x :y) zs)

    −− Tag not in result list, make a new element to the result list.
    addTo (x :y) []               = if y == [skipTag ] then [(x, [], True) ] else [
(x, y, False) ]                 
pars [] res _= res
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